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Tout ce qui est, est d'une maniere determinee, a des proprietes caracterisees.

Preface

Emile Durkheim
"Representations individuelles et
representations collectives," 1898

This book amounts to an anthropological critique of
the idea that human cultures are formulated out of
practical activity and, behind that, utilitarian interest. The idea at issue I generally call "praxis
t~ory" when attention is centered on forms
economic activity or '.:-'.l.lUlt¥-..~ry" when it
concerns the logic of material advantage supposed
to govern production. "Praxis" I should like to
confine mainly to the sense of productive action, its
principal sense in Marxist writing, including, as in
that literature, both the objective and subjective
aspects of the process: on one hand, the historically given means and relations of production; on
the other, the experience men have of themselves
and the objecls of their existence in the course of
productively transforming the world through· a
given instrumental mode. "Utility" likewise may be
thought of in subjective and objective dimensions,
although many theories rather underspecify which
practical logic they take as the basis of cultural
order. For some, however, it is clear that culture is
precipitated from the rational activity of individuals
pursuing their own best interests. This is "utilitarianism" proper; its logic is the maximization of
means-ends relations. The objective utility theories
are naturalistic or ecological; for them, the determinant material wisdom substantialized in cultural
form is the ~~10f the human popUlation or the
givensoci~1 orde The precise logic is adaptive
advantage,or-maintenance of the system within
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natural limits of viability. As opposed to all these
genera and species of practical reason, this book
poses a reason of another kind, the symbolic or
meaningful. It takes as the distinctive quality of man
not that he must live in a material world,
circumstance he shares with all organisms, but that
he does so according to a meaningful scheme of
his own devising, in which capacity mankind is
unique. It therefore takes as the decisive quality of
culture-as giving each mode of life the properties
that characterize it-not that this culture must
conform to material constraints but that it does so
according to a definite symbolic scheme which is
never the only one possible. Hence it is culture
which constitutes utility.
The argument of the book, as this brief synopsis
must imply, involves a complex dialogue of
theories, at once among themselves and in relation
to the kinds of cultural systems they seek to
explain. The scene is set in chapter 1 by a
description of certain difficulties encountered by
historical materialism in the analysis of so-called
primitive societies. From this discussion it seems
reasonable to conclude, at least provisionally, that
Marxism and the received anthropological structuralisms are only relative theoretical accounts,
respectively appropriate to specific cultural universes or historical epochs. Yet in the second
chapter it is suggested that the issues that divide
Marxism from cultural theory have profound
analogues in the history of anthropological thought
on "primitive" society. This elucidation of the
controversy betweeen practical and cultural reason within anthropology then makes it possible to
criticize historical materialism in chapter 3 and to
draw bourgeois society into the kingdom of
symbolic order in chapter 4. This last engages the
title of the work, Culture and Practical Reason, in a
double entendre characteristic of the book's
constant movement between the opposition of
theory and theory and the confrontation of theory
and object; for the intention of chapter 4 is to
suggest the symbolic structure in material utility.
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The final chapter offers first conclusions from the
entire exercise: on utility versus meaning at the
level of cultural theory, and Western versus
"primitive" at the level of fact.
The book thus argues a position-for the
meaningful-in a dispute with practical thought that
is classic not only in anthropology but in all of social
science (not to mention philosophy). It is a debate,
moreover, to which knowledge of any society or
any history is pertinent. Clearly, I could not hope (or
want) to escape being taxed on the documentation
I offer on the controversy; nor, regrettably, could I
expect that the resolution offered will escape being
categorized within the procrustean opposition of
"idealism" and "materialism" by which the discussion customarily proceeds. As for documentation, I
would only defend the choice of anthropological
theories and findings as a privileged site for such
debate. This because the anthropological concept
of culture poses the challenge to practical reason in
its most powerful form-and also because, as I
shall argue in a moment, this same concept leaves
behind just such antique dualisms as mind and
matter, idealism and materialism. Within anthropology itself, I have chosen certain authors and
certain societies to situate and exemplify the main
arguments. Naturally the selection was guided by
what seemed to best serve these purposes; but
here surely the limitations and idiosyncrasies of an
individual. experience must have their effect. For
that reason, one cannot but welcome commentary
based on other sources and other disciplines. It
could well confirm the essential point: that the
contest between the practical and the meaningful is
the fateful issue of modern social thought.
As for the charge of "idealism" that an insistence
on the meaningful appears to invite, this, it seems
to me, must take its ground in precisely the kind of
preanthropological, presymbolic epistemology of
subject/object relations whose transcendence was
the historical condition of a concept of culture. To
return to this language now would be to rob the
concept of its determinate properties. It would
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reduce the problem of culture to the terms of the
endemic Western antinomy of a worldless subject
confronting a thoughtless object: ineradicable
opposition of mind and matter, between the poles
of which 2,500 years of philosophy has succeeded
in plausibly drawing the line of reality at every
conceivable position, from the idealism of Bishop
Berkeley to the materialism of Vladimir lIych. To
engage culture in the same problematic is merely
to ask whether it represents the subject's "real"
experience or his ideal conceptions; whereas, in
truth, it is the social condition of the possibility of
either and both. Boas, we shall see, was to
formulate the modern notion of culture out of
discontent with exactly this unmediated sUbject!
object frame. Passing successively from physics to
psychophysics, then to geography, linguistics, and
ethnology, he would discover at each stage the
same sort of discontinuity between the subjective
and the objective, and at each stage too a more
general, collective (less Kantian, more cultural)
reason for the discontinuity. Ultimately, on the
ethnological plane the interposed term became the
collective tradition, informing subjective perception
by an historic conception. Here was the specifically
anthropological contribution to the established
dualism: a tertium quid, culture, not merely
mediating the human relation to the world by a
social logic of significance, but constituting by that
scheme the relevant subjective and objective
terms of the relationship.
In this book, I take the position that meaning is
the specific property of the anthropological object.
Cultures are meaningful orders of persons and
things. Since these orders are systematic, they
cannot be free invention of the mind. But anthropology must consist in the discovery of the system;
for as I hope to show, it can no longer be content
with the idea that custom is merely fetishized utility.
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Marxism and
Two
Structuralisms

I

I
The question that first inspired this book was whether the materialist
conception of history and culture, as Marx formulated it theoretically,
could be transferred without friction to the comprehension of tribal
societies. Since it appeared to me that it could not, the question became,
What is the real nature of the difficulty?
I hasten to add that the reference is to the materialist system as it is stated
methodologically in passages of the Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of i844, The German ideology, the "Theses on Feuerbach," A
Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy, the Grundrisse, Capital, and other works of Marx which will be cited hereafter. The general
, social theory set forth in these studies is commonly referred to as "historical materialism." It is well known that Marx never used the term "historical materialism" (or "dialectical materialism") to describe his
philosophy. The need for such labels arose later-and this may be
symptomatic of the problem that will concern us. Serious students of Marx
have claimed that he failed to systematize adequately the practices he
actually used in the more concrete analyses of history and of capitalist
society. Accordingly, the present work might be thought of as a responsej
on two levels to the disparity, since it takes an epistemological gap between practice and concept as an occasion to reflect on the adequacy of '.
material praxis to account for the cultural order.
~
Such reflection necessarily develops into an internal critique of anthropological theory as well. Still, I believe that the encounter with tribal
and peasant societies has generated something novel and authentic in anthropology, especially in its concept of culture, and I am moved to defend
it. It would be a dismal-although conceivable-eomment on our supposed "science" if the materialist interpretation as Marx developed it in
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the mid-nineteenth century could be applied without problem to the tribal
worId . A hundred
' years of thought and fieldwork, all that mental and
physical discomfort, would have been largely. for nothing-an immense
'd t r into the uncharted hinterlands of mankmd that merely brought us
e ou
. h
back to the starting point. Nothing we learned about. human culture m t e
es ofg
the Indians
VI'11a
, the Africans, or the PolynesIans would have
. conto
d any
real surprises
t. a
m
e · On the contrary, anthropology, handmaIden
.
.ImperI'alism , beyond its contributions to.
the spread
of
Western
Ideology
. . .
and polity, would reveal itself as a grand mtellectual dIstractIOn, bourgeOIs
society scratching its head.
That could be. On the other hand, the received materialism has had its
d1'fficulties with anthropological knowledge. To determine the source .of
the problem would oe of the highest service to anthropo.logical and MarXIst
alike. For by the very fact that anthropology IS the creature of a
theory
.
.
. d
d' .
b r eois society whose supposed supenor VIrtues It oes not cre It, ItS
ou g al' m must be the same as that of a cntIca
.. I matena
. l'Ism: "toheIp
t st
g~ae
.
ken out of their,self-made prison of ~ncompr.e~ended. economIC deterIminism" (Schmidt 1971, p. 41). That IS the spmt of thIs book.
The resistance of tribal society to materialist theory has had many ex.ons There were clear anticipations of the problem in the works of
pressl
.
f h
. 1 d' 1 .
Marx and Engels: caution about the pertinence 0 t e matena . Ia ectIc
where the ~ns cl.productiQn donotconfront the pro~ucers as rl':!til':<:l and
alienated, forces; circumspection about the formatIve power.s of the
"~"m"'I'c'baserelative to "natural" bonds of "blood"; observatIOn
of the
econo
.
immutability of archaic village communities (see especIally Marx 1964;
1967 [1867], 1:358; Engels 1972 [1891]; M~rx an? Engels 1936,. p?
405-6). So that now for every claim o~ the un.Iv.ersahty of the mate~Iahst
. terpretation there is a counterclaim of ItS relatIvIty.. For every assertIOn of
m
its applicability to all of history (Althusser and Bahbar 1970; Terray. 1972)
and .dechne hof
there is a reservation of its specificity to the growth
.
capitalism (Petrovic 1967; Schmidt 1971). The d~sagreeme?t IS over t e
theoretical status of historical materialism as the SCIence of hIStory or~the
owl of Minerva taking wing at dusk-the critical self-awareness of late
capitalist society.
' . ,
.
Meanwhile, within the anthropologIcal academy proper, hlstoncal
t rialism has not been an unqualified success. Of course, there are
::o~ogical resistances, but there are also serious criticisms. This .chapter
takes up some main issues in certain recent debates between MarXIsm and
the two anthropological structuralisms, British and French. But first, a few
ground rules for such discussion.

I

I

___________L

It would be sheer "terrorism" on the Marxist side to dismiss these
anthrop()logical arguments as bourgeois idealism (d. Sartre 1963). But it
would be just as uninformative for anthropology to adopt the same terrorism in reverse, writing off the Marxist challenge as a "vulgar economic
determinism," a naive "reflectionist" understanding of the relations between economic base and political-ideological superstructures. There are
enough concrete examples in Marx, not to mention the well-known explications in Engels's correspondence, to justify leaving such criticisms
aside. The issue joined in the debate with British structuralism is a real one:
the relevance of the Marxist analytic frame to a society that does not know
an organizational distinction between base and superstructure; that is,
wliere1IieTwclare formally the same structure. In turn~'this morphological
or institutionalist problem is only an aspect of the deeper issue in the
controversy between Marxism and French structuralism.
"Controversy" may not be the correct word. In some instances there is
an uneasy accommodation. The love-hate affair raging between structuralists and Marxists testifies to the accuracy of Luc de Reusch's ethnographic report from the Latin Quarter to the effect that the French intelligentsia is the most nervous in Europe. Still, the usual modes by which the
two are opposed, the synchrony of structuralism to the diachrony of Marxism the idealism of the former to the materialism of the latter, make it
difficult to understand why they should even contemplate a synthesis. True
'that some militants reject structuralism out of hand for its apparent
quietism. But Levi-Strauss says he is a Marxist, in some sense (1965, P.t!r
61; 1966, p. 130), even as Godelier finds Marx was a structuralist (1972).
Moreover, this attraction of opposites has an analogue in anthropology
proper, in the fascination Levi-Strauss holds for Anglo-Saxon ethnologists,
despite their habitual hard-headed empiricism. What structuralism seems
to offer, even beyond a conception of the continuity in history that Marx
recognized for certain precapitalist societies, is an explicit statement of the
culture in the praxis, the symbolic order in thema!erial activity.
This too Marx Was among'ilie-fiis(torecognize. But to adopt a distinction of Althusser's, to recognize an important fact, to see it, is not the same
as developing the,concept of it. Marx~s general formulations of cultural
theory would subordinate the societal logic of production to the instrumental logic of work, and withal transpose the symbolic coordinates of social
being into the consequence of that b~ing. Th.e r~lation betwe~n produ~ti~e
action in the world and the symbohc orgamzatIOn of expenence-thls IS
the issue between Marxism and French structuralism; as it is also the issue
in the provincial debates of anthropology over practical and cultural
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reason. The disagreement is over the adequacy of praxis to constitute the
human order.
The following discussion seeks to establish the framework of this disagreement, and of all its corollaries, equally fundamental, concerning the
relations between structure and event, culture and nature, ideology and
economy. Perhaps the importance of the question, as well as the difficulties
Marxism and structuralism discover in escaping from each other, is sumQled
up by the observation that the Marxist vision of a socialist future; the
mastery by society of society's mastery over nature, is very similar to the
idea that Levi-Strauss and Boas before him have entertained of the primitive
past. What is more, is this not the essential anthropological understanding
of culture itself?

I
I
I'
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Marxism and Two Structuralisms

whole and that their apparent independence could be transcended" (Lukacs
1971, p. 230). But the Tallensi, as Worsley describes them, present this
problem in reverse:

J

I

Marxism and British Structuralism:
The Worsley-Fortes Controversy
When Peter Worsley (1956) subjected Meyer Fortes's studies of the Tallensi (especially 1945, 1949) to a Marxist critique, he adopted a strategy
that seemed more analytic than dialectic. "It is necessary," he wrote, "to
break a kinship system, which is a unitary system of relations between
persons, into its componetlt purposive systems of different kind (economic,
procreative, ritual, etc.) and to examine the relations between these systems" (1956, p. 64; emphasis mine). Yet here there is an even more
striking departure from the received materialism. The analytic dissection
Worsley performs on the Tallensi lineage system is rather the opposite of
the procedure Marx used to demystify Western capitalism. Worsley is
obliged to dismember an apparent unity in order to posit hidden relationships among its parts; for Marx, the problem was to discover the unity
among parts-the economy, law, the state-which presented themselves
as distinct and autonomous.
This difference in method is, I suggest, the theoretical counterpart of a
difference in the cultural object. The materialist synthesis achieved by
Marx was a triumph over the peculiar and deceiving appearance of
bourgeois society. Lukacs explains: "Economics, .law and the state appear
here as closed systems which control the whole of society by virtue of the
perfection of their own power and by their own built-in laws." Historical
materialism, Lukacs concludes, "was an epoch-making achievement precisely because it was able to see that these apparently quite independent,
hermetic and autonomous systems were really aspects of a comprehensive

5

We have seen that those persons to whom one stands, for example, in
a particular political relationship are also the same persons to whom
one stands in other relationships-moral, religious, educational etc.
The ties linking individuals in Tale society are not ties of unitary interest alone; there is a complex network of interlocking ties which bind
people together. This multiplicity of ties is mainly expressed in the
idiom of kinship. Political relations between groups are similarly expressed in kinship terms, although the content of such relations is obviously of a different nature from the content of the relations between
actual kin. Thus kinship is the framework of the whole social system:
the many ties that link people together coincide with those of direct
kinship, and this shapes the structure of the whole society. [1956,
p. 63]
Worsley is thus compelled to find a diversity in the institutional unityon the model of a method for discovering the unity in an institutional
diversity. To get a clearer picture of this theoretical inversion, allow me to
reproduce Marx's most famous statement of materialist principle:
The general conclusion at which I arrived and which, once reached,
continued to serve as the leading thread in my studies may be briefly
summed up as follows: In the social production which men carryon,
they enter into definite relations that are indispensable and independent
of their will; these relations of production correspond to a definite
stage of development of their material powers of production. The sum
total of these relations of production constitutes the economic structure
of society-the real foundation, on which rise legal and political
superstructures and to which correspond definite forms of social consciousness. The mode of production in material life determines the
general character of the social, political, and spiritual processes of life.
It is not the consciousness of men that determines their existence, but,
on the contrary, their social existence determines their consciousness
[Marx 1904 (1859), pp. 11-12]

--~
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Marx of course goes on to outline the dialectics of change: conflict
between the developing material forces and the established relations of
production, leading to social revolution, transformation of the economic
base and, consequently, more or less rapid transformation of the "entire
immense superstructure." Both dynamic and determination in the theory,
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diachronic movement and synchronic relationship, presuppose a differentiated cultural order. The society envisioned in materialist theory is divided
into "component purposive systems"-economy, polity, ideology-each
organized by specialized institutions (market, state, church, etc.). Marx's
own formulation of historical materialism contains a definite structural a
priori-but of a kind that anthropology has recognized as particular and
historical.
For the absence of just that differentiation between base and superstruct~re, ~~esumed by the materialist conception is the hallmark of the "primilIve m the array of human cultures. The term has had no sensible use in
anthropology except to designate a generalized structure. In the tribal
cultures, economy ,polity, ritual, and ideology do not appear as distinct
"systems," nor can relationships be easily assigned to one or another of
these functions. To put it positively, society is ordered by a single consistent system of relationships, having the properties we recognize as "kinship," which is deployed or mapped onto various planes of social action.
Tribal groups and relations are "polyvalent" or "multifunctional": they
order all the activities which in Western civilization are the subject of
special institutional developments. Kinship, which in the West is one of
these specializaitons, confined to the domestic corner of social life is the
, design of a society such as that of the Tallensi. Y~inshipj.L" sup~rstruc- ?
~\t~e" from the.perspec~ive of classic materia~ism.' ev~n as it is base in the I
' / structure of tnbal society. For the Tallensi, kmship relations between
. father and son, husband and wife, brother and brother, are the main relations of production. They are also jural-political and ritual relations. Religion is the ancestor cult, as polity is the lineage and production is the
patriarchal compound. 1

I

I. "In fact the ideology of kinship is so dominant in Tale society, and the web of genealogical connexions so extensive, that no social relationships or events fall completely outside
the orbit of kinship. In this respect the Tallensi resemble very many other primitive
societies among whom, as Firth puts it, kinship is the articulating principle of social
organization. Just because kinship acts as a major determinant of social behaviour in every
?spect. a~d depart.ment of social life, it is the basis of the machinery of social integration
In socleltes of thiS type, as many studies on Africa, Oceania, and America have
shown....
"Among the Tallensi kinship relations are a major determinant of the pattern of organization of all activities through which the ruling interests of the people are satisfied.
This holds for all departments of Tale social life-for the activities concerned with the
production and consumption of food and all material goods, for those involved in the
reproduction and rearing of offspring, for those concerned with maintaining the rights
and duties of individuals and corporate units toward one another, and for religious and
ceremonial activities" (Fortes 1949, pp. 338-40).
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Hence the necessity sensed by Worsley to fragment kinship into its
"component systems." Thus assimilating the totality of one society to the
divisions of another, Worsley undoes the work of history by a work of the
mind. But the "material analytic" must then discount the kinship properties of economic relations and so reduce the famous "determination by the
economic base" to an ecology of practical interest and a psychology of
economic motive. For the anthropology of tribal societies, the important
lesson must be that this argument from material necessity is not intellectually accidental. In part, the character of Worsley's critique was imposed by
the theory prevailing in British anthropology. The species of materialism
which understands kinship as the "idiom" of practicalities is, on the one
hand, an adaptation to existing theoretical conditions within -the discipline.
Worsley's" is the antithesis to the structuralist thesis developed by
Radcliffe-Brown and forwarded by Fortes, and as pure negation it shares
the premises of its theoretical opposite. Especially it retains that conception
of social form as the "expression" of an underlying "principle" which
was central to Radcliffe-Brown's work. It is content to substitute the prin\\
ciple of economic interest for that social solidarity, seeing the first as the
"objective basis" of the second, but thus making of materialism another
kind of sentimentality. This theoretical influence on Worsley's materialism
I reserve for later discussion. The more important implication of the controversy with Fortes is an ontological one: what it says about the nature of
.the object in dispute, Tallensi society. If Worsley's materialism was in part
constrained by the theoretical climate, it was on the other hand imposed by
the Tallensi themselves. This same resolution of kinship to practical reason I
represents a logical transformation of historical materialism in the face of al
generalized cultural order that it did not originally envision.
The concrete form of Tallensi society is a silent third part to the controversy but is the dominant force of its logic. The stages in Worsley's
permutation of historical materialism are connected by the way the Tallensi
system is constituted. At an initial moment of analysis, Worsley is compelled to exchange the real content of Tallensi relations of production for
their abstract forms (e.g., cooperation), with the intention of understanding
the former as an "idiom" of the latter. The relations of production adduced
by Worsley are formal-technical facts: the collaboration and authority required in agricultural production; the demographic limits on compound
size and density; the implications for fusion and fission of the differential
distribution of agricultural resources; the necessary social scale of food
sharing and thus of social solidarity; the relations of cooperation and

Chapter One
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competition that ensue between people by virtue of their common dependence on uniquely valuable resources (permanent fields); and the like. From
such technical conditions. Worsley would derive the content of the relationships entailed"":"-or sometimes, more modestly, the" objective significance"
(p. 42) of this content. By the age of nine or ten, for example, Tale children
begin to participate in the domestic economy under their father's authority;
it is "during this period, " Worsley writes, "that the identification of father
and son which gives shape and strength to the lineage system, begins to
develop" (p. 42; emphasis mine).2 Likewise, it is in the facts of sharing
food and working together that brothers develop that "solidarity of siblings" which is the bond of lineage (p. 42). The "practical basis" of filial
submission and attachment is the economic value of land, as it is likewise a
basis for disengagement when land is scarce (pp. 42 ff.). In this way, from
a number of similar observations, _Wqrsl_e .£9}}cluges:"::The ki~~~i'p_sys
tem is the unifying system in Tale life ut is itself the form ofexpression
oCec(;iioITii_..af!iYill~~_:.~. ~Tcont;nd t a the significant determmmg 'system is the economic system, including production, distribution, and consumption" (p. 64; emphasis mine). Thus, at the first stage of Worsley's
analysis, the kinship system ordering production is dissolved into its real
"purposive systems"-whose reality at the economic level is an abstract
technical dimension-only to reappear later as the "expression" of
economic relations of which it is the content. 3
In the final analysis, then, the materialism becomes a variety of
"economism." The dynamics of Tallensi lineage structure are laid to
gainful motives, conceived as following obviously from the objective conditions of production. Sons remain under their father's authority after
2, This may be something like the common reproach leveled by psychoanalysts at Marxists,
that the latter speak as if a man has no psyche until he gets his first paycheck,
3. The reduction of concrete, historical relations of production to an abstract shadow structure o(pro3uctive requ!rerne-n"ts seems to be iJ. necessary condition for'appI'ymg't1ie classic
historical mateiiiiJis'rIl to primitive societies-as, for example, the "production units"
corresponding to forms of cooperation, which are in turn "realized" as lineage or villa/!;e
relations, in Terray's analysis of Guro (1972; see also below, p, 17n); or the basic
organizational "constraints" in Godelier's study of Mbuti Pygmies (1973). Such il!lllOSition of the infrastructure-superstructure model is sometimes justified as a "saeiiiIfic"
passagerroiTIiliejJPJ1arenrrcffJienidaffi realities, but it is more accurately a simultaneous
analytic exchange of the actual for the formal and the historical for the eternaL The
concrete relations of produclion are taken merely as an appearance of formal-technical
necessities, and the latter abstraction is then reified as the true infrastructure. Hence the
actual historical mode of production is "explained" by impoverishment to dismal
positivist rules of material efficacy. For an analogous procedure in current ecological
reasoning, see below, pp. 85-89,

maturity (patrilocal residence) in order to retain access to the extended
family farm; or else shortage of land, a desire to take control of their own
labor, or concern for their growing families leads them to break from the
parental homestead (pp. 48, 54 ff.). The structural solidarities and cleavages of which Fortes makes so much are more basically a matter of
economic sentiment. The logic of lineage form is economic interest.
Between the first and final stages of this theoretical development,
Worsley interprets the other "purposive systems" within the kinship system, such as the ancestor cult, by the economic structure that he had
similarly analyzed out. One functional moment of a polyvalent kinship
relation is thus understood as the effect of another, when each in fact is
simultaneously present in the other. Worsley contends, for example, that
the jural or ritual relationship between Tale father and son depends on their
relationship in production (pp. 41-49, 62). Yet it is evident that their
relationship in production also depends on the authority of the father in a
patrilineal structure and the ritual piety of the son (Fortes 1949, p. 204).
But the basic dilemma in this, as throughout the analysis, is that one cannot
determine the kinship properties of the relation by the economic coordinates of the interaction. Nothing in the material conditions or the economic
interests specifies the quality of kinship as such. Tallensi farmers are not
related as father and son by the way they enter into production; they enter
thus into production because they are related as father and son. This is what
renders Fortes's reply unassailable (1969, pp. 220 ff.).
Fortes's reply is simply that the structural form of the Tallensi lineage
system is not given by the objective properties of production. One might
add that kinship is a symbolic attribution-a "primary category of Tale
thought" (1949, p. 339)-by definition not a relation of objective nature.
The lineage is sui generis, in the sense that its own terms as culture are in
no way immanent in the material conditions, and at the same time it is
dominant over these conditions in that it orders them in its own terms.
Fortes is quite prepared to concede that it may be in the nature of agricultural production that father and son cooperate, but it is not in the nature of
agricultural production that father and son cooperate-as opposed to
mother and daughter, mother's brother and sister's son, or Don Quixote
and Sancho Panza. Fortes had acknowledged in the original ethnography
that material necessity is an irreducible matter of fact, but as opposed to
such fact, he rightly insists that the logic in the situation is the set of
kinship relations analytically dissipated by Worsley. Hence the effect of
the material necessity is determined by the kinship property of the

\
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relations-even as the definition of a human existence in lineage terms
specifies the economic necessities in the first place. 4
But if this is the strength of Fortes's position, its vulnerability was the
way he phrased it. The weakness in it was that distinction between social
form and underlying principle endemic in British structuralism. Worsley's
opening was generously provided by a characteristic passage from the last
chapter of Fortes's Web of Kinship. The essence of Tale kinship, Fortes
here suggested, lies "in its function as the primary mechanism through
which the basic moral axioms of a society of the type represented by the
Tallensi are translated into the concrete give and take of social life" (1949,
p. 346)-a proposition cited by Worsley at the very beginning of his
critique (1956, p. 38). It was then altogether too easy for Worsley to
demonstrate from Fortes's reports that the "concrete give and take of
social life" was economically inspired, that both morals and kinship are
subject to inflection by economic motives and ecological conditions.
Where Fortes had seen the tendency of patrilocal residence, or else the
inclination of sons to return to their father's homestead after his death, as
an indication of the solidarity of the patrilineage, Worsley could convincingly counter that such behavior is understandable from the uniquely fertile
manured farms built up in established compounds. It is the lineage that
"translates" the give and take of economic life; manure is thicker than
blood. And if it is economically desirable, neither the solidarity nor the
cult of the lineage is proof against the inclination of sons to remain apart
from fathers, or brothers from brothers.
The difference in the handling of compound fission is particularly instructive. Two ships pass in the night. Fortes had set out the progressive
stages of the Tale domestic cycle in a series of diagrams (1949, p. 76; the
initial phases of segmentation are reproduced here in simplified form as fig.
1). For Worsley, however, the diagrams were prima facie evidence of "the
incorrectness of [Fortes's] analysis of fission in the lineage in terms of
conflict between the 'principles' of matricentrality and patricentrality"
(1956, p. 57). The objection was to Fortes's claim that "the concept of
paternal origin is counterpoised by the concept of maternal origin in every
4, "This mode of production must not be considered simply as being the reproduction of
the physical existence of the individuals. Rather it is a definite form of activity of these
individuals, a definite form of expressing their life, a definite mode of life on their part"
(Marx and Engels 1965, p. 32).
The implications of this passage from The German Ideology are discussed at length in
chapters 3 and 4 below,
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aspect of family life"-that these two concepts of descent "operate as
polar principles in the structure of this field."5 But by Worsley's reading,
the true "source" of compound fission cannot be a conflict of social
. principles; it is rather an economic differentiation of households. The
secession of sons represents a clash of property interests, motivated by the
growth of their individual families, their desire for independence, and a
shortage of land, either natural or imposed by a system of inheritance
which denies them immediate control. Economic differentiation is thus
"theJorce which acts upon other distinctions such as age, sex, and cleavages in the lineage structure" (Worsley 1956, p. 60; emphasis mine).
But, of course, as Fortes sees it such arguments do not touch his own.
Fortes does not deny the ecological constraint or the economic interests; he
points them out. But he does insist that the social effects oj practical
interest-not to mention the nature oJthat interest-depend on the structure
in place. Again, the economic logic is socially constituted. As for the fact
of manured pennanent fields, this may account for people's desire to gain
access to them, but it does not account for why sons stay with fathers, or
why land is patrilineally inherited. As for family fission, Fortes had himself stressed the economic factor (1949', p. 262 and passim; noted by
Worsley 1956, pp. 46-49). His point is that "economic pressures ...
would not work out in just the way they do were it not for the
inherent dichotomy in the structure of the family and the lineage. " All the

5. For Fortes, this contrast of organizing principle pervades Tale society at every level, and
supplies a dialectic of its movement in time and space:
"The structure of this field [of kinship] is determined by the interaction of two
categories of social ties, those of parentage and those of marriage. Their interaction gives
rise to two concepts of descent that operate as polar principles in the structure of this
field. The concept of paternal origin is counterpoised by the concept of maternal origin in
every aspect of family life. The structural equilibrium of the domestic organization depends on their complementary functions. At the level of corporate social relations we find
a similar structural equilibrium in the lineage system and also in the politico-ritual
system ....
"The polarity of patrilateral and matrilateral kinship regulates the development of kinship relations in time, as well as their configuration at a given time.... The patrilineal
principle is the primary factor of stability and continuity in the organization of the family
and hence of the entire social structure. Conversely, the recognition of kinship ties
through the mother is the primary factor of dispersion and segmentation in the family and
the social structure. The values symbolized in the concept of patrilineal descent [note that
the concept of descent is again a translation of other values] constitute the chief centripetal force, those summed up in the concept of matrilateral kinship the chief centrifugal force in the structure both of the family and of the society at large" (Fortes 1949,
pp. 341-42).
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economic pressures put together would never account for the sequence of
segmentation as such.
Let us reduce the problem to its most elementary form, supposing with
Worsley that the division of the joint family from phase I to phase 2 were
due to demographic economic forces. Yet in material terms the only significance of such "pressure" would have been that (roughly) two-thirds of
the original family could continue to live in the same location at the initial
economic level. Whether the response should be intensification, privation,
or segmentation, and, if the last, which third of the people should go, is not
specified by the indeterminant economic "pressure." Different societies
may be expected to react differently. As for the Tallensi, the social logic of
fission was just what Fortes had discussed in the analysis of their patrilineal
order. Sons are differentiated first by their father's marriages, second by
their own. It is a phenomenon known generaJ[y to the anthropology of
partilineal systems: the lineage is internally divided by external alliances
and obligations, such that wives and mothers, indispensable to the continuity of the group, become at the same time the genealogical focuses of
its segmentation. Such a logic, however, is structural and cultural, in its
own properties no sequitur to the character of the economic "pressure."
On the contrary, it would be easy to show by reason and example that
the nature of the material pressure is a function of Tallensi social logic
(e.g., Fortes 1949, pp. 182-83). The demographic imbalances experienced
,by the Tallensi are not a direct and intrinsic expression of the productive
forces but are an expression of the way these are culturally organized: 1('
particularly of the mode oj access to resources, here governed by such '
rules as patrilocality, the incorporation of landholding at low levels of
lineage segmentation, and the incapacity of sons (even though middle-aged
and fathers themselves) to own property in their own right during their
fathers' lifetimes. Under these conditions differential growth and mortality
among families will prove a continuous source of microecological
pressure-of a kind and intensity that simply would not exist if, for example, land were held by higher-level lineage or territorial units with freedom
of access enjoyed by all constituent households. 6 From all this, one might
conclude in Fortes's favor that economic force as such has no social
significance or effect. There can be no .predicative relation between the
6. For an excellent example of the structural determination of material pressure, both of its
intensity and its effects, see Raymond Kelly's article "Demographic Pressure and Des- /
cent Group Structure in the New Guinea Highlands" (1969). Note particularly the de- V
monstration of the variation in pressure according to the segmentary level of landholding.
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indifference of the material function to the form of its realization and the
,specific properties of a patrilineal order. On the other hand, inasmuch as
the material forces are socially constituted, their specific effects are culturally determined. The decisive issue between Worsley and Fortes is not
which of these-material circumstance or structure-is a social force, but
rather which is a social logic.
Yet if Fortes seems to win the debate, it may not be so much on the
merits of his theoretical case. Structural-functional theory, as we have
seen, lent credibility to Worsley's critique-so long as he stayed within the
analytic of form and "principle" which Fortes himself used. It may be
worthwhile to digress for a moment on the nature of that theory.
The vulnerability in Fortes's perspective was an original condition of
British social anthropology. Radcliffe-Brown thought he could found a
theoretical and comparative "natural science of society" by discovering
the general principles manifest in specific social practices (see, for example, Radcliffe-Brown 1950, 1952, 1957). The social world marched on
two levels: concrete groups and relationships were the "expression" of
more abstract sentiments; the phenomenal form was a circumstantial representation of the underlying principle. Th'e "principles" Radcliffe-Brown
adduced, however, were typically abstract reformulations of the customs
he was seeking to explain. The equation between father and father's
brother in kinship terminology, for example, was understood by the' 'principle of equivalence of siblings." The interpretation is of course a tautology and as such defeats the original purpose: collapsed into the custom to
which it referred, the explanation lacks the depth Radcliffe-Brown would
have given it. One might say that Worsley's materialist revaluation of the
Tallensi filled an intellectual vacuum within the British school.
But the theoretical stiuation was really worse than that, and Worsley's
critique responded in detail to a more serious difficulty. The deficiency in
Radcliffe-Brown's procedure became fully apparent only when it was extended comparatively. If in a single instance "principle" is the abstract
version of form, the generalization of principle to accommodate a number
of distinct forms becomes an exercise in classification. Thus for
Radcliffe-Brown the kinship equivalence of a man and his brother, the
levirate and sororate, adelphic polyandry and sororal polygyny, as well as
the avunculate in patrilineal systems, are so many instances of the principle
of "identity of siblings." Mired in such confusion of generalization with
classification, Radcliffe-Brown's project was threatened with absurdity.
Using the model of the natural sciences, he had intended to explain the

I
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particular by the general, to see the concrete form as a specific case of a
broader rule. He understood himself to be discovering natural laws of'
social life, defining natural law "as a statement of the characteristics of a
certain class of natural systems" (1957, p. 63). But where the law is thus a
taxonomic class, the wider it is, the fewer and more general must be the
criteria for inclusion within it. Therefore, the greater the" generalization"
or "law," the less it says about anything in particular. In the course of
grouping more and more diverse forms under wider and wider principles,
Radcliffe-Brown explained less and less about anyone of them. The
"principles" cannot hope to account for particularity, because they destroy
it. 7
One main response of the British school to the vacuity of taxonomic
generalization was to invert the procedure-to make the classes smaller
rather than larger. A satisfactory contact with empirical reality could be
restored by subdividing the social types and principles into finer and finer
varieties of the same, as expressed in particular societies. This "butterfly
hunting"-as it was so aptly characterized and criticized by Leach
(1966)-can be understood as a retracing of the steps of RadcliffeBrownian generalization, exchanging the emptiness of the general principle for its variance in a specific case without questioning the formal notions
built into the project. With regard to the idea of "principle," however, one
aspect of these notions tended to be emphasized, also as if in awareness of
the "scientific" stalemate. The social principles were increasingly determined as underlying values and moral sentiments. This too had been in the
original conception. Its roots go back at least to the Enlightenment, whence
it was transmitted through Saint-Simon and Durkheim, among others, to
Radcliffe-Brown (Evans-Pritchard 1954, pp. 21 ff.). "Principle" in this
7. On the other hand, when confronted in comparative studies with an irreducible diversity,
Radcliffe-Brown tended to employ another tactic: the idea of the several principles as a
universal pool of structural constituents, endemic in the elementary conditions of family
and marriage, but variously taken up by different societies (1950; 1952; cf. Fortes 1969).
Any particular institution could then be explained ad hoc, as a selective appropriation or
a specific combination of the universal principles. In a way, this is the worst sort of
historicism, a violation of Lyell's rule of uniformitarianism, inasmuch as it alleges for an
unknown past the existence of processes not observable in the phenomenon as we know
it; but for Radcliffe-Brown it was a particularly' felicitous, no-fail method, since the
principles he adduced were often contradictory themselves. So if "the unity of the
lineage" accounts for the overriding of generations in certain categories of Omaha kinship, nevertheless the" merging of alternate generations" and the separation of those
adjacent would explain the contrasting practices of the Yaralde-despite the presence and
unity of Yaralde lineages (e.g., 1952, pp. 48-49).
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problematic was the active force behind the form, the "human passions
which set it in motion. " The phrase is from a key passage of The Spirit of
. the Laws (bk. 3, chap. 1): '
There is this difference between the nature and the principle of government, that the former is that by which it is constituted, the latter
that by which it is made to act. One is its particular structure, and the
other the human passions which set it in motion. [Montesquieu 1966
(1748), p. 19; Montesquieu footnotes: "This is a very'important distinction, whence I shall draw many consequences; for it is the key of
an infinite number of laws. "]8
Principle is the necessary human condition for the existence of social form,
that which gives a form its distinctive reason. A social structure is thus a
kind of crystallization in objective relations of some subjective value-just
as, for Montesquieu, each type of government had its proper principle:
republican government, virtue; monarchy, honor; and despotism, fear.
Here, then, is the source of Fortes's concept of kinship as a "translation"
of the basic moral axioms of Tale society into the give and take of social
life. 9 And so for' Worsley, too, kinship was a "form of expression"-but
in this case an expression of basic economic activities. The theoretical
conjuncture in British anthropology, which held that kinship was the translation of some deeper reality, was made to order for a materialist critique of
the same import. Much of the mutual incomprehension in their debate
came about because Worsley was attacking the idea that kinship expresses
the social values, whereas Fortes was making the observation that kinship
organizes the economic activities.
This being the observed fact of Tallensi society, what do we conclude
about the appropriateness of historical materialism? It may be that the
argument over the facts was so motivated as to preclude any decision on
the validity of the theory. Worsley's own version of materialist theory was
8. On the formulation of the analytic-synthetic method in the natural sciences and its analogic
extension to the social sciences, see Cassirer's Philosophy of the Enlightenmelll (1951
[1932]; cf. also Althusser [1'969]; and Peters [1946] on the original adoption by Hobbes of
Galileo's "resoluto-compositive" method).
9. This conception poses an additional difficulty in the relation between form and principle;
for as Levi-Strauss remarks in a parallel case, the structure is precise but the moral value
unspecific-the former logical and the laller merely sentimental-such that the derivation
of structure from sentiment is something out of nothing. If Fortes had seriously attempted
to reduce Tallensi kinship to such basic values as "reciprocity" (cf. 1949, pp. 204ff.), he
would have on one hand come closer to Worsley's economism, and on the other fallen
into the same kind of indeterminism (see Hart, in press).
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subject to a double determination: by the nature of the structuralist theory it
opposed as well as by the structure of the society it explained. It could be
that its economism was due to the first, in which case its failure proves
nothing about the second, at least not that the type of society is inherently
resistant to an authentic Marxism. I have argued, on the other side, that the
metamorphosis of Marxism into an economistic or technological determinism was an inevitable outcome of its confrontation with a generalized
system such as Tallensi,l° But it may be enough for the moment to make
that suggestion, and too much to think it has be substantiated. In the same
way, I would discuss its corollary: merely suggesting the plausibility of the
position of Lukacs and a number of other Marxists, to the effect that the
truth of historical materialism is itself historical.
It was no error, Lukacs wrote, to apply historical materialism "vigorously and unconditionally to the history of the nineteenth century." For,
in that century all the forces which impinged upon society functioned
in fact purely as the forms of the "objective spirit" become manifest.
In precapitalist societies this was not really the situation. In such
societies economic life did not yet possess that independence, that
cohesion and immanence, nor did it have the sense of setting its own
goals and being its own master that we associate with capitalist
society. [1971, p. 238]
But by the same token, namely, that the theory is "the self-knowledge of
capitalist society," it has a specific historical status. It is a brilliant prise de
10. As noted, Terray's (1972) formal application of the Althusser-Balibar explication of
materialist method to the Guro is another case in point. This analysis surely merits a
detailed consideration in its own right. Of particular interest here are the analogies to
Worsley's argument which suggest a regularity to the tribal declension of historical
materialism that transcends the theoretical starting-point. Even beyond the parallel deconstitution of the relations of production to technical requirements (in this instance,
forms of cooperation abstractly defined), there is striking resemblance to Worsley in
Terray's notion that economic relations are then represented or "realized" as kinship.
Terray is more consistent than Worsley in recognizing that the kinship "element" is not
reducible to the formal requirements of economic cooperation. His concept of "realization" (the term is almost always in quotation marks in Terray) here supposes that kinship is something of the order of biological-genealogical fact, whose (fictive) representation in classificatory terms, for example, prepares the way for an inflection of kinship
by economic requirements. (Compare Worsley's "actual kin," above.) This particular
parallel is of interest not only in itself, as an indication of the theoretical necessity
imposed on materialism by tribal structure, but for its suggestion of a common, and
more basic, theoretical tendency: a refusal of the symbolic constitution of social
reality; or else of the "reality" of that constitution. Exactly what is entailed in this
theoretical choice will become clearer as the present work proceeds.
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conscience of a particular type of system, one in which the relations between man and man, like those between man and nature, are reified as
economic relations. In the upshot, Lukacs goes on to say, historical
materialism does make an anthropology possible. Not by a mechanical
transfer to precapitalist societies, but precisely by the possibility of avoiding a naive identification of the past with the structure of the present. If,
however, historical materialism is transferred without change to earlier
society, it encounters a "very essential and weighty difficulty ... one
which did not appear in the critique of capitalism. " This difficulty, often
noted by Marx and Engels, "lies in the structural difference between the
age of civilization and the epochs that preceded it" (1971, p. 232; Lukacs's
emphasis).
Following Lukacs, one is tempted to conclude that historical materialism
~and British structuralism, good or bad, are both special theories, approI/priate to different cultural universes. The same conclusion, we shall see,
develops from the debate between Marxism and French structuralism. Yet
that debate also goes beyond the institutional differences of societies-and
beyond all "revisionist" contingencies in the form and application of
Marx's materialism. It presents the more fundamental problem of the relation between praxis and the symbolic order. And once that issue is raised,
it is no longer a question whether tribal culture is not also materialistically
determined, but whether bourgeois society is not also a culture.
Marxism and French Structuralism
The institutional structure of tribal cultures is only one of the anthropological problems historical materialism must face. Another is the seeming
resistance of such systems to experience in the world, a certain immunity
of the existing order to historical contingency. This resistance in turn goes
to a more fundamental property of the tribal social-economic formations: a
domination of practical action by cultural conception rather than conception by action.
Since these are essential contentions of French structuralism, it is clear
why that structuralism, for all its interest to Marxists, is the most subject to
revolutionary criticism. Indeed, it seemed in Paris during the heady days of
May 1968 that the obituary to this current philosophical rage of the Latin
Quarter had been fittingly composed by practice. As the saying went,
"Structuralism has gone down into the streets" (cf. Epistemon 1968;
Turkle 1975). Such was the common word on the intellectual barricades.
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And if it were remarked that the barricades themselves seemed more nostalgic for 1789 than effective for 1968, the response was, "Mais enfin. the
enemy hasn't changed." Structuralism had indeed gone down into the
streets.
Allow me another anecdote that raises the same paradox. Shortly before
the events of May 1968, I had the opportunity to witness an informal
debate between an American member of the Russell Tribunal-passing
through Paris from Copenhagen, where he had learned of the structuralist
vogue from French colleagues-and a Parisian anthropologist. After a long
period of question and discussion, the American summed up his views in
this way: "I have a friend," he said, "who is doing a sociological study of
the equestrian statues in Central Park. It's a kind of structuralism. He finds
a direct relation between the cultural status of the rider and the number of
legs the horse has off the ground. One leg poised has a different historical
and political connotation from a horse fearing on hind legs or another cast
in flying gallop. Of course the size of the statue also makes a difference.
The trouble is," he concluded, "people don't ride horses anymore. The
things in a society that are obsolete, out of contention, those you can
structure. But the real economic and political issues are undecided, and the
decision will depend on real forces and resources." 11
The Parisian anthropologist thought about that a moment. "It is true,"
he finally said, "that people don't ride horses anymore. But they still build
statues. "
Something more was implied than that the past was not dead-because,
as has been said of the American South, it is not even past. It was also
intended that economics and politics have modalities other than the "real"
competition for power. Just as Durkheim argued against Spencer on the
converse issue that the contract cannot be said to form society, since
society is already presupposed in the unstipulated rules by which the agreement proceeds, so social competition must be grounded in shared conceptions of resources, finalities, and means-values that are never the only
ones possible. The competition does not evolve absolutely, on an eternal
and formal rationality of maximization; it develops according to a system
of cultural relationships, including complex notions of authority and sub-

II. Compare Ricoeur (1967, p. 80 I) on the conditions for the triumph of the type of intelligibility called structuralism, namely, "travailler sur un corpus deja constitue, arrete,
c10s et, en ce sens, mort." See Furet (1967) on structuralism and the French political
context.
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mission, hierarchy and legitimation. And among other means, it is by a
literal concretization of this code in statues that history is made to act
within the present, at once directly and through its dialectical reappropriation and revaluation. 12
Indeed the whole reply was a concrete modality of the argument of Lucien
Sebag, who wrote in Marxisme et Structuralisme:
C'est qu'il est vain de chercher une realite qui soit a la fois de l'ordre
de la culture et qui ne puisse etre traduite en termes d'activite intellectuelle; car les individus, ou les groupes sociaux luttant les uns contre
les autres, transformant la nature, organisant leur propre vie en commun mettent en jeu un systeme de concepts qui n' est jamais Ie seul
possible et qui definit Ie forme meme de leur action. Ace niveau la
distinction entre infrastructure et superstructure s' efface car les rapports economiques, sociaux, politiques comme les theories qui en rendent compte au sein d'une societe determinee sont tout autant produits
de l'esprit. [Sebag 1964, p. 193]
[It is vain to seek a reality that is at once of cultural order and cannot
be translated in terms of intellectual activity. For individuals and social groups, in struggling against one another, transforming nature, or
organizing their life in common, bring into play a system of concepts
which is never the only possible one and which defines the very form
of their action. At this level the distinction between infrastructure and
superstructure disappears, for economic, social, and political relations,
like the theories that account for them in a given society, are just as
much products of the mind.]

12. "The statues in the square [the Piazza della Signoria in Florence] were admonitory
lessons or 'examples' in civics, and the durability of the material, marble or bronze,
implied the conviction or the hope that the lesson would be permanent. The indestructibility of marble, stone, and bronze associates the arts of sculpture with governments,
whose ideal is always stability and permanence. The statue, in Greek religion, is
thought to have been originally a simple column, in which the trunk of a man or, rather,
a god was eventually descried. Florentine sculpture, whether secular or religious, retained this classic and elemental notion of a pillar or support of the social edifice. Other
Italians of the Renaissance, particularly the Lombards, were sometimes gifted in
sculpture, but the Florentines were almost always called upon by other cities when it
was a question of public, that is, of a civic, work. The great equestrian statue of the
condoltiere Gallamelate that stands in the square at Padua was commissioned from
Donatello; when the Venetians wanted to put up a statue along the same lines (the
Colleone monument), they sent for Verrocchio. The state sculptor of the Venetian Republic was a Florentine, Sansovino"-Mary McCarthy, The Stones of Florence. (Note,
"statue" and "statute" have the same root.)
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I defer discussion of the apparent "idealism" in such a posItIOn to
concentr~te .on the seem.in.g "conservatism," which has in any case the

same. pnnciple-the pnvIlege accorded the symbolic construction of
practIce.
The wave of disillusionment with structuralism for its celebration of the
st~tus quo has its ori~in in the conviction that revolution would be a good
t~mg. But too much .IS lost in this political simplification. The bare oppositlons of sync~ony/diachrony,of stasis/change, do not adequately describe
~he current differ~nces between French structuralism and the going MarxIsm. Even the SImple anecdotes of their confrontation I have offered
sugg~st ~ curious paradox of historical consciousness. Privileging the determmatIO~s of the preexisting state, rather than the modifications ensuing
from practlce, structuralism invokes the action of the past where Marxism
demands only the presence of the action. In appearance an elaborate sequel
to plus fa change, plus c' est la meme chose, structuralism must the;
a~cord a u~ique respect to history .. Synchronic in principle, it offers th
hIghest ratIOnale for the study of diachrony. But in truth structuralism i
not so much a theory of simple reproduction as it has been a theory of
structures that so reproduce.
The issue of principle for structuralism is that circumstance itself does
not engender form except as it is given significance and effect by the
syste~ in place. It is unwarranted to suppose that no theoretical space
remams for human action or contingent event. Only that such action-like
t~e spoken word uttered in a novel situation-takes its meaning as a projectIOn of the cultural scheme which forms its specific context, and its effect
by. a. relation of significance between this contingent reference and the
eXIstmg order. An event become.,s a symbolic relation. The process is best
known and followed in the linguistic appropriation of experience. As Sapir
described it,
New cultural experiences frequently make it necessary to enlarge the
res~u.rces ofa langua?e, but such an enlargement is never an arbitrary

addItion to ~he .matenal~ a~d forms already present; it is merely a
further applIcatIOn of pnncipies already in use and in many cases little
~ore t~an a metamorphical extension of old terms and meanings. It is
~Ighly .Import~nt to realize that once the form of a language is establIshed It can dIsc~ver mea~ings for its speakers which are not simply
tra~eable to the gIven qualIty of experience itself but must be explamed to a larger extent as the projection of potential meanings into
the raw material of experience. If a man who has never seen more than
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a single elephant in the course of his life, nevertheless speaks without
the slightest hesitation of tens of elephants or a million elephants or a
herd of elephants walking two by two or three by three or of generations of elephants, it is obvious that language has the power to analyze
experience into theoretically dissociable elements and to create that
model of the potential intergrading with the actual which enables
human beings to transcend the immediately given in their individual
experiences and to join in a larger common understanding. This common understanding constitutes culture. [Sapir 1933, pp. 156-57]13

~I

For structuralism, meaning is the essential property of the cultural obJect, as symboling is the specific faculty of man. Meaning of course does
not create the real and material forces, but so far as these are engaged by
men meaning en~ompasses them and governs their specific, cultural
influence. Nor is it, then, that the forces ~re without re~l effect; only that
) they have no particular effect, as no effectIve cultural eXistence, apart from
their integration in a given ~istorical and symbol.ic scheme. Change begins
) with culture, not culture With change. For praXiS theory, by contrast, the
decisive and self;sufficient moment is the act. Itself constrained by instrumental necessity, the act necessarily generates cultural form and significance on the basis of given qualities of the real as worked upon-the
famous process of human self-creation through labor. The "common understanding" of which Sapir spoke is here not the author of significance
but its prior condition or its subsequent representation. The specific construction of culture is the product of a concrete activity which transcends
the system to appropriate the novelty and actuality of the material world. 14

I

13. Thus one can agree with Ricoeur (1967) that the spoken word (parole, the act) returning
from the event to the system (langue, structure), brings with it the evidences of "the
real" in a new aspect of polysemy, without however supposing that this represents an
""
Qpening toward history that structuralism is in~apable of conceiving. Fo~ Ri~oeur's
-critique not only fails to elucidate the systematic character both of the projection to and
the return from the "real," but even more important, does not explain that the "real"
involved is never the given quality of the word but is that quality as value and meaning. Hence parole throughout represents action in a system and a system in action. By
Ricoeur's own best understanding this "real" is something more than an instrumental
and objective fact (see his remarkable essay "Work and Word," 1970; and also Silverstein 1975). Also, for a contrary textual reading on the purported closure of the structuralist concept of system, the idea that lout se tien, on which Ricoeur rests his critique,
see Gaboriau' s "Structural Anthropology and History" (1970).
14. "Le probleme n'est pas de nier l'importance capitale du moment de la structure, du
moment du concept, mais de ne pas les traiter d'une fa~on abstraite, de savoir en
chaque moment remonter, comme Marx nous l'a enseigne, de la structure 11 l'activite
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At this creative instant of the act, the existing order of culture loses its
historical (i.e., con~tituting) function. The dead hand of the past, it now
plays the theoretical role of an impediment to the structures built up from
the productive logic; or else it is "soft" and submits to its own desuetude
like the good "dependent variable" of an empiricist anthropology. Hence
the paradox of historical consciousness: The role assigned to history by
materialist explanation risks an impoverishment on one side to residue, on
the other side to origins. "History" enters into theory as a survival, the\l
name of a short-run exception to the constituting power of practice. Or
else, taken merely as such constituting power of the productive forces, the
actual historical content is abstracted, so that the analysis may proceed as a
kind of initial situation-as if one had the opportunity, with Malinowski,
of being present at the creation (see below, pp. 80-81). Symbol and act,
word and world-the two perspectives differ in their epistemological starting points. And the apparent conservatism of structuralism is the concept
of what everyone will recognize as the fact: that history begins with a
culture already there. 15
What then to make of the opinion of the French Marxist, Charles Parain,
who can only conclude from prolonged reflection on the works of LeviStrauss that what is to be found there, "c' est l' embarras du structuralisme
face a l' histoire"? If so, c' est un embarras de richesse. Structuralism
developed in the first place out of the encounter with a type of society, th~'
so-called primitive, distinguished by a special capacity to absorb perturbations introduced by the event with a minimum of systematic deformation
By its comprehension of that capacity, structuralism takes on the explication of the work of history in its most powerful form, the persistence of
structure by means of event. And after all-one can just picture Jean
Pouillon's Gallic shrug of the shoulders as he reminds us-"It is not the
structuralists who put the structures in history" (1966, p. 785).
What is this "special capacity" of tribal society to reproduce more or

humaine qui I'engendre, tenir les deux bouts de la chaine, Ie moment de la structure et
Ie moment de la liberte, Ie moment de la necessite et Ie moment de I'aclivite crealrice
de l'homme" (Garaudy 1965, p. 119).
15. "Ce que nous mellons en cause c'est Ie possibilite d'isoler des reseaux ou des evenements pleinement significatifs par eux-memes dans Ie deroulement de la trame historique; une invention technologique boulverse tout I'edifice des relations sociales;
certes, mais elle est elle-meme penetree de 'spiritualite'; elle est produit d'un certain
travail de I'intellect qui n'est pas pensable en termes economiques; il n'y a donc pas
'd'origine'" (Sebag 1964, p. 141; cf. Levi-Strauss 1971).
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less stereotypically in the face of historical vicissitudes? What special light
does a structuralist analysis throw upon it? Without claiming any real
structuralist competence, I would hazard an answer by rethinking along
those lines an ethnographic experience I have previously described in other
terms (Sahlins 1962).16 The example concerns the moiety system and its
resistance to demographic variation in the Moalan and Lau Islands of
eastern Fiji. It thereby addressed a problem also known to Marx: the
so-called stationariness of archaic communities (cf. B. Turner 1974). Besides, it has another value relevant to the debate between Marxism and
structuralism-attention to which will perhaps excuse the length of the
ethnographic digression. Inevitably it must consider the symbolic organization of economic practice, hence the famous" idealism" of structuralism. I
hasten to add that the description of Moala and Lau will be so simplified,
so abusive of the real complexities, that it would not merit any attention
were it not so good an illustration of these points.
"Everything goes in twos," A. M. Hocart was told by a Lauan friend,
"or the sharks will bite." Similarly for the Moalans, their island and each
of its villages are essentially made up of two "kinds" of people: the Land
People (kai vanua) and the Chiefs (turaga). The Land People are also
known as the "owners" (taukei) an expression synonymous with first
occupants or original settlers. The Chiefs came later, by sea, to assume the
rule over a numerous host that had filled the inland regions-so the Land
People are also the "Thousands" (Udolu) or "Animal People" (Yavusa
Manumanu). Having submitted to the Chiefs, the Land People served them
in ritual capacities, notably as masters of ceremony and food distribution
(matanivanua). One can already sense the symbolic productivity of the
dualism. A difference of social groups corresponds to the distinction of
land and sea on the geographic plane, itself an instance of a general spatial
differentiation of interior and peripheral, correlated with oppositions of
indigenous and foreign, earlier and later, even animal and cultural; the
same groups again are inferior and superior politically, ritual and secular
functionally. As it were, the myth of origin is a temporal rendition of these
basic distinctions, the setting of a binary logic to time, to reproduce it as
narrative (cf. Thompson 1940). But it would be inadequate to consider the
contrasts merely as a series of congruent oppositions. Local legends of the

16. I take this opportunity to acknowledge the percipiency of Murray Groves, who in a
review article (1963) pointed out the significance of the "two-section" system in Moala, an analysis I had failed to make,
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coming of the Chiefs as well as many customary practices reveal a definite
structure of reciprocities. In its most general terms the reciprocal logic is
that each "kind" mediates the nature of the other, is necessary for the
realization and regulation of the other, so that each group necessaril y
contains the other. The ensuing configuration is not so much a simple
opposition as a four-part system operated by the replication of a master
dichotomy, as in Hocart's representation of the "tribe" in Moala and
neighboring islands (fig. 2). This scheme, we shall see, does indeed serve
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General model of the "tribe" in Moalan group (after Hocar!
1929, p. 233).

well as a description of the Moalan polity, taken either as a system of
descent groups or as a territorial framework. Yet the same four-class code
can be discovered in the relations of kinship and marriage, in ritual and
production, in the values of goods and the concepts of space. 17 By fOllOW~
ing out the meaningful connections between customs at these different
levels, we may in a way reproduce the process by which one cultural
domain is mapped upon another to create a global order at once of form
content-and action.
Throughout Lau, the claim of Land People to be the true" owners" and
men of the soil is acknowledged as genuine; but their cultivations would
not prosper without the agency of the Chiefs. The right of the ruling chief
to products of the land, especially the first fruits (sevu), has thus always
been accorded by the "owners" as a guarantee of fertility, without

17. Bourdieu (1971) analyzes a Kabyle structure of this type under the general diagrammatic formula a:b::b,l:b2, He notes of its generative capacity: "doubtless one of the
simplest and most powerful [structures] that may be employed by a mythico-ritual system since it cannot oppose without simultaneously uniting (and inversely), while all the
time being capable of integrating in a unique order an infinite number of data, by the
simple application of the same principle of division indefinitely repeated" (1971, p.
749).
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supposing a chiefly proprietary claim in the Western sense. It would be more
to the point to understand the chief's intervention as a modality of the paternal right. The specific quality of Fijian chiefly power (kaukawa or mana) is
masculine potency, a virility that has more than one representation in
common custom. It appears directly, for example, in the paramount's
privileged access to nubile women of his domain; symbolically, in the
correspondence between the rites of chiefly investiture and the initiation of
young men to sexual and warrior status by circumcision.. Yet both these
ceremonies are marked by the assumption of the bark cloth (masi), the
most valuable of "woman's goods" (yaya vakayalewa). Hence the passage to higher male status is mediated by a female element-in logical
converse of the chief's bestowal of fertility upon the land. IS
To show the generality of this system, it is only necessary to make the
connection between women and the land side of things. Moalan traditions
again supply a paradigmatic statement-prepared, moreover, by the idea
of the fecundity of the original inland people, the "Thousands." Arriving
at the several local settlements, men of chiefly stock secured the rule when
they were given .firstborn daughters to wife by leaders of the Land. The
political effect attributed to this gift can only be appreciated in light of the
important kinship practices for which it serves in turn as legendary charter:
(1) The superiority of the "side of the man" or wife-takers, the "strong
side," to the wife-givers or "weak side"; (2) the superiority of the
firstborn and his or her descendents to the line of the cadet; (3) the famous
ritual and economic privileges of the vasu or sister's son over his mother's
brother-such that in the traditional tales the authority of chiefs is reiterated as vasu to commoners. 19
Now by another change of cultural register, this time to rules governing

18. The same rite of investment in bark cloth, here administered by the senior chief, attends
the celebration of a warrior's first killing. In these ceremonies also the warrior is given
a new name; as the local imagery has it, "the old name is to be cast away like a
foreskin" (Tippett 1968, p. 6\). The entire rite in its traditional form seems to have
been quite similar to the circumcision ceremony (Williams and Calvert 1859, pp. 4243). Likewise, the celebrations for a successful war party were characterized by a "vulgarity" that shocked the early missionaries. "The songs suggested that the hero in war
was to be a hero in sex, and the most successful heroes were addressed in terms of their
sex organs. and the sex organs of the living captives were abused by the dancing women" (Tippett 1968, p. 65). To adopt Hocart's type of symbolic shorthand,
Chief = virility = growth of crops = prowess ill war.
19. See Hocart 1929 on the political significance of the vasu i taukei, the chiefly vasu to the
Land; and also Hocart 1915, p. 19.
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familial sharing of food and personal possessions, one may develop further
details of the relations between Chiefs and Land, men and women, paternal
kinsmen and maternal kinsmen. The rules prescribe, first, certain priorities
among these categories. The men of the family eat before and apart from
the women, who serve the food, while fathers should precede sons, and
older brothers eat before younger. Second, there are striking interdictions
on the use by a man's descendents of his food leftovers, or of possessions
such as clothes that have been closely associated with his person. The
junior kinsman would be afflicted by an excess of potency, causing a
swelling of the part of the body in contact with the prohibited item. Eating
the elder's food, for instance, will produce abnormal enlargement of the
throat or stomach. In Moala this effect goes by the Tongan wordfula; but
the older Fijian usage is precisely bukete vatu, to be made "pregnant with
stone" (Deane 1921, p. 94)20
Appropriately then, the one member of the Moalan household exempt (
from the tabu and its effects is. the patriarch's senior wife. A similar.
immunity is enjoyed by female cross-cousins, who are preferred sexual andl
marital pm1ners-and opposed in all such dimensions of consummation to
a man's sister. Finally, for ruling chiefs, the privilege goes also to the
master of ceremony (matanivanua, "face of the land"), the same who in
the traditions represents the Land People, wife-givers to the Chiefs. The
right that is symbolized here, however, is something more than the access
pf these "talking chiefs" to the goods of the chief, even more than the
corollary claims of the wife-givers or maternal kin against the line of the
men-reciprocal of the vasu claim. By his immunity from the dangers of
chiefly virility, the talking chief (like the chiefly wife) becomes the indispensable intermediary of all reciprocal relations between senior and junior
kin of the same descent, lest the latter be stricken by the potency of the
former. Without this freedom from tabu on the woman's side-which may
now be more generally understood as a negation of chieftainship, corollary

20. The link is not only made here with the virility of the Fijian chief. Polynesian
ethnologists will be reminded of the celebrated hau, the fertile stone-embodied (and
stone-shattering) power of the gift in the Maori text analyzed by Marcel Mauss (cf.
Sahlins 1972). This logical association is only strengthened by transformations of the
term In related languages, such as Tongan hau, "a conquerer, a reigning prince," of
which the Fijian chiefly title sau is also cognate (Tregear 1891, pp. 52-53). It does not
seem too wild to consider the phallic-stone images of Polynesian gods as still another
representation, e.g., the Hawaiian familial altar or "stone of Kane" (note, kalle is
Haw., "man," and Kane the principal god).
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to the concept of a true people of the land, "real owners" (taukei dina)hierarchy would dissolve into discontinuity. But as it is, every feast given
by a chief is ceremoniously received by a talking chief, with his hand upon
it.
Similarly in the Tokelau Islands, the "descendants of the man" provide,
but the "descendants of the woman" divide (Huntsman 1971). The Fijian
scheme is cognate with structures well known in western Polynesia, which
may be generally described on the surface level by the rule.reserving main
economic and political control to the paternal line, while the "descendants
. of the woman," although excluded from succession, retain a ritual authority at once indispensable and inimical to those who would rule. 21 The
system is constructed on a double axis. On the one hand: the patrilateral
relation of authority, represented notably as the distinction between older
and younger brother. This is the armature for the formation of social
groups; it is typically figured as a reciprocal relation in which the junior
serves the senior, who in return takes care of his cadet. On the other hand,
there is an axis of complementarity, coded as the brother··sister tie; this
enters particularity into the alliance between groups-that is, as the mediating bond between the woman's kin by birth and her relatives by marriage.
The Fijian system of Lau is a variant of the same dualism, but permuted
into more complex triadic and four-part representations. 22
In Lau, everything really goes by fours. Four is the Lauan numerical
concept of a totality. It takes four groups to make an island, four days of
exchange (of four kinds of goods) to complete a marriage, four nights of
treatment to effect a cure. Traditionally, Moala was organized just the way
Hocart described the "tribe": divided into Great Moala and Little Moala,
each half led by a group of Chiefs ruling over their own Land People. 23
21. Actually we seem to be in the presence of a very widespread and profound Polynesian
or Malayo-Polynesian pattern. The Fijian talking chief is counterpart to the Maori
chiefly woman who mediates between tabu and nontabu periods of the economic
cycle-or, for that matter, of those aristocratic Hawaiian women who played a decisive
role in the abolition of the tabu by "free eating" (oi noo) in the famous "cultural
revolution" of 1819.
22. For other transformations-in Tonga, Samoa, Futuna-see Panoff (1970); Kaeppler
(1971); Gifford (1929); Mead (1930); and Gilson (1963); as well as Huntsman (1971)
on the Tokelaus. See also Mabuchi (1960, 1964) for suggestions on the generality of the
system in Oceania.
23. The island of Lakeba, in Lau, is composed of the territorial moieties of "The Town"
(No Koro) and the "Back of Lau" (Doku ni Lou). Each moiety again is divisible into
two sets of villages. "The Town," which is dominant, is headed by the ruling community of Tubou, in relation to which its satellite settlements are "land." Conversely, the
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Immediately the mention of such four-part systems will put the anthropologist in mind of a classic type of marriage system, and he would be
right in suspecting its existence in Moala.
Moalans prescribe marriages between cross-cousins (i.e., offspring of
siblings of the opposite sex). The practice would establish a duality such as
we have seen in other relations-a basic combination of opposites, differentially valued-here dividing one's kin into an in-group (parallel relatives) and a set of in-laws ("cross" kin). But there is a further marital
stipulation, yielding the complete set of four categories: first cross-cousins
are prohibited from marrying; the nearest potential spouse becomes a second cross-cousin (e.g., MoMoBrDaDa, FaMoBrSoDa-these are classed
with first cross-cousins in kinship terminology). Technically, the ensuing
system is "Aranda" in respect to its four intermarrying segments, although
it lacks the terminological elaboration into an eight-section system. Robin
Fox's excellent diagram (fig. 3) and discussion of the Aranda system
(1967, pp. 195-99) will thus help develop the structural implications. The
logical model of second cross-cousin marriage is one of four descent
lines-each represented for a specific ego by one of his four grandparents-alTanged in certain relations of alliance. The lines are grouped
two by two in exogamous moieties, each line united in any given
generation with one of the two in the other moiety, and in the succeeding
generation with the other of the two opposed lines. Relations among
-kinsmen are this way analogous in form to the global structure of the
"tribe" (fig. 2); as conversely, the representation of tribal categories such
as Chiefs and Land in the terms of marriage renders these different levels
homologous in content.
It is important to remark, however, that the social formation is at once
ternary as well as dual and quaternary. These modes of social order are
only different perspectives oil the same structure. They are so many elevations of the one social architecture-each a suitable model for independent
realization in custom. Taken as a whole, the domain of kinship is composed of two "kinds" of people, own relatives and affinal. By the rule of
marriage, this dualistic kin universe is internally differentiated into four
lines. The marriage rules, however, preclude the duplication of alliances

"Back of Lau" has a ruling village whose chief is descendant from the dominant line of
"The Town. ", The community of Tubou has the same scheme for its several descent
groups (cf. Hocart 1929, pp. 10-22). Exactly the same organization appears in
Thompson's (1940) description of Kabara Island, Lau.
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continually being canceled as well as reproduced by the quaternary code,
the ternary system takes on a fugitive existence within an endemic con- /"
tradiction between hierarchy and reciprocity. Nothing in the bilateral rule "
of (second) cross-cousin marriage would prohibit a reversal of the rank
order between lines by changing the direction of wife-taking in the third
generation-for example, by the marriage of a FFZSD (as of b 1 to C in fig.
4). Meanwhile, the economic relations between wife-takers and wifegivers have been working over time toward the same egalitarian effect. For
taken in the larger context of exchange obligations between intermarrying
groups, and over the longer term of two generations, the claims of the vasu
or sister's son amount to the balancing of accounts that had first favored the
mother's brother. At the marriage of the woman, sister of the latter, the
husband's side would have given somewhat more in feasts and goods than
they received, and especially at the birth of the sister's son, his paternal
relations must secure his vasu rights by a very generous gift to the mother's

EGO'S
generation

C

Figure 3

Kinship relations in second cross-cousin marriage (after
Fox 1967, p. 196; note that Moalans do not practice
actual sister-exchange, but the structural implications
are essentially as diagramed here),

between two paternal lines within successive generations, so that over the
. short term each family is engaged with two contrasting sets of in-laws,
~tanding as wife-giver to some, wife-taker in relation to others. This is the
triadic element. From a certain vantage point within the system, the fourpart structure of complementary pairs is most saliently a set of three,
consisting of one's immediate paternal kin, the group of mother's brothers
with regard to whom one is vasu or "sacred blood" (dra tabu), and the
group of the sister's son, subject of a corresponding respect (fig. 4). This
particular image is in a way difficult to focus. It shifts between a triangular
order centered in one's own line and the ranked series of sister's son or
vasu relations which place wife-receivers in the supreme position. The
difficulty is only part of a constituted instability of the system a trois.
By comparison, the four-part structure is durable and dominant. For one
thing, it is a necessary condition of the triadic structure. But more, in
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Ego's line

c
Mother's
brother's line

Salient triadic relation in the Moalan kinship order (-->,
direction of main economic obligations; A>B>C, ritual
rank, based on "sacred blood").
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kin (vakalutulutu). After the exercise of the vasu' s claims, then, the
economic relations between intermarrying lines have been squared; and
accordingly, cross-cousins-a man and his mother's brother's sons-have
strong but mutual obligations of material aid (fig. 4). Now the children of
these men are again preferred marriage partners. Yet since the relation
between the cross-cousins has been rendered equal and reciprocal, there is
no necessary disposition to repeat in the third generation the direction of
wife-giving established in the first. Hence the triadic code is an image
constantly produced by the quadratic and almost as often effaced. And with
( this resolution of hierarchy into the familiar outlines of reciprocity go many
other Fijian visions of political centralization. 24
Let us allow the preceding sketch, incomplete and fragmentary as it is,
to stand for the general scheme of eastern Fijian culture. The problem
remains of extending such an account of structure to the realm of action,
specifically to the practical and historical action claimed by a certain Marxism as its exclusive analytic preserve. A good way to begin is with the
construction of the Moalan house and the observation that this construction
is in material form and division of labor a tangible representation of the
same structure that has already been described-complete with binary,
ternary, and quaternary elevations. A man's house is his castle; or as
Moalans say, "Every man is a chief in his own house." If so, the society's
house is its culture. 25
Elliptic in outline, the Moalan dwelling house is divided down the long
axis into a \'chiefly side," traditionally set parallel to the sea, and a
"common side" toward the inland. For each side there is an associated end
segment: the rear arc of the house (between the main comer posts) is the
"upper" end and" goes with" the chiefly side; the opposed front entrance
24. The political implications are discussed below, pp. 43-46. One sees in the economic
claims retained in the first instance by wife-givers the corollary to the ritual powers of
the wife and the talking chief over the paternal ("strong") side. Hence the Moalan
variant of the western Polynesian dualism-since here ritual authority over the paternal
line is divided between the kin of the wife and the "descendants of the woman" (sister's son). But then at a deeper level these two are not substantially distinguished by
Fijians, since the sister's son, whatever his patrifiliation, specifically shares the
"blood" and soul of his mother and her brothers: see Jam: (1946) on birth customs
designed to prevent loss of maternal soul with the cutting of the umbilical cord. For an
interesting West African analogue of the two-generation balancing of affinal accounts,
see Marie (1972).
25. The follewing account of Fijian "domestic proxemics" is confined to the most general
dimensions; for an appreciation of the full possibilities of such structural analyses of
domestic space see, among other excellent studies, Bourdieu (1971); Cunningham
(1973); Tambiah (1969); and Wagner (1972).
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is "lower," traditionally oriented leeward, and "goes with" the common
side. These associations (in a standard Leman four-class system) are practical as well as symbolic, inasmuch as the superstructure of the village
community is traditionally the infrastructure of domestic construction. The
exterior plan of the house-symbolic exoskeleton of family life which is at
the same time a miniature of the political community-mediates the relations between household and village and constitutes the relations of village
production. The house is built collectively. But the form of cooperation
does not simply follow from the technical dimensions of the task. By
custom it was an active, synthetic instance of the meaningful correspondence between polity and domesticity, segments of the community being
responsible for segments of the house according to the correlation of structures. And as implied in the following description of traditional housebuilding, this set of agreements extends outward to the cultural structures
of nature:
The side of the house towards the sea was called the noble side (yasa
turaga) and with it went the east end, or, if the house were perpendicular to the sea shore, the east side was the noble one, and with it
went the sea end. If Tumbou village alone were building, Katumbalevu [chiefly segment of the chiefly moiety] would work on the
noble side, and Valelailai [land segment of the chiefly moiety] on the
end that goes with it; in housebuilding Valelailai goes with Katumbalevu, that is why they are joined together as Tai [chiefly moiety];
Tumbou quarter [land moiety of Tumbou village] would divide the
other side and end.
If the whole of Lakemba were building, The Town [Na Koro,
the ranking territorial moiety] took the noble side; Wathiwathi and
Waitambu would take the east end on account of Wathiwathi [ranking
village of the land division of The Town, with Waitabu "land" relative to it]; Natokolau [or Daku ni Lau, the second territorial moiety
of the island] took the other side and end ... [etc.]. [Hocart 1929,
p. 126; for a transformation of the structure in women's collective
fishing, see pp. 113-14.]26
26. The orientation of the house with its long axis parallel to the sea is still common in Fiji
but is not universal (see Hocart 1929, p. II; Sahlins 1962, p. 99; Tippett 1968, pp.
163-63). The environing space of the house, however, is coded by .the intersection of
two systems of orientation, which accounts for the interchange between sea and east in
Hocart's discussion. Alongside the morphological code-that is, by geographical features such as land/sea-there IS a system of wind directions, again a four-class set of the
familiar type. The principal axis is windward/leeward, or tokalaulceva, the former generally easterly and conceived as "above" to the leeward's "below." The windward has
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The exterior of the house is partitioned according to the four-class system of the society onto which it gives. A projection of the same lines of
distinction through the interior would essentially yield a tripartite space,
integrating family life literally within the categories of the larger society
(fig. 5).27 The "upper" and" lower" ends of this three-section space, loqi
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and sue respectively, are as opposed in types of sociability as they are
different in rank value. Separated from the rest of the house by a curtain of
bark cloth, the upper end shelters the raised sleeping platform of the family
a subordinate quarter, takalau lutu or "fallen windward" (generally NNE); and the
leeward correspondingly has a "lower leeward," ceva i ra (SSW). Elsewhere Hocart
(1929, p. 9) notes the common placement of the front or lower door of the house
westward; hence, in the preceding description either the chiefly side or the chiefly end
will be east, that is, "above" by the compass.
27. There is a striking similarity between this diagram and the total six-part structure developed by Milner (1952) from textual material, especially his representation of "the
social unit" according to the remarkable document composed by the wraga of Cuva
village on the main island of Fiji. Space does not permit a detailed comparison, but
there are numerous analogies in the relationships between categories, suggesting a similarity of deeper structure-of which the six-part model would be still another
objectification.
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elder and his store of valuables, weapons, and agricultural tools. Its use is
generally restricted to family members (who also may keep possessions
there), but principally to the turaga and marama of the house (the "chief"
and "chiefess"). The relative value of the upper end is distinguishable not
only by height, but also by the fine mats placed there, by comparison with
the coarse mats of the front entryway and the better but still everyday mats
covering the middle section. The lower end of the dwelling is public rather
than private and is customarily associated with woman's hearth, culinary
utensils, and cooked food rather than with sleeping (sex) and the male
sacra. 28 The set of oppositions thus engaged is even broader than these
household extremes and brings into play the interesting complexities of the
sexual division of labor. The women's hearth indoors stands in manifold
contrast to the underground ovens in which men cook, situated by tradition
at the outskirts of the village. Thus we have the diagrammatic relation,
women:men:: inside: outside, we have seen before, in the mythical contrasts of Land (= side of the woman) and Chiefs (= side of the man). It is
likewise consistent that the underground ovens are generally reserved for
special occasions-for example, nowadays for Sunday-and the woman's
hearth for everyday meals. But the logical inversions must also be stressed:
the men's cooking is dry, underground, and in the "lower" medium of
land; women's cooking is boiling in pots-above, and in the medium of
salt water or coconut cream (both "male"). I will return to this complex
. exchange in a moment, when I discuss production relations.
But first let us complete the tripartite sociology of the house. With the
exception of ranking chiefs, who like members of the family are permitted
the side doors, all visitors must enter the inferior end and remain respectfully seated or squatting unless invited into the central section. The latter is
the common ground of public and domestic, as it is, analogously, of men,
women, and children of the house. It is framed, however, by longitudinal
and lateral coordinates of rank, set out by the value oppositions of sides
and ends of the dwelling (fig. 5), so that in any ritualized activity such as
kava drinking or commensality people are distributed spatially according to

28. Hearths within the dwelling house have bee~ legally prohibited in Moala. All cooking is
done in a separate cookhouse, although the food is still served by women from the
lower end of the eating house. Thompson (1940, p. 169) reports for Southern Lau that
hearths were traditionally situated in the sue to the left of the entryway, but she does not
specify the observer vantage (from the door or from inside the house). I have no further
information on this point.
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their community or familial status. The isomorphism between architectural
and general cultural categOlies is, then, something more than picturesque
analogy. Insofar as the house is so divided symbolically, it becomes the
'tonstruction of a comparable differentiation of behavior. A "model of"
ociety and a "model for"-toadopt Geertz's terms (1973, p. 93)-the
ouse functions as the medium by which a system of culture is realized as
) a~ order of action. W~at is in .analysis a set o~ ~arallel ~lassification~, .or a
smgle structure operatmg on dIfferent planes, IS m expenence an undIvIded
totality. The four-class code is practice as well as form. Unfolding in a
habitation so structured, the relationships between persons are themselves
inhabited by the same structure.
These relationships necessarily extend to the objects of family life.
Cultural categories and economic goods are here defined in terms of one
another: the quality of the mat signifies the virtue of the cultural space;
conversely, the collection of different objects in the one space represents a
commonality of cultural virtue. ("Intimately associated with the head,
which is the center of mana, the headrest is tabu private property. It may
not be touched by ,persons of lower rank than the owner. Headrests are kept
in the upper [rear] part of the house" [Thompson 1940, p. 171].) It is a
process of mutual valuation. What it implies is that economic value is
, Saussurean, it is the differential standing of a given object in a system of
meaningful relationships. (This would only be fair, since Saussure understood linguistic value by the economic.) The effect of the process is to
establish structures of differentiation between goods which are isomorphic
with, as they substantialize, the categorical distinctions among men.
The commutability of certain goods then appears as a shared social
substance, a symbolic attribute by which they are also incommensurable
) and untransactable with goods of other value. All the main contrasts of
Lauan culture are reproduced as classes of material goods and as possibilities of their substitution or exchange. To describe this system of
objects would be to rehearse the entire ethnography, for goods too are sea
or land, male or female, chiefly or common, ritual or free. As everything
goes by twos, every group a complementary combination of superior and
inferior, so every meal must contain a marked element of meat, fish, or
greens (i coi), and an ordinary starchy staple ("true food," kakana dina).
Whale's teeth are "the head of all things." Their only social measure is a
human being: they give a claim on the services, in war or in work, of those
who accept them as an offering; they secure the wife to the husband,
compensate the warrior for his tribute of a cannibal victim, the father-in-
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law far the death of the wife, the mother's kin for the birth of her child.
Whale's teeth today are sometimes displayed on the upper posts of the
house, but customarily they are concealed in the rear section, cohabiting
with other objects of potency (mana) the sleeping place of senior man.
Valuable as they are, whale's teeth cannot be exchanged for any ordinary
useful thing or food-anymore, one might say, and for similar reasons,
than a younger brother could eat the food of the firstborn. Only two things
move regularly against whale's teeth-turtle and pig-the "head" of all
sea foods and the "head" of all land foods. But then, a pig may be
substituted for a man in sacrifice; and turtle is the "fish that lives" (ika
hula) or the "man-fish" (ika tamata) , for whom, should the chief's
fisherman fail in the hunt, he shall be obliged to substitute himself. There is
a transitive equivalence among whale's teeth, pig, and turtle, based on
their common interchangeability with men. 29 Now anthropologists often
discover in the tribal economies "spheres of exchange"-the allocation of
goods between inconvertible classes, each a separate circuit of transactable
items insulated from the others by discrepancies of social value (Firth
1965; Steinet 1954; Bohannan 1955; Salisbury 1962). But the famou~
spheres of exchange, what are they but the functional moment of a system
of objects? And the system of objects? The transposition on another plan
of the scheme of society.
An "economic basis" is a symbolic scheme of practical activity-nol (
just the practical scheme in symbolic activity. It is the realization of a giveIN
meaningful order in the relations and finalities of production, in valuations
of goods and determinations of resources. Consider the Moalan opposition
"land/sea." More than a discourse of the interaction between social groups
or between men and women, it signifies the cultural organization of a
natural distinction. Actual relations of production on sea and land are
constituted in agreement with the structures of reciprocity among the
categories so designated, and through this sea and land as natural elements
are given cultural order. For Moala the relevant reciprocity structures are
of two kinds. First, the simple exchange corresponding to the essential
complementary dualism of Moalan society: Land and Sea peopleincluding in the latter category the Chiefs as well as master-fisher groups
(kai wai dina) attached to their service---":"'supply products to each other
29. Note also in light of the relation previously discussed between virility and the supreme
female good, bark cloth, that the last is specifically coupled with whale's teeth in marital presentations between the kin of bride and groom (cf. Lester 1939-40, p. 281).
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from the elements with which they have a natural affinity. Land People, as
it is said, are "not so happy on the water. " Indeed, villages dominated by
Land do very little deep-sea fishing to this day, whatever the feasibility of
access to fishing grounds. Their role is to cultivate, especially taro, and t.o
supply taro-coconut puddings and pigs to the feast. Nor should they eat this
pig in the presence of the Sea, as the latter must not eat fish before
Land-for fish and turtle are what the Sea People provide the Land. 30 The
second form of reciprocity is a more complex interchange, corresponding
rather to the system of four classes, and dividing land and sea accordingly.
Here each side, as it were, provides the substance or nourishment which
constitutes the other, and so must produce in the element of the other. This
is the essential model of the domestic division of labor, rehearsed all over
Fiji at an appropriate moment of the marriage exchanges when the man's
side, despite its superior and sea status, supplies a pig feast to the wife's
kin in return for a feast with fish. 31 Likewise for ordinary labor, if (some)
Moalan men do deep-sea fishing on occasion, it is the women's daily
netting and collecting in the lagoon areas that yield the main sup~ly of
seafood. Besides that, women weave mats and make bark cloth ill the
village, whereas all cultivation of food crops in the interior "bush" is
man's work. Placing this division of labor on the landscape, one recognizes a familiar configuration: women's activities are "inside," in the
village and adjoining sea, flanked on either geographical extreme by the
men's domains of deep sea and high forest. The tripartite distinction then
permutes the land-sea opposition into a typical structure of four (fig. 6).
30. "We are the Sea People (kai wail; our obligation (tavi) is to fish. W,e do not know
farming. Our elders [ancestors) did not know it. They.were expert sailors..We were Sea
Pople in Tailevu, in Gau and in Moala. Our ~I~ers ~Id not plant. The ch~e:s.gave us
wet-taro patches at [the old village of] Navuclmmasl, a place called Vumslmtoba. We
did not plant it. Those people over there planted our food. We only fished. They
brought our food every day; every day, we brought their food. Nowadays we do not feel
like fishing .... Our elders knew the yam, but it was the work of the chiefs of the Land
to plant taro" (Sirelli, elder of Nuku Village, 1955).
.
Thompson reports that in southern Lau, the Chiefs are poor garde~ers ~y comp~ns~n
with the Land, but superior fishers (1940, pp. 32-33, 119-20). As ImplIed by SlfellI,
only the last remains true in Moala. However, in intervillage and island feas~s, as we.1l
as tribute feasts to the ruling chief, Land and Sea groups are expected to contnbute their
respective special foods.
31. This particular symbolism occurs at different moments. of marriage. and birth feasts in
different areas of Fiji (cf. Williams 1859, p. 134; Jarre 1946; Sahhns 1962). In the
Nakoroka, Vanua Levu, there are separate women's and men's o~ens prepared for
certain feasts, the former consisting of fish and yams, the laller pigS, yam, and taro
(Quain 1948, p. 73).
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For the land is socially bisected into village (koro) and bush (veikau), while
the sea is likewise differentiated into the wai tui or "chiefly sea" of the
men, beyond the reef, in contrast to the lagoon or inland side of the sea,
place of women's activities, called by the same term (dranu) as inland fresh
waters. 32 In Marx's phrase, the nature known to man is a "humanized
nature. "
On the other hand, one begins to see the issue in current Marxist
critiques of structuralism as an immobile logic of equivalent structures,
innocent of any sense of dominance or determination between the levels of
cultural order-and therefore of any knowledge of change or event (Terray
1972, pp. 39-41). It is a kind of Kuhnian "paradigm gap," since fOr(
structuralism the classic distinction between infrastructure and superstructure no longer makes clear sense. Nor is it easy to understand the "preponderance of the economic factor" by a structuralist understanding of the
economic factor. The so-called infrastructure appears as the manifestation ('.
of a total system of meanings in action upon the world, a process that
predicates also the meaning of practical experience as a relationship in that
system. The infrastructure embodies a superstructure: a conceptual logic
neither of the world itself-in the sense of an inherent mechanical
effectiveness-nor expressing its material properties except as a culturally
specific valuation. Any cultural ordering produced by the material forces{'
presupposes a cultural ordering of these forces.
\
. Let me open a brief parenthesis on the institutional conditions of Fijian
conceptual categories. Aside from the patent oversimplification, perhaps
the main fault of this kind of explication of the cultural text is that it
proceeds, in a way, to invent anthropology, without benefit of ethnological
understandings already achieved. But at this juncture, with the examples of
British and French structuralism simultaneously before us, it seems clear
that the strength of each is the complement of the other. I would not claim
to make the synthesis, only to observe that the transposition of a given
symbolic scheme on different planes is a counterpart to the received under- \
standing of tribal society as a generalized institutional order. On this condi-
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32. Correspondingly, salt water as opposed to fresh water .
IS speCIfically
efficaCIOUs
10 punfication. Furthermore, the ambiguity involved in the women's exploitation of the hIgher
and male geographic element, the sea, meets with ritual restrictions that would not be
out of line with semiological theories of Douglas (1966) or Leach (1964), just as the
particular sexual symbolism is also consistent with Fijian concepts of male and female
potency; pregnant women are inimical to fishing, as are menstruating women; wh~reas
the purification and termination of these conditions, called "bathing in the sea," IS
normally the occasion for resumption of fishing.
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tion, namely, a consistent set of relationships (primarily kinship) deployed
to various functions, the generalization of symbolic relations likewise becomes authentic. It follows too that the isomorphism between diverse
codes-social, geographical, mythical, and economic-is neither fantastic
nor the product of a pure speculative interest; it is a real condition of social
life. If distinctions in environment are metaphorically connected with differences in political status, it is because the same relationships that order
production also order polity. To the extent that the institutional relationships remain consistent, the symbolic agreements are never arbitrary.
Mediated by the social order, they are always motivated by the cultural
experience of the thinking subject. And their determination by the
ethnologist is no more an idealism than is their practice by the people. If in
the narrow sense of practical activity "praxis" is a conceptual scheme, still
in the broadest sense the conceptual scheme is a cultural praxis.
There will be much more to say about all this. For the moment I close
the parenthesis in favor of the implications of our ethnographic example for
structure and event, culture and history.
The key text for Moala is provided by a Mexican poet commenting on
the works of the French master. In a long essay on Levi-Strauss, Octavia
Paz perceptively draws out the implication that "in classification systems,
in myths and rituals, history enters into the cycle of recurrent phenomena
and thus loses its virulence" (1970, p. 88). Just so, because the symbolic
coordinates of Moalan culture are translated in different modes, the system
seems to develop an immunity to changing circumstance. The village of
Nuku, for example, has the usual dual organization of land and sea sections, although strictly speaking there has never been a single Land group
in the community. Nuku was founded in the latter part of the nineteenth
century exclusively by master fishers attached to the chiefs, Sea People par
excellence who had migrated from the capital village of Navucinimasi and
ulteriorly from the islands of Gau and Ball. Yet by the local conception,
certain Nuku groups were Land People. If one suggests to Nuku
villagers-as I often did-that all the local groups are Sea People, this is
readily admitted. But it will also be explained that one body of the people
was first to come to Nuku from the chiefs' village, that they receive the fish
from the sea and are warriors (bati) for the later groups; that is, they are
"Land" in relation to the true Sea People who arrived afterward. This is an
apposite example of "stereotypic reproduction," in Godelier's (1972
[1966]) phrase.
The example is especially capital for its disclosure of the mechanism of
cultural reproduction in the face of a historical disconformity. Multilated
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by history, the moiety system is recreated by the transposition of symbolic
correspondences from related domains to the population remaining; A dual
division of groups into "Land" and "Sea" is restored by a congruent
contrast between original and immigrant peoples. On the conceptual level,
this particular procedure is especially facile, insofar as the temporal distinction remains unaffected-if needs be, the myth of settlement can be
revised to conform to it-while the social distinction can always be thought
one way or another. Yet such is merely the mechanics of the process. More
fundamental is the fact that the moiety opposition is always present in
village life, even in the absence of its historical existence, because the
distinction between Land People and Sea People is continually practiced in
a thousand details of rite and myth, domestic and public life. That the
village has these components is restated in every marriage ceremony, in
every exchange of complementary foods, in the way men and women fish
and the places they do so, in the construction of the dwelling and the
everyday family life that goes on there. Land and sea compose a necessary
axis of virtually every group and activity. The social duality is not only
conceived; it is lived.
Still, the reconstruction of structure at the expense of event is not
achieved without residue (cf. Levi-Strauss 1966; Sebag 1964, p. 184). If
the symbolic scheme seems manipulable without error or failure, history
subsists in a certain opacity of the real: there is no escaping the contradiction of a village at once composed of Land People and Sea People, and yet
of Sea People alone. The point is of potential significance to a dynamic
theory of structure. Hocart observed that dualism has become cheap in Fiji,
and that its excessive use must in the end weaken and obscure it (1952, pp.
57-58). So in the Nuku case, the opposition of structure and event is
overcome, but at the cost of a social complication which denies the structure even as it is confirmed. One dualism negates the other, is placed across
the other, and it seems reasonable to suppose that any system will discover
limits to its ability to thus accumulate historical contradictions, or at least
that it will become vulnerable to some transformation. From a naturalistic
perspective these would appear to be the "adaptive" moments. But in fact
structure remains the beginning of historical wisdom. History is not simply
an opening into something new-let alone something more practical. As
UGreimas suggests, the change may also be a closure: a definitive selection
I of only one of the permutations latent in any given structure (1966"
p. 823).
In this respect Fijian society is not static; it contains the embryo of
another cultural order. That the established dualism survives a variety of
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historical attacks only means that it has not yet met the decisive one-the
one that overdetermines its own contradictions to release the future already
prefigured. "For even in such an apparently symmetrical type of social
structure as dual organization, the relationship between moieties is never as
static, or as fully reciprocal, as one might tend to imagine" (Levi-Strauss
1963b, p. 135). Complementary yet unequal, symmetrical but asymmetrical, Fijian dualism contains an endemic contradiction: a conflict, as we
have seen, of reciprocity and hierarchy. This is the centralized triad in the ./
balanced two- and four-class systems. In its sharpest form, it is the incompatibility of bilateral cross-cousin marriage and the superiority of wifetakers to wife-givers; for if the second signifies a difference in status by the
transfer of woman, the first implies that all such advantage is perfectly
reversible. Reciprocity dominates, but in the background of its structural
forms moves another, asymmetrical order: a classic system of
"generalized exchange" or mother's brother's daughter marriage, which
represents the vision of a society which has known how to abandon the
pretext of equality for the undisguised development of chieftainship and
hierarchy (cf. Levi-Strauss 1969; Leach 1951).
By the principle of "generalized exchange," a given group consistently
receives women from one line and gives its daughters to another; hence, it
requires a minimum of three to make the system. And a consistent hierarchy can be maintained among them provided that women of the highest
,are not passed directly to the lowest. For Fiji this future may have already
been accomplished, as it exists among lineages of the neighboring Tongan
archipelago, considered by many prehistorians to have been settled from
Fiji perhaps two thousand years ago. The Tongans, moreover, have resolved the problem of the paramount chiefs' daughters by maintaining immigrant lines as "foreigners"-including a "House of Fiji" (Fale Fisi)-to
whom the highest-ranking women are disposed, even as women of native
junior lines move upward toward the ruling chief. If the second device
allows the paramount to multiply his supremacy as genealogical senior by
his status as sister's son (fahu), of the cadet line, the first also removes
those who receive the chief's daughter from political contention, since as
foreigners they are outside the system. Traditionally these outsiders serve
the chiefs as ritual attendants (matapule)-a permutation of the correlations wife-givers/wife-takers, native/foreign, herald/chief we saw at work
in Lau. This transformation is accompanied by a series of others, whose
necessity may be judged by comparison with the logic of the cognate Fijian
categories.
In Tonga, the geographic axis of the chief/commoner distinction is
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rotated from the horizontal to the vertical. Rather than coming by sea-here
the source of the chief's foreigners-the founder of the Tongan ruling line,
son of the god Tangaloa, descends from the sky to mate with a woman of
the earlier, indigenous population (themselves, by one version, offspring
of the worm). Hence, sky encompassing sea and land: apposite cosmographic representation of the triadic polity. But that polity also develops an
image of dualism, if in a status of background and subordination to the
tripartite scheme that reverses their relationship in eastern Fiji. The Tongan
dualism, moreover, is transferred from the opposition between "the side of
the man" and "the side of the woman" to the distinction between senior
and cadet lines, a transfer essentially accomplished by the merging of the
two contrasts within a system of generalized exchange. Seen another way,
the coding of the relation between senior and cadet as wife-taker to wifegiver harnesses the brother-sister tie to the ranking of older brotheryounger brother. One effect is to mark the ritual superiority of women over
men, since politically this also amounts to the superiority of the older
brother (wife-taking) line. At another level we discover the development of
the sacrosanct paramount chief, the Tui Tonga, the chief who remains
immobile and inside, toward whom all women flow, who combines overriding maternal power with supreme paternal mana. Tongan dualism is
represented, then, by a classic dual chieftainship, sacred and secular, the
latter title formally allocated to a junior branch of the ruling line acting in
an executive function. This segmentation is indeed the frame of a moiety
division that ideally extends to all Tonga, the two sides respectively headed
by the senior-sacred and junior-secular chiefs. Yet since the former is to
the latter as "side of the woman" to "side of the man, " and as the woman
is "inside" to the man's "outside," there is in the moiety division a final
reversal of Fijian spatial concepts, with the superior now the interior: "The
names of the two divisions refer to their geographical placement. The
Kauhala'uta [moiety of the Tui Tonga] lived on the inland ('uta) side of the
road, while the Kauhalalalo [moiety of the secular chief] lived on the lower
or ocean side of the road, in order to protect the Tui Tonga and his people"
(Kaeppler 1971, p. 192; see also Gifford, 1924, 1929; Bott 1972; Leach
1972; Biersack 1974).
All the elements of this development also exist in eastern Fiji, but
without synthesis or dominance. This includes the anomalous "foreign"
groups attached to the chiefly lines, whose external origin remains a fundamental quality of their local identity despite all acculturation. In Moala
these are the chief's carpenters-"Samoans" they are reckoned-and the
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fisher groups from Bau and Gau. One is thus Land and the other Sea, but
together they are "different people" or outsiders by comparison with the
indigenous Land People, and experts in technical rather than ceremonial
functions (both types of activity, however, coming under the notion
"work" [cakacaka)). While the Land People were by tradition wife-givers
to the Chiefs, these foreign experts validate their attachment to the chiefly
line by the marriage of their immigrant ancestors to the Moalan
paramount's daughters. The system concealed within Moalan dualism is
generalized exchange.
In the same way the villages harbor a concentric dualism within the
symmetric, a triadic arrangement of the dyad. Traditionally divided by a
stream or path into complementary halves, one the site of the chiefly
moiety, the community is at the same time centered in a public square
where stand the" house of the ruling chief and the village temple. But this
distinction between center and periphery, sacred and secular, also implies a
tertium quid, still another degree beyond, constituted by the external residence of the chief's foreigners. In history, as has been seen, the peripheral
location may be translated into a centrifugal movement; for example, the
migration of the master fishers of Nuku from their precincts outside the
chiefly village of Navucinimasi to their present site in western Moala. And
the effect may be, as in the Moalan case, the recreation of the ambiguity
between dual and triadic modes within the territorial system of the island as
a whole. In western Moala the fisher groups of Nuku joined the neighboring village of" Samoan" carpenters to form a geographic-political division
called the "Side Below" (Yasana ira), in logical discontinuity with the
main divisions of "Great Moala" (Moala Levu) and "Little Moala"
(Moala Lailai), permuting the ancient territorial moieties into a dissonant
structure trois. 33
The general point is that when there is such structural contradiction there
is also historical direction. Fijian dualism may be proof against many kinds
of contingent circumstance. But on the one hand success can weaken that
dualism through the accumulation of historical inconsistencies. On the

a

33. See Sahlins (1962) for ethnographic details. On village form, see Hocart (1970) and
Tippett (1968). In Tippett's general plan of Fijian villages (p. 163) can easily be read a
four-part structure, the opposition of church to chief's house along the other axis (cf.
Quain 1948, p. 83). On the spatial and social relations between the chiefly village and
the precincts of the foreign attendants, see Hocart's remarks on Tubou and the Levuka
settlement in Lakeba, Lau (1929, passim).
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other hand, the internal contradiction: if events are continuously reinterpreted by a privileged structure, the structure maintains by the same process a privileged eventuality-which is only apparently discontinuous with
itself. The Fijian system is inclined, or at least vulnerable, to a certain
differentiation and centralization of power. It has already, in advance as it
were, a code for representing certain differences in force as relations of
rank as well as rules of marriage. All of Polynesia, which developed out of
,the Fijian hearth and everywhere retains the traces, is te!ltimony to this
potential. The most acute observers have been able to see the alternate
structure of the future in the Fijian present:
No single formula ever does sum up a society; for before a new one
has finished ousting the older ones, another new one is arising to
supplant it. ...
We can see something of the kind happening in Fiji. We cannot say
what main interest engrossed the Fijian mind before the passion for
opposing teams captured it, for this captured it so effectively that it is
difficult to discern older structures under the dichotomy. In 1912 it
was still so far from being spent that it could still provide the mould
for new situations. The Lau School inevitably formed itself into two
houses, North and South. Once I sent them as an unorganized crowd
to dive for coral. A master reported that they were merely playing.
"Divide them into teams," he advised. They were divided into North
and South. At once began an intense competition ... until the
exhausted teams asked for the order to stop.
Such an incident is also prophetic of decay, for dichotomy was
becoming so common as to be cheap. It was being extended to all
occasions ....
Not only does too much use make stale, but the multiplying of subdivisions was bound, as I have pointed out, to obscure the whole
dualism.
A new and more solemn interest seems already to have encroached
upon the old dualism weakened by excess. That newer enthusiasm was
the service of the chief. He and his family were exalted so far above
the rest as to upset the old balance of paired groups, a process which
can be traced to some extent in the narrative traditions of Lakemba.
The two sides that used to face each other, equal except in precedence,
have begun to break up into units which all face the chief, like planets
round the sun. [Hocart 1952, pp. 57-58]34
34. My suggestions on the relationship between reciprocal and hierarchial structures in Fiji
of course were inspired by Levi-Strauss's article, "Do Dual Organizations Exist?"
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I have tried to suggest certain ways structuralism may be brought into
the world, so to speak, in rapprochement with history and with other
anthropologies. There is no denying that this has been a particular "reading" of the structuralist text. Nor is there the slightest sense in supposing
that structuralism is some kind of general scientific theory from which
history may be deduced or predicted. One may speak of contradictions and
potentialities, resistances and susceptibilities,· even of the experiential
genesis of variation. But the principles of classification by which a. SOCiety)
deals with events are themselves specific and historical; they cannot be
read out directly from the given qualities of the world but must be empirically discovered (Levi-Strauss 1972). And provided that the symbolio
means by which a given group organizes its experience are lawful and
logical, history is likewise rendered arbitrary, for the world is hardly
obliged to conform to the principles by which one section of humanity
conceives it. A general theory of cultural systems from which history is a (
deduction seems an impossibility. 35
Of course, even if this conclusion were acceptable in principle, there
would remain basic disagreements between structuralism and contemporary Marxism on the' 'prehistory of society." More precisely, there remain
issues of the relations between structure and material action, and of the
powers of their respective logics to account for cultural form. Still, one
might ask if Marx himself did not see some essential distinctions between
bourgeois and precapitalist formations in the mode of organization and
historic functioning. For a modem Marxism to repudiate structuralism on
grounds of its "embarrassment in the face of history" may be in some
respects a similar embarrassment to itself. It would not be the first time that
Marxism ignored Marx. If, as Pouillon says, "it is not the structuralists
who put the structures in history, " neither were the structuralists the first to
recognize them: "Men make their own history, but they do not make it just
as they please; they do not make it under circumstances chosen by themselves .... The tradition of all the dead generations weighs like a nightmare
on the brain of the living" (Marx, n.d. [1869], p. 15).
(I 963b). They were given support by Hocart's parallel analysis of Fiji, especially his
observation: "There is a remarkable similarity between Fijian and Winnebago organization" (1970 (1936), p. 103; see also pp. 285 ff.): The Fijian analysis likewise benefited
much from T. Turner's course of lectures on structuralism, Winter Quarter 1975, University of Chicago, and his study of Kayapo kinship and social organization (T. Turner,
manuscript).
35. Not even biological evolutionism has such pretensions; see Monod (I972) for a parallel
discussion of "chance" and "necessity" in that realm.
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Marx was clearly aware of the ability of archaic societies to structure
the circumstances of history. The passage from Capital on the permanence
of Indian village communities is a classic statement of "stereotypic
reproduction" :

i'I",

Those small and extremely ancient Indian communities, some of
which have continued down to this day, are based on possession in
common of the land, on the blending of agriculture and handicrafts,
and on an unalterable division of labour, which serves, whenever a
new community is started, as a plan and scheme ready cut and dried.
Occupying areas of from 100 up to several thousand acres, each forms
a compact whole producing all it requires .... If the population increases, a new community is founded, on the pattern of the old one,
on unoccupied land. The whole mechanism discloses a systematic division of labour; but a division like that in manufactures is impossible,
since the smith and the carpenter, etc., find an unchanging market. ... The law that regulates the division of labour in the community
acts with the irresistible authority of a law of Nature, at the same time
that each individual artificer, the smith, the carpenter and so on, conducts in his workshop all the operations of his handicraft in the traditional way, but independently and without recognizing any authority.
The simplicity of the organization for production in these self-sufficing
communities that constantly reproduce themselves in the same form,
and when accidentally destroyed spring up again on the spot and with
the same na.rne-this simplicity supplies the key to the secret of the
unchangeableness of Asiatic societies, an unchangeableness in such
striking contrast with the constant dissolution and refounding of Asiatic States, and the never-ceasing changes of dynasty. [1967 (1867)
1:357-58]
Marx recognized the stereotypic reproduction of Asiatic communities,
although by comparison with a modern anthropology his theory of it does
not seem powerful. 36 By the more general views set forth in Pre-Capitalist
Economic Formations, the relative stability of early society was the concomitant of a production for use-values-of an economy in which "man is
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the objective of production not production the objective of man." Controlled by the producers in their capacity as members of the proprietary
community, production was organized as the reproduction of individuals in II
these definite relations to kith and kin (Marx 1964, pp. 67 ff.; 1973, pp. l-{
471 ff.). The goal was not the unlimited accumulation of an abstract
"wealth," alongside the re-creation of the producers merely as "workers." For the individual it was the concrete realization, the selfobjectification, of a social existence. Such ends are finite. Marx could
accord the world that knew them the same kind of respect the structural
anthropologist pays to the search for "closed shapes, forms and given
limits," and to "satisfaction from a limited standpoint" (Marx 1973, p.
488). But Marx would differ from all later anthropologies in the idea that
the af\cient community which thus mediated the producers' relations to
nature and to themselves was not in its own right a social product. It
belonged rather to the order of nature: the spontaneous development of
"natural" bonds of kinship or blood, producing, moreover, by instruments
that came more or less naturally to hand.
On the one side, then, the classic structural causality of historical
materialism is here suspended, its field of application relativized as appropriate strictly to the capitalist fonnations. But the social order of early
cultures cannot be considered a superstructure erected on the real foundation of economic relations. For, as Marx repeatedly insists, in such fonns
as the organic clan community the social order is the "presupposition" of
production, as also its final intention. At this stage, the irreducible conditions men encounter in production, conditions prior to and independent of
their will, to which they thus must submit their material activity, are their
"natural bonds" of blood, language, and custom. For early society, "real
foundations" and "superstructures" in decisive respects exchange their
places. Yet, on the other hand, the suspension of the classic causality
leaves an understanding of precapitalist society as a kind of absence, at
once of culture and of history. The "simplicity of the organization for
production" which Marx saw as key to the immutability of the archaic
community not only was an unalienated condition by comparison with
bourgeois society, it specifically lacked the structural differentiations
which give bourgeois society its dialectic movement: separation of the
means of production from the producers, of the producers from the products, of production from the "needs" of the producers and of individuals
from the collectivity. Without these discontinuities, what remains for Marx
is a kind of continuity which the anthropology of tribal communities will

'?

l

36. Nor entirely consistent with the notion of a continuous reformulation of the present by
material activity in the world; "History is nothing but the succession of separate generations, each of which exploits the materials, the capital funds, the productive forces
handed down to it by preceding generations, and thus, on one hand, continues the
traditional activity in completely changed circumstances and, on the other, modifies the
old circumstances with a completely changed activity" (Marx and Engels 1965, p. 57).
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not readily accept: a continuity of culture and nature. Marx remains true to
his own appreciation of his method as a "naturalism"; in respect to the
formation of culture he is a gradualist-consistent with his position on
, language as involving no decisive rupture in relation to practical experience (see below, pp. 139-47). For Marx, early society was the natural
within the social itself. This allows him to relegate the social conditions of
production to the role of preconditions-that is, fundamental and external
(
constraints. Although in such a state society is capable of responding to
natural forces, or even of negating itself in exploiting these forces, it has no
truly historical movement in the sense of a socially generated selfmovement. It does not know social forces. As Alfred Schmidt explains,

: i

Pre-bourgeois development had a peculiarly unhistorical character because in it the material prerequisites of labour-the instruments as well
as the material-were not themselves the product of labour, but were
found already to hand in the land, in nature, from which the active
Subject as well as the community to which it belonged did not essentially differentiate themselves. Under capitalism, however, these subjective and objective conditions of production became something
created by the participants of history. Relationships were no longer
determined by nature but set up by society ....
If the earlier modes of human intervention in nature were fundamentally modes of nature's "self-mediation," since the mediating subject
(individual or community) remained a part of immediately natural
existence, under capitalism the mediation of nature became something
strictly historical, because social. [Schmidt 1971, pp. 178-79]
Even for Marx, then, history may be embarrassed in the face of structure. In the archaic cultures praxis beats a retreat before social relations
which are essentially relations of kinship. Shall we then conclude that the
debate with French structuralism implies the same cultural discontinuity as
the debate with British structuralism? Do we have to deal with two differtent kinds of society, one that structures itself by events and another that
structures events by itself? And if so, are not Marxism and anthropology
destined to remain apart, each the truth of a different social order?

Two Types of Society:
Two Types of Theory?
Levi-Strauss seems content to stay on his side of the line. He takes his
reason from Marx: that the class differentiations of modem ("hot")
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societies power a movement unknown to the egalitarian ("cold") systems
of the tribal world. (The thermodynamic metaphor is an analogy to the
steam engine [Levi-Strauss in Charbonnier 1969, p. 33].) In La Pensee
Sauvage, Levi-Strauss illustrates the corresponding .contrast in historical
performance by an apparently trivial example, competitive games.
The singularity of tribal games is that they are played as rituals, with the I'
outcome therefore ordained in advance. When soccer was adopted by the
Gahuku-Gama of New Guinea, two opposing clans might compete for days
on end-as long as was necessary to reach a draw. Such is the general
paradigm of ritual, played out "like a favoured instance of a game, remembered from among the possible ones because it is the only one which
results in a particular type of equilibrium between the two sides" (1966, p.
30). To the same effect, during the funerary rites of the Fox Indians, the
living give the moiety of the deceased one last game, which the latter
always win. To "win" in the Indian symbolism is to "kill"; thus, the dead
are accorded the satisfaction of being still alive, while it is the living who
die (ibid., p. 32). In contrast, competitive games as we know them begin
from a preordained symmetry, the rules and number of players the same for
both sides, but move by means of contingent events to a social disjunction.
A winner and loser are produced out of differences in talent, resources, and
chance. Ritual games are just the reverse: in ordering events according to a (
preexisting plan, they conjoin groups that were initially asymmetrical and
dissociated. In ritual, Levi-Strauss writes,
There is an asymmetry which is postulated in advance between sacred
and profane, faithful and. officiating, dead and living, initiated and
uninitiated, etc., and the" game" consists in making all the participants pass to the winning side by means of events, the nature and
ordering of which is genuinely structural. Like science ... the [competitive] game produces events by means of a structure; and we can
therefore understand why competitive games flourish in our industrial
societies. Rites and myths, on the other hand, like "bricolage" (which
these same societies only tolerate as a hobby or pastime), take to
pieces and reconstruct sets of events. . . and use them as so many
indestructible pieces for structural patterns in which they alternately
serve as ends or means. [Ibid., pp. 32~33]
Of course the professor at "a large midwestern university" who regularly attends the football games will be detached and sophisticated
enough-make it the University of Michigan rather than Ohio State-to
see that the analogy is overdrawn, certain similarities understressed. Any-
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one who dispassionately observes such a game knows that it too is a ritual,
structured not merely in the beginning but also in the upshot. Even as the
rules are the same for everyone, so is the outcome stipulated. Not necessarily that it is "fixed." But as seriously as the Gahuku-Gama play for a
draw, the one favored instance in American football is that there should be
a winner. A tie carries all the disapprobation of the incest tabu; as it was
put by the well-known sociologist Duffy Daugherty, "a tie-it's like kissing your sister. " Moreover the winners are entitled to certain ceremonial
privileges, ranging from the band's reversing their caps to taunting the
losers and tearing down the goalposts. And at the end of a season's play, a
hierarchy of the teams has been effected, which offers the "champions of
the West" a trip to the Rose Bowl on New Year's Day-where of course
the pageantry is Californian in its exaggeration. It's nolas if we didn't have
a culture.
Still the difference in ritual (or games) subsists, and it is enough to
support the point that there is a difference in the cultural orders. Where for
the Gahuku-Gama or the Fox the social outcome is an equilibrium axiomatically produced, any disparity in abilities being subordinated to that end,
we have a: kind of empirical society which precipitates organization out of
the play of real forces. Ours too may be a culture, but its form is constructed from events, as the system gives people license to put their means
to the best advantage and certifies the result as a genuine society. Thus the
nature of man seems a "perpetual and restless desire of power after power,
that ceaseth only in death," and society but the collective effect, miracu.lously ordered out of private contention "as if by an Invisible Hand."
JOrganization is the socialized realization of desire.
And such is not only how it appears to us, but often to our several
t.,ciences of society. My description was phrased as a clumsy disguise of
academic economics, yet the problematic is common in political science,
sociology-and a certain anthropology (cf. Macpherson 1962; 1973). History too is often written in utilitarian style, as if it were decided by the
distribution of resources and the skill people display in manipulating them.
he content of the economizing varies, but all our social sciences participate in the going conception that society is produced by enterprising action. Society is the set of relationships empirically constituted by the puruit of private interests with the means on hand.
Perhaps this helps explain the peculiar relation to nature characteristic of
Western culture. The foregoing allusion to Hobbes was also motivated. So
far as I know, we are the only people who think themselves risen from
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savages; everyone else believes they descend from gods. This could well J
be a fair statement of the difference. In any case, we make both a folklore '\
and a science of the idea, sometimes with little to distinguish between
them. The devel~p~ent from a ~obbesian state o~ nature is the origin myth \
of Western capItalIsm. 37 But Just as Hobbes did not conceive that the t
commonwealth abolished the nature of man as wolf to other men, but
merely held that it permitted its expression in comparative safety, so we
continue to believe in the savage within us-of which we are slightly
ashamed. At an earlier period it was Homo economicus, with a natural
propensity to truck and barter, which idea rationalized bourgeois society to
itself. It took but two centuries to evolve another species, Homo bellicosus,
or so one might name that contentious human ape popularized by a number
of modem writers to account for about everything wrong at the moment.
Not tha. the reduction to biology is unscientific; it characterizes the best of
evolutionary anthropology. Yet in this respect our science may be the
highest form of totemism. If totemism iS,as Levi-Strauss says, the explication of human society by the distinctions between species, then we have
made an empirical science of it.
Actually, the parallel to processes of totemic thought may be a detailed
one. For in the first place, as Marx observed, the biological explanation o~
the distinctions between species was modeled on bourgeois society;
whereupon, once elaborated, the theory was turned back to explain the
human world. A letter from Marx to Engels describes the initial projection
from culture to nature:
It is remarkable how Darwin recognizes among beasts and plants his
English society with its division of labour, competition, opening of
new markets, "inventions," and the Malthusian "struggle for existence." It is Hobbes's "bellum omnium contra omnes," and one is
reminded of Hegel's Phenomenology, where civil society is described
as a "spiritual animal kingdom," while in Darwin the animal kingdom
figures as civil society. [Cited in Schmidt 1971, p. 46]
The second phase, the re-presentation of culture to itself in the form of
nature, is described in a letter from Engels to P. L. Lavrov:

37. Contrast the native historian David Malo (1951) on the origin of the difference between
Hawaiian chiefs and commoners. Commoners are the descendants of those who wandered off in pursuit of their private interests; hence, they were forgotten by the others
(they lost their genealogies).
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The whole Darwinist teaching of the struggle for existence is simply a
transference from society to living nature of Hobbes's doctrine of
"bellum omnium contra omnes" and of the bourgeois-economic doctrine of competition together with Malthus's theory of population.
When this conjurer's trick has been performed ... the same theories
are transferred back again from organic nature into history and it is
now claimed that their validity as eternal laws of human society has
been proved. [InSchmidt 1971, p. 47]
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But, correspondences of (the so-called) totemisms to one side, what
seems to emerge from the encounter of historical materialism with the two
anthropological structuralisms is a distinction between the West and the
rest. Such is the present conjuncture: a century of human sciences converge
on this distinction. Yet the result might have been anticipated, since anthropology from the beginning accepted the specificity of the "primitive"
as its academic charge, although it might mean an amputation of its pertinence at least as drastic as the relativization of historical materialism. I
have tried to argue here the plausibility of this "two societies-two sciences" view. But only to deny it in a later chapter as a kind of false
consciousness: a translation of different integrations of code and praxis into
a radical distinction in the nature of societies, as if the one knew no
conceptual axioms, as the other knows no practical consequences. This is
"false consciousness" because, I suggest, the distinction at issue
legitimizes the mode of appearance of Western society as the true explanation of it. The derivation of organization from practical activity, and of
consciousness from the relations of persons, ignores the constituted symbolic quality of our own institutions. Yet if it follows that the determination
'of consciousness by social being, as generally understood, needs some
revaluation, it also follows that this remains, just as is, the best explanation
Of Western social science. For much of that science is the self-conception
of capitalism.
The real issue for Marxism and anthropology comes down to the relation
between praxis and the symbolic order. And that is an issue best explicated
from the history of anthropology itself-precisely because the history of
anthropology is a sustained sequitur to the contradiction of its existence as
a Western science of other cultures. The contradiction is an original condition: a science of man sponsored by a society which, in a way no different
from others, exclusively defined itself as humanity and its own order as
culture. Still, I believe that in the anthropological event this society did
learn something from others-about itself.
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Culture
and Practical
Reason

Two Paradigms
of Anthropological
Theory

The opposition recently raised by Levi-Strauss (1972) between ecology
and structuralism-within a higher unity of naturalism, or perhaps it is a
transcendental materialism-is not novel. In its main outlines it is endemic
to Anglo-Saxon anthropology. This conflict between practical activity and
constraints of the mind inserts itself in an original, founding contradiction,
between the poles of which anthropological theory has oscillated since the
nineteenth century like a prisoner pacing between the farthest walls of his
cell. Many of the same premises which divide structuralism from an explaJ
nation by adaptation also differentiate Boas from Morgan, Radcliffe~
Brown from Malinowski-or even different aspects of a single theoretical
project, as the emphasis at once on the symbolic definition of culture and
its technological determinism in the work of Leslie White. The alternatives
in this venerable conflict between utilitarianism and a cultural account may
be broadly phrased as follows: whether the cultural order is to be conceived
as the codification of man's actual purposeful and pragmatic action; or ~
whether, conversely, human action in the world is to be understood as
mediated by the cultural design, which gives order at once to practical
experience, customary practice, and the relationship between the two. The
difference is not trivial, nor will it be resolved by the happy academic
conclusion that the answer lies somewhere in between, or even on both
sides (i.e., dialectically). For there is never a true dialogue between silence
and discourse: on one side the natural laws and forces "independent of
man's will" and on the other the sense that groups of men variously give to
themselves and their world. The opposition therefore cannot be compromised; in Louis Dumont's term, the relation can only be an encompassment. In the end, culture in its specificity will be referred to one or the
other dominant logic-the "objective" logic of practical advantage or the
55
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meaningful one in the "conceptual scheme." In the first case, culture is an
instrumental system, in the second the instrumental is subject to systems of
another kind.
The relevance of this parochial controversy to Marx's invocation of
praxis is patent-although, as we shall see, Marx's position cannot be
simply assimilated to the received empirico-materialism in anthropology.
Still, it is by a moderate distinction from Marxism, "if not Marx himself, "
that Levi-Strauss most succinctly states his own perspective:
If, as I have said, the conceptual scheme governs and defines practices, it is because these, which the ethnologist studies as discrete
realities placed in time and space and distinctive in their particular
modes of life and forms of civilization, are not to be confused with
praxis which-and here at least I agree with Sartre-constitutes the
fundamental totality for the sciences of man. Marxism, if not Marx
himself, has too commonly reasoned as though practices followed directly from praxis. Without questioning the undoubted primacy of infrastructures, I believe that there is always a mediator between praxis
and practices, namely the conceptual scheme by the operation of
which matter and form, neither with any independent existence, are
realized as structures, that is as entities which are both empirical and
intelligible. [1966, pp. 130-31]

Levi-Strauss goes on to explicate the contrast, as if it were a matter of
complementary pursuits:
It is to this theory of superstructures, scarcely touched on by Marx,
that I hope to make a contribution. The development of the study of
infrastructures proper is a task which must be left to history-with the
aid of demography, technology, historical geography and ethnography. It is not principally the ethnologist's concern, for ethnology is
first of all psychology. [Ibid.]

The seriousness of Levi-Strauss's criticism seems only disguised by this
modest disclaimer. And perhaps he concedes too much of his science. If
the conceptual scheme encompasses matter in the terms of a human existence, still it does not come upon the scene of practical action merely to
add the appropriate interpretation of material facts or instrumental relations. Nor would the decoding of the scheme be confined to "superstruc( ture. " This scheme is the Very organization of material production; analyzing it, we are in the economic base itself. Its presence there dissolves the
classic antinomies of infrastructure and superstructure, the one considered
"material" the other "conceptual." Of course, it does not dissolve the
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"material" as such. But the so-called material causes must be, in that
capacity, the product of a symbolic system whose character it is our task to
investigate; for without the mediation of this cultural scheme, no adequate
relation between a given material condition and a specific cultural form can
ever be specified. The general determinations of praxis are subject to thel
specific formulations of culture; that is, of an order that enjoys, by its owrY
properties as a symbolic system, a fundamental autonomy.

Morgan
The issues involved in the option between the practical and meaningful
logics have been fought" as I say, on a dozen battlegrounds over a hundred
years of anthropological war. A reflection on that history will go a long
way toward clarifying them. But I must warn that the excursion will be a
history "for us"-a way of taking consciousness of ourselves in
history-without any pretension to the status of a "true" diachronic account. Thus I set up the contrasts between Lewis Henry Morgan and Franz
Boas as a paradigmatic opposition, without reference to other figures of the
intellectual context and background whose influences were surely critical
to the controversy thus personified. Again, I leave aside or consider summarily many serious thinkers of later times, both in anthropology and in
kindred disciplines, whom others might justifiably consider more impor-tant and exemplary. Perhaps such cavalier treatment may be excused by
likening it to a history with which anthropologists have become familiar: a
version of the past as it is actually lived by one segment of the society, as
the charter of its present condition (see Pouillon 1975).
I begin with Morgan-and with the further qualification that the choice
is in some measure equivocal. As with every founding father, Morgan's
thought tends to be more generalized than the views that have differentiated from it, containing within itself the "germs" of almost every succeeding position. This means the man may be submitted to many theoretical readings, anyone of which, precisely as it becomes a charter of present
contention, may be guilty of less than adequate respect for the original
generality. So Morgan has been categorized by later scholarship as an
"idealist" for his emphasis on the unfolding of original "germs of
thought"; as a "materialist" for his grounding of social evolution on
developments in the arts of subsistence; and then again, as a "philosophical dualist" for his simultaneous dependence on both. An allusion to the
"natural logic of the mind" has led some to consider him a "mentalist"
while others hold him guilty of "racism" for referring culture to the
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organism (including the famous transmission of customs "with the
blood"). Without claiming to decide all the arguments, I do think it important not to be misled by a certain resemblance of Morgan's terminology to
the discourse of modern structuralism, that is, the invocation of original
germs of thought, unfolding in response to human wants and needs but
according to the "natural logic of the mind." Mind appears in Morgan's
theory as the instrument of cultural development rather than its author (cf.
Terray 1972). Passive rather than active, simply rational rather than symbolic, the intelligence responds reflexively to situations it does not itself
produce or organize, so that in the end a practical logic-biologic in the
earlier stages, technologic in the later-is what is realized in cultural
forms. The conceptual scheme is not the construction of human experience
but its verbalization, as in the classifications of kinship, which are merely
the terms of a de facto ordering of relations effected by economic or
biological advantage. For Morgan, thought is recognition; conception is
perception; and language, the reflection of distinctions which already have
their own reason. The symbolic quality of culture does not appear in
) Morgan's scheme; ,words here are merely the names of things.
Consider the argument of Ancient Society concerning the development
of p~naluan marriage, the gens and, on these bases, the Turanian kinship
termmology. Punaluan marriage was for Morgan the triumph of biology in
society, a great reform over the consanguineal unions of brothers and
sisters in a group which had marked a more rudimentary humanity. The
critical evidence of this advance came from contrasting marriage patterns
and kinship classifications of contemporaneous Hawaiians. Hawaiian kinship terminology attested to the original consanguineal state, since all men
of one's own generation were "brothers," all women "sisters," and the
children of both indiscriminately "sons" and "daughters." But the marriage practice,punalua, argued the exclusion of own sisters from the group
women shared by brothers and own brothers from the men shared by
SIsters. Morgan concluded that the contradiction between marriage and
kinship in contemporary Hawaii recapitulated the earliest stages of emancipation from the consanguineal state. Exactly how the prohibition of true
sibling marriage first came about, Morgan is not sure; he speaks of the
primeval steps as "isolated cases," something on the model of chance
variations, the advantages of which were slowly recognized:
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Given the consanguine family, which involved own brothers and sisters and also collateral brothers and sisters in the marriage relation
and it was only necessary to exclude the former from the group, a~d

retain the latter, to ~hange the consanguine into the punaluan family.
To effect the excluslOn of the one class and the retention of the other
was a difficult process, because it involved a radical change in the
composition of the family, not to say in the ancient plan of domestic
life. It also required the surrender of a privilege which savages would
be slow to make. Commencing, it may be supposed, in isolated cases,
and with a slow recognition of its advantages, it remained an experiment through immense expanses of time; introduced partially at first
then becoming general, and finally universal among the advancing ,
tribes, still in savagery, among whom the movement originated. It
affords a good illustration of the principle of natural selection. [Morgan 1963 (1877), pp. 433-34; emphasis mine]
It is important to grasp the nature of human intellection Morgan here
proposes. The example of punalua is particularly apposite, for it is common stock-in-trade in Anthropology 101 to illustrate the arbitrariness of the
symbol by the observation that no ape could grasp the distinction betweeen
"wife" and "sister" any more than he could tell the difference between
holy water and distilled.! Yet what Morgan is saying is just the
opposite-That the difference between "husband" and "brother" or
"wife" and "sister" is not a symbolic construction put upon the world,
but the rational sequitur to an objective difference in the world; that is,
between biologically superior and inferior men. It is a perception of the
, biological advantages ensuing from the distinction, thus a representation in
social terms of a logic external to these terms. The reform marked by
punalua was the first of a long series culminating in monogamy, a series in
which mankind progressively extricated itself from an original promiscuity
and its attendant evils of inbreeding. And this first step epitomizes Morgan's notion of the whole. It was effected by observation and experience:
attention to the deleterious consequences of inmarriage-"the evils of
which could not forever escape human observation" (Morgan 1963, p.
433)-and experience of the mental, hence institutional, advantage of
outmarriage. "It is fair inference that the punaluan custom worked its way
into general adoption through a discovery of its beneficial influence"

I. The use of "symbol" and "sign" in American anthropology, or at least a large segment
of it, tends to be the reverse of the famous definitions of Saussure's Course in General
Linguisitics; in the former tradition, "symbol" is truly arbitrary or unmotivated, "sign"
is motivated (compare Langer 1957 or White 1960 with Saussure 1966 [19151). As a
general rule I shall follow the American usage, except where the context is clearly
Saussurean,
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(p. 509). Thus thought is recognition, and the mind a vehicle by which
nature is realized as culture.
Morgan's further explication of the gens (clan) as a growth upon the
basis of the punaluan family and a codification of its advantages carries to a
higher power exactly the same conception. As matrilineal, the original
gens represents the natural working out of the punaluan family over
time-given the impossibility of ascertaining paternity under the existing
marital conditions. The social concept of descent is once more an awareness of relationships already prevailing (p. 442). (Later in Morgan's
scheme descent will become patrilineal, under the influence of the growth
of "property"-Morgan's general tern1 for the possession of strategic
"wealth"-which is the juncture at which economic interest, or the effective deployment of growing means of subsistence, takes over from biological advantage as the practical determinant of social form.) Just like the
punaluan family, whose function in this respect it duplicates and
generalizes, the gens worked its way into acceptance by the "advantages it
conferred"-namely, the improved stock that must result from the rule of
exogamy:

i

It was evidently a primary object of the organization to isolate a moiety of the descendants of a supposed founder, and prevent their intermarriage for reasons of kin.... The gens, originating probably in the
ingenuity of a small band of savages, must have soon proved its utility
in the production of superior men. Its nearly universal prevalence in
the ancient world is the highest evidence of the advantages it conferred. [Ibid., pp. 73-74; cf. also pp. 68, 389,442]

I'

i'

In turn, the Turanian kinship system reflects the organization on the
basis of punalua and the gens. By its distinction between parallel and
cross-kin, it puts into words the differences already established in fact.
Turanian kinship is no more than the faithful articulation of the social
distinctions developed by natural selection.
The theory can be summarized as follows: Men early developed certain
practices, forms of behavior such as the exclusion of own brothers and
sisters from group sexual unions, which proved naturally useful and advantageous. The advantages were appreciated and the behaviors formulated as
modes of organization-for example, punaluan family, the gens-which
were in turn subject to secondary reflection or codification in kinship
terminology. The general line of force in the argument, the orientation of
logical effect, is from natural constraint to behavioral practice, and from
behavioral practice to cultural institution:

l

1

1

••
;
~

I.

circumstance~practice~organization

and codification (institution).

To understand any given segment in the chain of effect, it is referred to
the reason in the segment preceding: as codification expresses organization, so the institutional structure as a whole is referred to practice and
practice to experience in the world-such that the total sequence represents the sedimentation within culture of the logic of nature (adaptive
advantage). 2
But then, Morgan's theory is appropriate to a nonhuman culture--or
else to a noncultural humanity. For just as thought is the recognition of an
external significance, so the words of men are not the concept of external
realities but the sign. Consisting merely of the capacity to act rationally
upon experience, the intelligence Morgan understands as human is not
different in kind from that of other mammalian species-especially the
beaver. In his famous monograph The American Beaver and His Works
(1868), Morgan argued vigorously for the commonality of "the thinking
principle" in man and beast. The beaver's mental qualities, he wrote, are
"essentially the same as those displayed by the human mind" (p. 252).
The difference between these qualities and human thought, "and, inferentially, between the principles they respectively represent, is one of degree
and not of kind" (ibid.). The specific resemblance consists in the ability to
make "a rational use" of perceptions conveyed by the senses, to act
. pragmatically on experience. Hence, for Morgan the source of significance
that is materialized in the species' productions, whether it be the house of
African or beaver, lies in nature itself. Morgan returned repeatedly to
animal psychology, always concerned to show "that all species, including
the human, receive immediate guidancefrom nature" (Resek 1960, p. 51;
emphasis mine).3 His theory of knowledge was thus characterized by the
2. More generally, since economic interest takes over from biological advantage in later
stages of Morgan's scheme, the base logic could be characterized simply as "practical
advantage." From an ecological perspective, however, the difference is only between
modalities of adaptive advantage, (Indeed, one metaphor running from early man through
patriarchial herders and capitalism is improvement of the stock.)
3. Resek, Morgan's most penetrating biographer, makes a nice connection between the
ratjonality attributed to animals and Morgan'sown anthropological epistemology. Distrustful of both instinct and imagination, Morgan's long work on social evolution left
untouched the history of ideas, even as-supreme rationalist-he could consider this
work itself untouched by ideology. Morgan "never doubted that his thoughts were true
reflections of reality. That he was wealthy, at times in dissent, a Whig, had little if any
bearing on what he saw at the base of the Rocky Mountains or in an Aztec pueblo. He
would have cast out the notion that subjective, irrational or subconscious factors made
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assumption-to adapt Cassirer's general description-that the "real" is
given "tout fait,. in its existence as in its structure, and that for the human
mind [esprit] it is only a matter of taking possession of that reality. That
which exists and subsists 'outside' of us must be, as it were, 'transported'
into consciousness, changed into something internal without, however,
adding anything new in the process" (Cassirer 1933, p. 18). Morgan
reduced language, then, to the act of naming the differences manifest to
experience. He preferred to respect the continuity of intelligence, at the
expense of the creativity of language, by holding that the beaver was
merely "mute," not dumb, even as he held that the linguistic faculty of
\. man was only rudimentary in Savagery and developed gradually through
that long period. Morgan was a presymbolic anthropologist. 4
Yet the same concept of the concept continues in many recent anthropologies of praxis. It is an implicit but decisive premise of the
philosophy. The analysis must neglect the fundamental arbitrariness of the
word-acknowledging perhaps that there is no inherent relation between
the sound-image and the concept (idea), but supposing there is such between the concept and objective reality to which it refers. 5 Language, then,
is symbolic only in the sense that it represents the world in another form,
but it has itself no sense apart from the world; therefore, it is in use, if not
in invention, sign behavior.
But the arbitrariness of the symbol is the indicative condition of human
culture. 6 And it is not simply that the sound-combination "sheep" has no
necessary connection to the animal so designated, any more than does the
word "mouton." but that the concept of sheep also varies in different

every man his own historian. The laws of nature and society were discovered in broad
daylight, not in the recesses of the soul or the musing of philosophers. He attempted to
prove this to others-if it needed proof-in his essays on animal psychology" (Resek
1960, pp. lSI-52).
4. For a similar position on language in the work of the English evolutionary anthropologist
E. B. Tylor, see Henson (1974, pp. 16-17).
5. Since neither sound-image nor idea can occur without the other, as Benveniste argued in
a well-known gloss on the Saussurean text, their relation is consubtantial and absolute,
and in that sense not arbitrary. The true contingency is between the concept and the
word, a relation Beneveniste refuses to treat, as outside the scope of linguistics (1971,
pp.43-48).
6. "So long as we regard sensations as signs of the things which are supposed to give rise
to them, and perhaps endow such signs with reference to past sensations that were similar, we have not even scratched the surface of the symbol-mongering human mind"
(Langer 1957, p. 43) .
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socIetIes. The example is of course motivated by the celebrated one of
Saussure's in which he uses the difference in meaning between sheep and
mouton to illustrate the difference between linguistic value and signification. Both the French and English words refer to the same species but they
do so as it were "in different terms": each, by virtue of the semantic
differentiations of the respective languages, conveys a distinct conception
of (and relation to) the species. The English word does not apply to the
animal in its prepared, culinary state, for which there is a second term,
"mutton"; but the French have not yet been able to participate in the
higher distinction between the raw and the cooked:
Modern French mouton can have the same signification as sheep but
not the same value, and this for several reasons, particularly because
in speaking of a piece of meat ready to be served on the table, English
uses mutton and not sheep. The difference in value between sheep and
mouton is due to the fact that sheep has beside it a second term while
the French word does not.
Within the same language, all words used to express related ideas
limit each other reciprocally .... The value of just any term is accordingly determined by its environment; it is impossible to fix even the
value of the word signifying "sun" without first considering its surroundings: in some languages it is not possible to say "sit in the sun. "
[Saussure 1966 (1916), pp. 115-16]
So far as the concept or meaning is concerned, a word is referrable not
simply to the external world but first of all to its place in the language-that
is, to other related words. By its difference from these words is constructed
its own valuation of the object, and in the system of such differences is a
cultural construction of reality. No language is a mere nomenclature. None \
stands in a simple one-to-one correspondence of its own terms with "the"
objective distinctions. Each bestows a certain value on the given distinctions and thereby constitutes the objective reality in another quality, specific to that society. 7 Indeed, as a total social project, the symbolic activity
is at once synthetic as well as analytic, bringing to bear on the concept the
7. "La representation 'objective'---{;'est 111 ce queje veux essayer d'expliquer-n'est pas Ie
point de depart du processus de formation du limgage, mais Ie but auquel ce processus
conduit; elle n'est pas son terminus a quo, mais son terminus ad quem. Le langage
n'entre pas dans un monde de perceptions objectives achevees, pour adjoindre seulement
11 des objets individuels donnes et c1airement deIiliJites les uns rapport aux autres des
"noms" qui seraient des signes purement exterieurs et arbitraires; mais il est lui-meme
un mediateur dans la fOffi\ation des objets; il est, en un sens, Ie mediateur par excellance,
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entire cultural logic. For if, on one hand, the differences in linguistic value
effect a particular decoupage of the external world, dividing it up according to certain principles, on the other hand, the elements so segregated are
regrouped by meaningful correspondences between them. Here I speak not
merely of semantic distinctions but of cultural propositions. And the symbolic arbitrariness of the latter is even greater than that of the foriner. At
least in theory there are natural limits on the semantic field of a single
lexeme: no single word, for example, is likely to signify, simultaneously
and exclusively, the two species cattle and lobster. But the same example
will suggest to Americans, among whom the peculiar combination "steak
and lobster" is a definite category of dining, that culture is not under a like
constraint. There apRear to be no theoretical limits assignable a priori as to
what will be classed with what else in the cultural scheme. "A relative by
marriage is an elephant's hip." The propositional logic is marvelously
varied and so, even within this one and the same world, are the cultures. 8
In brief, by symbolic valuation and synthesis of the objective reality, we
create a new kind of object, with distinct properties: culture. Language is a
privileged means of this project. But for Morgan, language is no more than
perception articulate. Hence the passage from nature to culture in Morgan's view is no more momentous than, say, the reduction of the Odyssey
from the spoken form to writing. As a leading Marxist recently wrote of
Kautsky, so it can be said of Morgan that for him' 'human history ... is an
appendage of natural history, its law of motion merely forms of appearance
of biological laws" (Schmidt 1971, p. 47).9

I'instrument Ie plus important et Ie plus precieux pour la conquete et pour la construction
d'un vrai monde d'objets" (Cassirer 1933, p. 23).
For a fine anthropological discussion of the cultural relativity of the distinction between belief and experience, a distinction peculiar to those Western societies which uno,
dertake the anthropology of others, see Needham 1972 (especially p. 173).
8. In the same sense of a cultural construction, one may note of Saussure's sheep/mutton
that this animal takes its place in the Anglo-Saxon world as fit for butchery alongside
pigs and cattle, which share a parallel declension of terms for the prepared state (pork,
beef), while all differ in this respect from horses and dogs. History without structure
would not seem to explain the classification, since we have no Norman-inspired word for
"cheval" by analogy to mutton, beef, and pork. In chapter 4, I discuss the logic of
edibility/inedibility in the American scheme (pp. 170-79).
9. I am indebted to Professor Paul Kay for most helpful discussion of the problem of the
"arbitrariness of the sign." My indebtedness extends even to certain phrases which are
his-as any errors or misconceptions remain mine. Among the errors I would avoid is the
claim of an extreme linguistic relativism. I do not mean to suggest that thought must
coincide with the grammatical distinctions of a given language. The whole idea seems to
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Boas
Against this background, Boas's odyssey "from physics to ethnology"
becomes significant as founding an opposition within which anthropology
has cycled these many years. As George Stocking (1968) so well describes
it, that was a journey of many years in which Boas passed from a monistic
materialism to the di scovery that" the seeing eye is the organ of tradition"; \
a journey of many stages in which he discovered that for man the organic
does not follow from the inorganic, the subjective from the objective, the
mind from the world-and, in the end, culture from nature. The first steps
were taken within physics itself. In his dissertation on the color of seawater, Boas remarked on the difficulty of determining the relative intensities of lights that differed slightly in color. Quantitative variation in the
object did not evoke corresponding variation in the subject. 10 Boas was
later to repeat the experience on the linguistic level, when with Northwest
Coa8t informants he discovered that sounds considered the same by a
speaker of one language might be heard as completely different by speakers of another, and vice versa, as each perceived in the discourse of the
other the distinctions appropriate to his own. 11 Between times he passed
naturally through a phase of Fechnerian psychophysics that had the same
import: sensory experiments in threshold phenomena which not only reiterated the conclusion that objective differences in stimuli engendered no
parallel differentiation of response-that the human reaction to quantity
was itself qualitative-but also that the response depended on situational
factors and the person's mental set. Perception in the human subject is f
apperception; it depends, one might say, on the mental tradition. But that
itself is not decisive, not unique to man. For any given human group, the

I

imply a suspension of the symbolic powers necessary to its postulation. There is also
some evidence that inner speech, which is "a distinct plane of verbal thought," has a
different and more simplified structure than spoken language; nor is this yet the most
profound level of a complex, and largely unknown, relation between thought and word
(Vygotsky 1962).
10. "In preparing my doctor's thesis I had to use photometric methods to compare intensities of light. This led me to consider the quantitative values of sensations. In the
course of my investigation I learned to recognize that there are domains of our experience in which the concepts of quantity, of measures that can be added or subtracted like
those with which I was accustomed to operate, are not applicable" (Boas [1938) in
Stocking 1974, p. 42).
II. "The alternation of the sounds is clearly an effect of perception through the medium of
a foreign system of phonetics" (Boas 19660[1911), p. 14; cf. Stocking 1974, pp. 72 ff.).
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• tradition at issue is a set of accumulated meanings: collective and historical
~theory which makes of their perception a conception. 12
Allow me here a brief digression and an apparently curious comparison.
It is fascinating that both Boas and Marx early in their intellectual lives
came to exactly the same juncture. At a certain point both were compelled
to refuse a mechanistic materialism come down to them from the Enlightenment. But they chose alternate conceivable responses, in themselves
not enOlmously different, but enough so to lead them to fatefully different
enterprises. Marx had to react to the contemplative and sensualist
materialism of Feuerbach, a materialism of the hypothetical individual
subject passively responding to concrete reality; but Marx's reaction was
also constrained by the idealism of Hegel, which had appropriated to itself
the active historical subject. The resolution, as Marx set it out in the first
thesis on Feuerbach, was to appropriate the activism of idealism to remedy
the defect of a materialism which conceived' 'the. thing, reality, sensuousness ... only in the form of the object or of contemplation, but not as
sensuous human activity, practice, not subjectively" (Marx 1965, p. 661;
written in 1845). "Feuerbach, not satisfied with abstract thinking," Marx
wrote in the fifth thesis, "wants contemplation; but he does not conceive
sensuousness as practical, human-sensuous activity." Marx stressed that
such praxis must be understood as social and, in its historical specificity,
not as the action of an abstract and isolated individual. Yet the recognition
of the social, common to Marx and Boas, was inscribed in a difference of
emphasis. Marx went to practice, and to the structures of reality built up
from concrete and present action, in historically specified ways, of sensuous human beings. Boas took the same problem of mechanical materialism
to the Eskimo, and later to the Northwest Coast, to discover the historical
specification of the acting subject. Marx's choice led to historical
materialism; Boas's to culture. 13

This end of Boas's journey in the structuring power of tradition seems
now, in retrospect, inherent in the conditions of its beginning. Boas began
by questioning the essence of Morgan's thesis, the expression of nature in
culture by the mediation of a reflexive mentality. In a series of letters to his
uncle in America in 1882-83, he describes the background of his Eskimo
project:

l
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While in the beginning my intention was to regard mathematics and
physics as the final goal, I was led through the study of the natural
sciences to other questions which prompted me also to take up geography, and this subject captured my interest to such an extent that I
finally chose it as my major study. However, the direction of my work
and study was strongly influenced by my training in natural sciences,
especially physics. In the course of time I became convinced that my
previous materialistic Weltanschauung-for a physicist a very understa~dable one-was untenable, and I gained thus a new standpoint
WhICh revealed to me the importance of studying the interaction between the organic and inorganic, above all between the life of a people
~nd their physical environment. Thus arose my plan to regard as my
lIfe's task the [following] investigation: How far may we consider the
phenomena of organic life, and especially those of the psychic life,
from a mechanistic point of view, and what conclusions can be drawn
from such a consideration? [Cited in Stocking 1968, p. 138]

I

In a way Boas's anthropological career can be characterized as a process
in which the original axiom, the human construction of experience, was
transposed from the psychological level to the cultural. Stocking singles
out the early (1888) paper "On Alternating Sounds" as containing the
germs of that development, and so of the modern concept of culture. More
than a critical or methodological exercise, Stocking writes, this paper
foreshadows a great deal of modern anthropological thought on "culture:" At .l~ast by implic~tion, it se~s cultural phenomena in terms of /I
the lmposltlon of conventIOnal meamng on the flux of experience. It II
sees them as historically conditioned and transmitted by the learning
process. It sees them as determinants of our very perceptions of the 1/
external world. And it sees them in relative rather than absolute terms.

12. "The first impression gained from a study of the beliefs of primitive man is, that while
the perceptions of his senses are excellent, his power of logical interpretation seems to
be deficient. I think it can be shown that the reason for this fact is not based on any
fundamental peculiarity of the mind of primitive man, but lies, rather, in the character
of the traditional ideas by means of which each new perception is interpreted; in other
words, in the character of the traditional ideas with which each new perception associates itself determining the conclusion reached" (Boas 1965 [1938], pp. 198-99).
13. Hence Boas's parallel rejection of "geographic" and "economic" determinism, based
on a notion of culture as more than the condition of man's relation to nature but the
conception thereof (e.g., 1965 [1938], pp. 175-77). All the key issues of later
debate-as also those discussed in chapter I-are here prefigured: "there is no reason

to call other phases of culture a superstructure on an economic basis for economic
conditions always act on a pre-existing culture and are themselves de~endent upon other
aspects of culture" (ibid., p. 175). Time would sharpen the opposition into the material
reality of symbolization vs. the symbolization of material reality-which last for Boas
was neither rationality nor disguise.

\
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exchanges within a given group; of the distribution within the groupover two parts of the year, two types of activity, or two segments of
the population-of two sets of antithetical behavior, each of which is
considered equally indispensable for the maintenance of social equilibrium; and so forth. We are therefore forced to reject the concept of
dual organization as a spurious category and, if we extend this line of
reasoning to all other aspects of social life, to reject institutions exclusively, in favor of societies. [Levi-Strauss 1963b, pp. 10-11]

Much of Boas' later work, and that of his students after him, can be
viewed simply as the working out of implications present in this
article. [Ibid., p. 159; emphases mine]
In fact, the paths by which Boas reached the cultural concept were
diverse and sometimes circuitous (cf. Stocking 1968, pp. 195-223; 1974,
pp. 1-20). One of these is of special relevance here, as it developed from
direct confrontation with Morgan on the issue of general laws of social
evolution. Modem anthropology tends on balance to consider this particular controversy unfortunate, for the nominalist fragmentation operated by
Boas on the content of cultures to prove the diversity of developmental
processes enshrined that "shreds and patches" conception of the object
that American ethnology would spend decades in expiating. Indeed, Radin
early and vigorously criticized the "quantitative" notion of the detached
culture trait which Boas had developed out of his obsession with disproving evolutionism (Radin 1966 [1933]). Yet the negative dismemberment of
culture had to generate a contradictory and synthetic result. What had
rationalized for Boas the disparity of apparently similar traits, as they
actually existed invarious societies, were the differences in meanings and
uses locally assigned. If these meanings implied dissimilar processes of
development, and hence proved Morgan wrong, it was by their implication
also of a total and oriented context: a culture that patterned the traits
according to its own unique genius. Since Boas argued that the masks of
society A, used to deceive the spirits, were not comparable to the masks of
society B which commemorated the ancestors-and similarly that clans,
totems, or moiety systems varied the world over-he had to conclude the
texistence of cultures: of totalities whose "dominant ideas" or patterns
~create this differentiation (Boas 1966b [1940], pp. 270-89, and passim). In
a well-known article, "History and Anthropology," Levi-Strauss observes
the conceptual eventuality of the method:
Are we then compelled to carry Boasian nominalism to its limit and
study each of the cases observed as so many individual entities? We
should be aware, first, that the functions assigned to dual organization
do not coincide, and, second, that the history of each social group
demonstrates that the division into moieties stems from the most
different origins. Thus, depending on the case, dual organization may
be the result of the invasion of a population by an immigrant group; of
fusion between two neighboring groups, for any of several reasons
(economic, demographic, or ceremonial); of the crystallization, in
institutional form, of empirical norms designed to insure marriage
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Boas's general problematic thus differs radically from Morgan's. Where
Morgan had understood practice and its customary formulation_byt}1~qgk
of obj~ir-cums.taI1~es,Boa.011.terpol~~~i~=i~~~pen~entsubjective
between the objective conditions and organized behavior, such that the
I~tter doe8riOfIoIlm¥mechanically~QrI11~r~OnJhe psychologiCal
level, Where it wasfirsranilOUilced, the intervening term may be characterized roughly as a mental operation, generated by context and previous
experience, which in governing the perception specifies the relation between stimulus and response (fig. 7). On the cultural level, toward which
Boas's thought was in continuous development, the mediating term is the
tradition, the Volkergedanken or the dominant pattern, which orders at
once the relation to nature, the existing institutions, and their interaction
(fig. 8).
The similarity of both formulas to Levi-Strauss's is unmistakable
(above, pp. 56-57). Indeed the terms of Levi-Strauss's statement of his
. position-in opposition to a certain Marxism-perfectly describe Boas as
well, even to the specification of the tertium quid between praxis and
practices as a "conceptual scheme" (or code). Adopting these terms, the
theoretical contrast between Boas and Morgan might be generally set out as
shown in figure 9.
Of course "conceptual scheme" has a different quality in these two
perspectives. For Boas it is the encoding, while for Morgan it is the 7
codification, of distinctions external to itself. For Boas the significance of .
the object is the property of thought, whereas for Morgan thought is the
representation of objective significance. If in Morgan's conception, then,
thought and language function as sign, Boas's is essentially a problematic
of the symbolic. Indeed the structure of the symbolic as Boas developed it
would account for empiricist-rationalist views of the kind Morgan entertained: that is, as a characteristic form of cultural self-reflection, a postfactum appeal to the reasonableness of practices whose true logic is inexplicit and whose true sources are unknown.
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Boas argued that the formation of a culture, as a process of rendering
experience meaningful, necessarily proceeds on a theory-of nature, of
man, of man's being in nature. This theory, however, remains unformulated by the human group that lives it. Language is a privileged example of
this unconscious process, but other customs, practices, beliefs, and prohi'bitions are just as much grounded in unreftected thought and ideas beyond
recall. All are based on the categorization of experience, the appropriation
of percept by concept, just as in the word stems or syntax of a given
language experience is not simply represented-it is classified. And as
every classification must have its principle, each language is "arbitrary" at

t

Figure 7
mental operation
(2) Psychological level
stimulus

response

Figure 8
tradition
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once from the perspective of any other language and in relation to the real,
grouping under a single significance a range of things or events that in the
other may be separately conceived and denoted. Boas explains:
Languages differ not only in the character of their constituent phonetic
elements and sound clusters, but also in the groups of ideas that find
expression in fixed phonetic groups .... Since the total range of personal experience which language serves is infinitely varied and its
whole scope must be expressed by a limited number of word-stems, an
extended classification of experiences must necessarily underlie all articulate speech.
This coincides with a fundamental trait of human thought. In our
actual experience no two sense-impressions or emotional states are
identical. We classify them, according to their similarities, in wider or
narrower groups, the limits of which may be determined from a variety of points of view ....
In various cultures these classifications may be founded on fundamentally distinct principles .... For instance: it has been observed that
colors are classified in quite distinct groups according to their
similarities without any accompanying difference in the ability to distinguish shades of color .... The importance of the fact that in speech
and thought the word calls forth a different picture, according to the
classification of green [with] yellow or green [with] blue as one group
can 'hardly be exaggerated. [Boas 1965 (1938), pp. 189-90; see also
Boas 1966a (l911)p4

(Volkergedanken)

(3) Cultural level
environment

institution

Boas further argued-in an observation now classic-that although language and other customs are both organized by an unreftected logic, there
is a difference between them in that the classifications of the former do not
normally rise to consciousness, whereas the categories of culture do, and/'
are typically subject to secondary reinterpretation (l966a, p. 63). Essentially the difference arises from the mode of reproduction. Embedded in
unconscious rules, the categories of language are automatically reproduced

Figure 9
conceptual scheme
(code)
(4) Boas:
praxis

(5) Morgan:

praxis

practices

practices ---..-conceptual scheme (code)

14. Boas's explanation of degrees of generalization and differentiation, especially in vocabulary, were often vaguely functionalist, appealing to preoccupying "interests" or
"needs" of the people. But he emphasized that a people's categories (hence the 111terests and needs) cannot be understood by invocation of rational processes, that is, as
based either on conscious reasoning or on practical utility (1965 [1938], p. 204-25). At
the same time Boas refused to acknowledge de facto practice as the only basis of
terminological' categories; it might as easily work the other way round, the behavior
reflecting the dassification-a position from which he taxed Morganian theories of kinship terminology (e.g., 1966(/ [1911], pp. 68-69).
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in speech. But the continuity of custom is always vulnerable to disruption,
if only by the comparison with other ways or in the socialization of the
young. Custom, therefore, becomes an object of contemplation as well as a
source thereof, and to a conventional reason which remains unexpressed
Iwe give a conventional expression which seems only reasonable. The
teulturallogic reappears then in mystified form-as ideology. No longer as
a principle of classification but in satisfaction of a demand for justification.
No longer, then, as arbitrary in relation to an objective reality but as
motivated by the cultural reality.
The implications of this understanding for the anthropological project
are still unresolved; in some respects they are not yet realized. On one
hand, how much of what we take as essential institutions and beliefs should
be analyzed as folk etymology? Conversely, it no longer seems possible to
share Boas's optimism concerning anthropological categories, that by
some sustained positivist operation opposite to the formation of the ideas
and customs to which they refer, they could indeed be "derived from,
consistent with, and in a sense internal to, the phenomena themselves"
(Stocking 1974,p. 4). In any event, the commentary on Morgan's
rationalist analysis implied by the notion of secondary consciousness
would not be difficult to develop. If "the origin of customs of primitive
man must not be looked for in rational processes," as Boas wrote (1965
[1938], p. 215), still the origin of certain rational processes might be
looked for in custom. The reasonableness of institutions, and above all
their utility, is the principled way we explain ourselves to ourselves. Rationality is our rationalization. Boas gives the telling example of the incest
tabu, which once we were content to ascribe to religious reasons, but now
"a utilitarian concept, the fear of unhealthy offspring due to the intermarriage of close relations, is brought forward as the reason for our feelings"
(1965 [1938], p. 208).15
The point is that when we render the conventional as the useful, it also
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15. The famous case is the origin of table manners: "The example of table manners gives
also a fairly good instance of secondary explanation. It is not customary to bring the
knife to the mouth. and very readily the feeling arises, that thl' knife is not used in this
manner because in eating thus one would easily cut the lips. The lateness of the invention of the fork. and the fact that in many countries dull knives are used and that a
similar danger exists of pricking the tongue or the lips with the sharp-pointed steel fork'
which is commonly used in Europe, show readily that this explanation is only a secondary rationalistic attempt to explain a custom that otherwise would remain unexplained"
(Boas 1965 [1938). p. 65).
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Anthropological Varieties of Practical Reason
First announced in the work of Morgan and Boas, the founding disagreement over the nature of the anthropological object continues to assert itself
even today across all manner of other theoretical controversies. This is not
to underestimate the portent of such famous antinomies as "history/
science," "CUlture/society," "diachrony/synchrony. " But if these oppositions succeeded in generating a development from one theoretical moment
to the next, it was only to reproduce at each stage the unresolved contradiction at the base. In the upshot, the later perspectives which appear to mark
theoretical ruptures find themselves internally at odds along the same lines
that separate the Morganian view from the Boasian. One functionalism is
this way distinguished from another, as also one historicism from another,
and a moiety of functionalists or evolutionists finds an unlikely ally in the
tribe of the other. Is it so paradoxical to group certain theoretical emphases
of Levi-Strauss and Leslie White? (see below, p. 103) The agreement on
_principles between the archevolutionist Morgan and the archfunctionalist
Malinowski is much more complete.

Malinowski and "Neofunctionalism"
Even more explicitly than Morgan, Malinowski considered culture the
instrumental realization of biological necessities: constructed out of practi/
cal action and interest, as guided by a kind of superrationality-to which
language offyrs only the interest of a technical support (cf. Leach 1957).
We must take our stand, Malinowski wrote, on two axioms: "First and
foremost, that every culture must satisfy the biological system of needs,
such as those dictated by metabolism, reproduction, the physiological conditions of temperature." And second, "that every cultural achievement
that implies the use of artifacts and symbolism is an instrumental enhancement of human anatomy, and refers directly or indirectly to the satisfaction
of a bodily need" (Malinowski 1960 [1944], p. 171). To borrow a phrase
from the French sociologist Baudrillard, it is as if culture were a sustained
metaphor on the biological functions of digestion. In the last analysis,
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culture is referable to practical-organic utility. Simple or complex, it is "a
vast apparatus, partly material, partly human and partly spiritual, by which
man is able to cope with the concrete, specific problems that face him"
(Malinowski 1960 [1944], p. 36).
It would merely rehearse the commonplace to make a point-for-point
concordance of the Morganian text with the Malinowskian. Because he is
so explicit, Malinowski becomes much more interesting for certain theoretical implications of the praxis argument which are only hinted in Morgan,
although truly contained there and in many subsequent versions, up to the
most recent" neofunctionalist" ecology. I discuss several of these implications, which might be summarily entitled "the ethnographic hubris,"
"diminishing returns to functionalist explanation," "terror," "ecology
fetishism," "utilitarian dualism," and "the disappearance of culture."
The first has to do with the particular subject/object relation involved in
Malinowski's pragmatic emphasis, one that contrasts radically with a
Boasian relativism.
The overriding sense of Malinowski's project was to reduce all manner of
seemingly bizarre ~ustoms, from the Australian Intichiuma to Trobriand
totemism, to practical (read biological) values. Clearly Malinowski was
guided by a peculiar sympathy for the aborigines (cf. Jarvie 1969, pp.
2-3). He would show that the reason underlying "the apparently senseless
antics of what we then called 'savages'" (Richards 1957, p. 18) was
something any European could understand: material advantage. It was in
fact an inversion of Boasian relativism, if informed by the same toleration.
Underneath, the Intichiuma is profitable; so the Australian aborigine is our
brother:
From the first ... an interest in the usefulness of the apprently senseless antics of what we called "savages" was paramount in [Malinowski's] work. His first published article set out to show that the Intichiuma ceremonies of the Australian aborigines, with their wild
dances, their painted bodies and their symbolically carved shields, actually perform a function in their economic life.... After his field trip
to the Trobriands he published his first major article on the economic
life of the islanders, which showed the same determination to prove
that what seemed to the European to be useless ceremonial exchanges
of goods actually played an important part in their economic organization. [Richards 1957, p. 18]16
16. As Malinowski's project is popularly described: from the bizarre to the bazaar. Leach's
article (1957) on Malinowski's epistemology has an excellent analysis of this process
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There is more ot this than the obvious implication that if the interpretation proves acceptable to the European, it.suggests more about him than
about the "savages"-most generally that the anthropologist's "etic" is
his own society's "emic." Something is to be said about the subject/object
relation implied by the compulsion to make a practical "sense" out of an
exotic custom that is both intricate and not prima facie a matter of practica?
necessity. It raises the anthropologist to the divinity of a constituting subject, from whom emanates the design of the culture. Rather than submi
himself to the comprehension of a structure with an independent and authentic existence, he understands that structure by his comprehension of its
purpose-and so makes its existence depend on him.
For Malinowski it was an announced point of ethnographic method "to
grasp the native's point of view, his relation to life, to realize his vision of
his world" (1950 [1922], p. 25). This was a fundamental tenet of his
"radical empiricism," as Leach calls it. But clearly there is a contradiction
between such empiricism and the compulsion to resolve strange customs to
utilitarian notions. "Empiricism" must then consist of the radical application of a theory, that is, of practical interest and personal calculation,
which holds that the apparently peculiar ways the people are acting have no
particular claims, in their own terms, on our attention. Kroeber once
asked, obviously with Malinowski in mind: "Why does a Yurok not eat in
a canoe while it floats on the ocean?" To such questions "there is no
, obvious answer of the sort of answer there is to why an arrow is feathered
or what use a fish net has" (Kroeber 1948, p. 307). Malinowski, this
criticism implied, refuses to concede to any opacity in the cultural system, / '
let alone attempt to understand its inherent logic. Whole areas of culture
thus escape a functionalist explication, since they make no apparent practical sense. Leach points this out for witchcraft: "It is in accord with
Malinowski's dogma that reasonableness is natural to mankind that witchcraft beliefs-being neither sensible nor rational-were never effectively
incorporated into the Functionalist scheme" (Leach 1957, pp. 128-29; cf.
Nadel 1957).
There were many other domains of Trobriand life-kinship, magic,
polity-of which Malinowski left an incomplete and unsystematic account

t

of "making sense." Malinowski wrote: "as a matter of fact, we shall be able to show
that some realities which seem very strange at first sight [cannibalism, couvade, mummification, etc.l are essentially cognate to very universal and fundamentally human
cultural elements; and this very recognition will admit of the explanation, that is, the
description in familiar terms of exotic customs" (1960 [1944]. p. 41).
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because of some of the same theoretical scruples. Texts and the people's
statements he held rather at a discount as mere formulations of the ideal, by
comparison with the real pragmatic motives that governed men's relations
to such rules and to each other (cf. Malinowski 1966 [1926]). In all this,
Malinowski inverted not only the premises of a Boasian anthropology, but
the original relationship of the anthropologist to the people. True that Boas
would end with no more understanding of Kwakiutl kinship than
Malinowski had of the Trobriand system. In fact, Boas was a lot more
incoherent-out of a decent respect for the unintelligibiltiy of the Indian.
Boas thought the facts would "speak for themselves." Nowadays this is
commonly taken as the sign of a naive empiricism. But what was intended
in the first place was a submission to the culture in itself, a commitment to
\ finding the order in the facts rather than putting the facts in order (cf. Smith
1959). Boas's empiricist naivety was the delusion that the order would
reveal itself just as presented, across the texts of a thousand salmon recipes, without benefit of any understanding on his part. 17 Here was a
totally different relation to the object. The anthropologist was reduced to
the status of a recording device: not even his own intelligence was permitted to come into play. But for Malinowski, the "savage" was pure negativ\ity. He did not exist; Malinowski would create him: "I hear the word
'Kiriwina' ... I get ready; little gray, pinkish huts: It is I who will describe
or create them" (Malinowski 1967, p. 140).
Utilitarian functionalism is a functional blindness to the content and
internal relations of the cultural object. The content is appreciated only for
its instrumental effect, and its internal consistency is thus mystified as its
external utility. Functionalist explanation is a kind of bargain made with
the ethnographic reality in which content is exchanged for an "understanding" of it. But a theory ought to be judged as much by the ignorance it
demands as by the "knowledge" it affords. There is an enormous
disparity between the richness and complexity of cultural phenomena
such as the Intichiuma and the anthropologist's simple notions of
their economic virtues. Only the most infinitesimal fraction of that rich
reality, and nothing of its specific content, is accounted for by its func-
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17. Radin succinctly put the Boasian principle-"No one has the right to obliterate the
exact fonn in which his information was received"-although Radin in the same work
soundly criticizes the master's temptation to cut up the culture into traits for diffusionist
treatment, among other imperfections of historicist method (1966 [1933]). For an excellent discussion of Boas's attitude of circumspection toward the phenomenon in itself,
however, see his article "The Study of Geography" (in Boas 1966b [1940]).
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tion. 18 When Malinowski set out to show that "the Intichiuma ceremonies
of the Australian aborigines, with their wild dances, their painted bodies
and their symbolically carved shields actually performed a function in their
economic life"-namely, that they stimulated production in anticipation
of the rites (Malinowski 1912)-what in fact do we learn of these wild
dances, painted bodies, and a thousand other properties of the Intichiuma?
Such conceptual impoverishment is the functionalist mode of theoretical
production. It is only exacerbated when the function is sought on the
biological level-as is often true not only of Malinowski but of more recent
versions of ecological anthropology (cf. Vayda 1965, p. 196; Vayda and
Rappaport 1967). For the further removed the cultural fact from the sphere
of utility to which it is referred-the organic, the economic, the socialthe fewer and more mediated must be the relations between this fact and
the phenomena of that sphere; and consequently the fewer and less specific
are the functional constraints on the nature of the custom under consideration. So the less determinate will be the explanation by functional virtues;
or, conversely, the greater will be the range of alternative cultural practices
that could equally (or even better) serve the same purpose. There must be
many ways of stimulating production other than staging an Intichiuma
ceremony. Indeed, the explanation rather defeats its objective of rendering
custom reasonable; for that is a bizarre way of going about one's
business. To satisfy ourselves on the indeterminancy of any such explanation, it is only necessary to turn the argument around: it is advantageous to increase production-therefore the Intichiuma? Malinowski's
functionalist understanding would have been more powerful if, a la
Radcliffe-Brown, he had referred the ceremony to the level of social fact.
The prevailing relations between totemic clans, men and women, initiated /
and uninitiated would go a long way toward making the wild dances andY
painted shields intelligible. Less is said when economic advantages are
adduced. And still less would have been gained had Malinowski carried
through his project to the biological level. Then the cultural content, whose
specificity consists in its meaning, is lost altogether in a discourse of
"needs" empty of signification.
One is tempted to formulate a general rule of diminishing returns to
functionalist explanation: the more distant and distinct the cultural practice

I

18. I am indebted to Frithjof Bergmann on this point, and to Raymond C. Kelly for a first
formulation of "the law of diminishing returns to functionalist explanation" which follows from it.
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from the register of its purported function, the less this function will
specify the phenomenon. The rule might be conceived as a working expression of the "relative autonomy" of different cultural domains
(ceremony/economy), and notably of the irreducibility of the cultural to
constituent levels of phenomenal integration (superorganic/organic). In the
latter regard, the general source of inadequacy in explanations by natural
fllDction relates precisely to the valuational activity of symboling: again,
~earbitrary nature of the sign, which engages the objective only selectively, thus submits the natural to a specific logic of culture. Lucien Sebag
argues it well:

:' i

par definition toute refraction d'une realite a travers un langage implique une perte d'information, ce qui est abandone pouvant a son tour
devenir objet d'un traitement du meme ordre. L'activite linguistique
apparait done comme un effort permanent pour soumettre a un ensemble de formes un donne qui',outrepasse toujours leurs limites.
Mais ce n'est pas la Ie propre du seullangage; c'est la culture tout
entiere qui se laisse definir de la meme maniere, la relation du donne
naturel met ceci en pleine lumiere: qu'il s'agisse de la sexualite, des
rythmes du developpement corporel, de la gamme des sensations ou des
affects, chaque societe appara'it comme soumettant a un principe
d'organisation qui n' est jamais Ie seul concevable, une realite qui se prete
a une multiplicite de transformations. On comprend de ce fait pourquoi
l'explication naturaliste est toujours insuffisante; car I'etre du besoin
devoile en dec;a des diverses modulations culturelles ne peut jamais
nous donner que l'esquisse de la forme meme de la culture, jamais de
son contenu; or c' est ce dernier qui doi etre compris. [Sebag 1964,
pp. 166-67].
It is the content which must be understood. That is our object. Yet
functionalist practice, as we have seen, consists of taking the cultural
properties merely as the appearance. The cultural concrete-real becomes an
flbstract-apparent, simply a form of behavior assumed by the more funda'mental forces of economy or biology. Sartre speaks in an analogous context of a "bath of sulfuric acid." Moreover, as the supposedly essential
forces are in truth abstract-human survival, human needs, and so on-the
abstraction of the symbolic pertaining to the object has been complemented
by the symbolization of an abstraction belonging to the anthropologist
Sartre's thrust was aimed at a certain fashionable Marxism, content to
neglect the authentic logic of a "superstructural fact," such as a work of
art or an act of politics, and of the specific determinations of its author, in
favor of the general determinations of class and production. From this
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vantage the poetry of a Valery is dismissed as a species of "bourgeois
idealism." Sartre's criticism seems point-for-point appropriate to classic
functionalist practice:
Marxist formalism is a project of elimination. The method is identical with the terror in its inflexible refusal to differentiate; its goal is
total assimilation at the least possible effort. The aim is not to integrate what is different as such, while presel'ving for it a relative autonomy, but rather to suppress it. ... Specific determinations awaken
in the theory the same suspicions as persons do in reality. For the
majority of Marxists, to think is to claim to totalize and, under this
pretext, to replace particularity by a universal. It is a claim to lead us
back to the concrete [the material] and thereby present us with fundamental but abstract determinations .... The Marxist would believe that
he was wasting his time if, for example, he tried to understand the
originality of a bourgeois thought. In his eyes the only thing that
matters is to show that the thought is a mode of idealism .... The
Marxist is therefore impelled to take as an appearance the real content
of a behavior or of a thought and, when he dissolves the particular in
the Universal, he has the satisfaction of believing that he is reducing
appearance to truth. [Sartre 1963, pp. 48--49]
In the same way, Malinowski repeatedly dissolved the symbolic order in
the acid truth of instrumental reason. Whatever the cultural domain at
i.ssue, its examination could begin only once it was rid of symbolic consistency. Whether it was kinship or totemism, myth or magic, the belief in
spirits or the disposition of the dead, even the analysis of language itself,
Malinowski's first step was to deny any internal logic, any meaningfu\
structure, to the phenomenon as such (see, for example, the analyses\
throughout Magic, Science and Religion [1954]). It follows that human
intellection, "speculation" as Malinowski deemed it, could have no constitutive role. Custom originates in practice, in life-in the playing out not
of thought, but of emotion and desire, instinct and need. From this perspective, "the savage" could be allowed little interest in nature that was not
dictated by hunger, nor any conception beyond the rationalization of such
desire. Hence Malinowski's famous dictum on the mentality displayed in
totemic classifications: "The road from the wilderness to the savage's belly
and consequently to his mind is very short, and for him the world is an
indiscriminate background against which stand out the useful, primarily
the edible, species of plants and animals" (1954, p. 44). Likewise, "there
is little room for symbolism in his ideas and tales" (ibid., p. 97). As for
myth, it is "not an idle rhapsody ... but a hard-working, extremely important cultural force" (ibid., p. 97):

l
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Studied alive myth ... is not symbolic, but a direct expression of its
subject matter; it is not an explanation in satisfaction of a scientific
interest, but a narrative resurrection of a primeval reality, told in satisfaction of deep religious wants, moral cravings, social submissions,
even practical requirements [ibid., p. 101]. ... We can certainly discard all explanatory as well as symbolic interpretations of these myths
of origin. The personages and beings are what they appear to be on the
surface, and not symbols of hidden realities. As to any explanatory
function of these myths, there is no problem which they cover, no
curiosity which they satisfy, no theory which they contain. [Ibid., p.
126]
This too was Malinowski's celebrated approach to language. Pace Boas,
language contains 110 theory: it contains nothing and is nothing but a verbal
gesture, "a 'grip' on things," whose meaning consists in the effects induced upon the hearers. "Words are part of action and they are equivalent
to actions" (Malinowski 1965 [1935] 2:9). And as words are action, meaning is the reaction evoked; the former is the stimulus, the latter the response; one is the instrument, the other its product:
The meaning of a single utterance, which in such cases is often reduced to one word, can be defined as the change produced by the
sound in the behavior of people. It is the manner in which a sound
appropriately uttered is correlated with spatial and temporal elements and with human bodily movements which constitutes its meaning; and this is due to cultural responses produced by drill, or "conditioning" or education. A word is a conditioning stimulus of human
action and it becomes, as it were, a "grip" on things outside the reach
of the speaker but within that of the hearers. [Ibid., p. 59F9
It is also entailed that meaning is limited to experience by association:
that is, to an original and indexical reference which remains the basic
concept of the utterance through its subsequent reproductions. Rather than
19. Malinowski developed this instrumental-pragmatic view of language in a number of
writings. For example, in the article on "Culture" in the Encyclopedia of the Social
Sciences: "The meaning of a word is not mysteriously contained in it but is rather an
active effect of the sound uttered within the context of situation. The utterance of sound
is a significant act indispensable in all forms of human concerted action. It is a type of
behavior strictly comparable to the handling of a tool, the wielding of a weapon, the
performance of a ritual or the concluding of a contract. The use of words is in all these
forms of human activity an indispensable correlate of manual and bodily behavior"
(Malinowski 1931, p. 622; cr. Malinowski 1949 [1923): 1964 [1936]). For a critical
account of Malinowski's theories of language, see Henson (1974).
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classifying experience, language for Malinowski is itself divided by experience. One word is differentiated from another as the real-world context
in which the first occurs is perceptibly distinguishable from the context of
the second. "Language in its structure mirrors the real categories derived
from practical attitudes of the child and of primitive or natural man to the
surrounding world" (Malinowski 1949 [1923], pp. 327-28). This sort of
ultimate refusal of the symbolic, of the word as category, led Malinowski
into some choice bevues. One was "the doctrine of homonyms": since
each empirically distinct reference of a given word constitutes a distinct
meaning, Malinowski was obliged to conclude that the "word" in question
is really a number of different ones, an accidental set of homonyms. 20 If
such were the case, of course, neither words nor communication as we
know them could exist, inasmuch as the contexts of two different uses of
the same word are never the same; hence each such sound is a different
"unit" from every other-which is to say that there are no words but only
an infinitude offugitive contextual signals. Similar difficulties are posed by
the fact that two people can never experience the same reality in exactly the
same way, if they are in any way different themselves. Again, as "ultimately all meaning of words is derived from bodily experience,"
Malinowski would insist that even the most abstract concepts, such as
those of science, really derive from commonplace or infantile praxis.
"Even the pure mathematician, dealing with the most useless and arrogant
branch of his learning, the theory of numbers, has probably had some
experience of counting his pennies and shillings or his boots and buns"
(1965 [1935] 2:58). Malinowski here ignores the fact that the system of
numbers must have antedated the counting, but this is the kind of error he
always makes in his ontogenetic arguments (as of classificatory kinship
practice), confusing the way the individual is socialized into the system
with the explanation-indeed the "origin"-of the system (cf.
Malinowski 1930),21 Finally, Malinowski's concept of meaning is unable
20. "In order to define a sound, we must discover, by careful scrutiny of verbal contexts in
how many distinguishable meanings it is used. Meaning is not something which abides
within a sound [i.e, not the Saussurean two sides of the paper); it exists in the sound's
relation to the context. Hence if the word is used in a different context it cannot have
the same meaning; it ceases to be the same word and becomes two or more semantically
distinguishable units" (Malinowski 1965 [1935) 2:72; cr. Leach 1957, pp. 130-32).
21. Ricoeur (1970, pp. 197-219) gives a brilliant general critique of the notion of word as
pure praxis (including the imperative word), that applies throughout to Malinowski. In
particular regard to mathematics, Ricoeur writes: "It is because man has expressed
space in geometry, instead of living and experiencing it in actual measurements, that
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to account for his own ethnographic project of making functional sense of
exotic custom. For inasmuch as the ostensible form of these customs is
strange or even nonfunctional, Malinowski cannot be guided by experience
in his interpretation; or at least he must selectively categorize and valorize
the people's rational attitudes over their unreasonable behavior by a prin-
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ciple not given with t,he ethnographic ,e,n"c,oun,ter,. Malinowski hel,d, that the
w.ord does not embody any id~, th.a..!jts ~(C:aning is extemal2...~nAs3~.2.iri
cal "effects." A sound ethnography, then,-generateclfr;rri a prolonged
~cializati~ in Trobriand life, should be just what a Trobriander would
have written. But if Malinowski is to "create them," he must organize his
(
ethnographic experience by his concepts. And this he does by his own
admission, if in contradiction to his notion that the word contains no idea:
There is no such thing as a description completely devoid of theory.
Whether you reconstruct historic scenes, carry out a field investigation
in a savage tribe or a civilized community ... every statement and
every argument has to be made in words, that is, in concepts. Each
concept, in turn, is the result of a theory which declares that some
facts are relevant and others adventitious, that some factors determine
the course of events and others are merely accidental by-play; that
things happen the way they do because personalities, masses, and
natural agencies of the environment produced them. [Malinowski 1960
(1944) p. 7]
Ricoeur observes that in the strongest case of the word as praxis, the
"imperative word," the "effect" requires the presence of symbolizing
beings in a symbolized context, as the "understanding" includes at once a
project and a system of valuations which differentiate the world and men's
actions in it. 22 One may make the same point in another way. It is easy to
mathematics has been possible and, through it, mathematical physics and the techniques
resulting from successive industrial revolutions. It is striking that Plato contributed to
the construction of Euclidean geometry through his work of denominating such concepts
as line, surface, equality, and the similarity of figures, etc., which strictly forbade all
recourse and all allusion to manipulations, to physical transformations of figures. This
asceticism of mathematical language, to which we owe, in the last analysis, all our
machines since the dawn of the mechanical age, would have been impossible without
the logical heroism of a Parmenides denying the entirety of the world of becoming and
of praxis in the name of the self-identity of significations. It is to this denial of movement and work that we owe the achievements of Euclid, of Galileo, modern
mechanism, and all our devices and apparatus. For within these, all our knowledge is
contracted, all the words which at first did not attempt to transform the world" (ibid.,
pp. 201-2).
22. "The word, we said, does not 'make' anything, at most it incites to action ... but if it
incites to action this is because it signifies what is to be done and because the exigency

see in Malinowski's understanding of language as work and of meaning as
the response produced in the hearer, the same reduction of human subject
to manipulated object that informs his ethnographic technique. The Alter in
this conception is merely a means to an end, a raw material to be worked
upon like any other. But again, as Ricoeur insists, the sequel to a remark in
the behavior of another is not the same kind of relation as the effect of a
tool on the shape of an object; it is not" produced" as a material good is
produced {l970, p. 203). Not merely because the Other is an intentional
being like myself. More decisively because the communication implies a
community, and therefore the bringing to bear on the "effect" of all those
common conceptions of men and things which, ordering their interrelations, determine the specific "influence" of the word.
r::Malinowski's ~mbo!angJiystem frol11cuJturl.lIJ~,r:.a~tice~
~~:s ~an~ibalism of fo~m by function, constitutes an epistemology for the
elImmatIOn of culture Itself as the proper anthropological object. Without
/
distinctive properties in its own right, culture has no title to analysis as a t/
thing-in-itself. Its study degenerates into one or another of two commonplace naturalisms: the economism of the rationalizing individual (human
nature); or the ecologism of selective advantage (external nature).
Malinowski, of course, cannot be held responsible for inventing either
problematic, or for developing either to the full, but the first is definitely
embedded in his work as the second is there prefigured. The economism or
utilitarianism develops from his distinction between cultural norm and
subjective attitude, and from the submission, in his view, of the "ideal" to
a pragmatic self-interest-which installs the latter as the true operator of
social life.
Malinowski could "see things as the natives saw them" provided, as it
were, they agreed to see things his way. They would have to incline to an
analysis which valued practical action over cultural norm, and again with
regard to the action, the subjective affect over the ostensible form. By
Malinowski's notions, the rules were one thing but the actions another and ~
truer one-the former mere talk to the latter's' 'reality," the norms having
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signified to another is 'understood' by him and 'followed' by him .... The word articulates in phrases, verbs and nouns, objectives, complements, plurals, etc., and because
of this we are able to master our action by a sort of 'phrasing' of our gestures .... The
meaning of this phrasing is not a transformation of things or of ourselves, is not a
production in the literal sense, but a signification, and every signification designates
emptily what work will fulfill in the sense in which one fulfills a plan, a wish, a
purpose ... it is through this void of significations, which designate without making
something, that the word connects and structures action" (ibid., p. 204).
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some lesser claim to existence and analysis than the behavior motivated by
an enlightened .self-interest. Still the act-the "wild dances," the exchanges of kula ornaments that could not be possessed-remains peculiar
'in observable properties, and to privilege it over the rule in the name of
rational interest would require a second distinction: between that outward,
incongruous form and the practical attitudes the people bring to it. The
truest data of ethnography consist not in facts of cultural order but in the
way that order is subjectively lived, the famous "imponder.abilia of everyday life." Anthropologists are too frequently taken in, Malinowski insists,
by the natives' retailing of "legal fictions" such as the solidarity of the clan,
rules of clan exogamy, and the like, which represent only the" intellectual,
overt, fully conventionalized aspect of the native attitude." But "the
natural, impulsive code of conduct, the evasions, the compromises and
non-legal usages are revealed only to the field worker who observes life
directly, registers facts, lives at such close quarters with his 'material' as to
understand not only their language and their statements, but also the hidden
motives of behaviour, and the hardly ever formulated spontaneous line of
conduct" (Malinowski 1966 [1926], pp. 120-21). The importance of this
"natural, impulsive code" is that in the end it prevails over the conventional: in the end, the cultural form submits to the "spontaneous" praxis.
"The true problem is not to study how human life submits to rules-it
simply does not: the real problem is how the rules become adapted to life"
(ibid., p. 127).23
By thus separating the cultural order from the human subject as fiction is
separated from real life, Malinowski introduces a type of ontological
schizophrenia into ethnology-which happens to be the normal social science thought of our time. Human social life is taken to be divided against
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itself, composed of two different kinds of object standing in relations of
counterposition and competition. On one hand, there are the conventional
rules and forms which amount to "the culture" of the situation. They alone
have the right to that status, as they alone are described by specifically
cultural properties: matrilineal descent, clan exogamy, mortuary rituals,
affinal payments of valuables, yam production, classificatory kinship. In
principle they might also be comprehended that way; that is, by a logic at
once of significance and action, developed from the symbolic attributesas the valuation of goods and the division of labor, for example, may be
related to kinship classifications or marriage practices. But the identificav:tion of the cultural attributes as the "norm" or the "ideal" vis-a-vis "real
life" must condemn such an effort as metaphysical. Culture is instea
~ ",
subordinated to another logic-which as it does not preserve the symbolic (U~
properties cannot either give an account of them. 24 Opposed to the culture ~
~
norm, on the other hand, is the "actual behavior" of the people. And this, ",..'1
as specifically human, must be described and understood in terms drawn
from another universe of discourse: the people's needs, drives, motives,
desires, feelings, and sentiments. At this point, in a sort of basic inversion
of Durkheimian principles, although still in agreement with the premise
that "man is double," Malinowski displaces the social dynamic onto the
natural level, seeking to account for it by forces emanating from the organism itself. We have to deal with the struggle of the individual subject to
achieve his own ends in the face of constraining cultural conventions.
Meaningful analysis thus gives way to manipulative rationality, to the
formal analysis of means-ends relations based on an eternal teleology of
human satisfactions. From this alternate vantage, culture appears simply as
a medium or an environment of the constituting dynamic of human purpose. It is a medium in the sense of a set of means at the disposition of the
subject, through which he achieves his self-appointed ends. And it is an
environment, not merely as a set of constraints external to the individual,
but as something upon which he works his intentions and in so doing orders
the properties of this milieu. 25 So conceived, the interaction between

23. Fortes acutely describes the opposition between "ideal" norm and "real" practice in
Malinowski's work, and documents its transposition into a contrast of form and sentiment, which left no possibility of understnading kinship, for example, as a system in its
own right: "What is significant is the emphasis on practice (the activity; the behaviour;
the concrete mutual services; the exhibited self-interest, ambition, and vanity; the facts
of mother love and paternal affection; in short the actions and feelings and thoughts of
individuals in social situations, as directly observed by the ethnographer and as admitted
by the actors) as the 'reality' of social life, as against 'ideal,' or 'theory,' the merely
verbal formulation (Fortes 1957, p. 160) ... the facts of social relationship and social
grouping are, in his scheme, merely facts of custom and motive broadly on a par with,
for instance, magical beliefs, and springing in the last resort from such universal human
instincts as those of parenthood or such common human sentiments as vanity and ambition. So we have nowhere a connected analysis of Trobriand local organization, kinship, and political structure" (p. 164).

24. Sorokin correctly characterizes the procedure as "the fallacy of logical inadequacy"cited with approval by Parsons and degcribed thus: "It is to explain a body of fact with
properties clearly differentiating it from others, in terms of a schema applicable to the
others in the same way" (Parsons 1968 [1937) 1:354). The same fallacy applies to
ecologism as well as economism (utilitarianism), as we shall see in a moment.
25. "The problems set by man's nutritive, reproductive, and hygenic needs must be solved.
They are solved by the construction of a new, secondary, or artificial environment. This
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"life" and "culture" is necessarily unequal: a relation of subject to object,
active to passive, constituting to constituted. Behaving with a mind singutoward their own best interests, the people accordingly formulate and
'tlreformulate the.ir cultural order (cf. Firth 1963). But the efficacy Of. culture
s a meaningful order is accordingly suspended. Culture is reduced to an
epiphenomenon of purposeful "decision-making processes" (as they say).
That familiar phrase of course is not Malinowski's, but it makes an
appropriate connection with the current social science .wisdom. The
axiomatic adoption of the problematic of the calculating subject, rationally
ordering the social world according to desires equally axiomatic, this
utilitarianism is an instinctive consciousness we have of others as of ourselves. Many of those who might criticize Malinowski's functionalism are
nevertheless satisfied with its essential counterposition of personal interests
and social order (e.g., Jarvie 1967, p. 77; Kuper 1973, p. 49; or even Wolf
1964). It is true that Malinowski was the first among anthropologists to
deny the generality of an "economic man" (1921; 1950 [1922]). But was
this not simply to give the same concept an even greater scope? "In the
pages of Argonauts and its successors," Leach has written, "the 'savage'
ceases to be a marionette .... He is a live human being operating a bizarre
system of social organization through the exercise of natural choices about
alternate means to alternate ends" (1957, p. 127). In the same vein,
Bateson judged that Malinowski's functionalist method" is probably sound
and in its careful investigation might give a coherent system of anthropology allied to systems of economics based upon 'calculating man' " (1958,
p. 27). For, as Malinowski himself reported, "Whenever the native can
evade his obligation without the loss of prestige, or without the prospective
loss of gain, he does so, exactly as a civilized businessman would do"
(1966 [1926], p. 30). The perspective at issue remains the home-bred
economizing of the marketplace, here transposed from the analysis of
bourgeois economy to the explication of human society. The analytic place
then left to society has been brilliantly described by Dumont:
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environment, which is neither more nor less than culture itself, has to be permanently
reproduced, maintained and managed" (Malinowski 1960 [1944), p. 37; emphasis
mine). "We also indicated that culture, as the handiwork of man and as the medium
through which he achieves his ends-a medium which allows him to live, to establish a
standard of safety, comfort and prosperity; a medium which gives him power and allows him to create goods and values beyond his animal, organic endowments-that
culture, in all this and through all this, must be understood as a mealls 10 all elld, that
is, instrumentally or functionally" (ibid., pp. 67-68; emphases mine).
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In modem society ... the Human Being is regarded as the indivisible,
"elementary" man, both a biological being and a thinking subject.
Each particular man in a sense incarnates the whole of mankind. He is
the measure of all things (in a full and novel sense). The kingdom of
ends coincides with each man's legitimate ends, so the values are
turned upside down. What is still called "society" is the means, the
life of each man is the end. Ontologically, the society no longer exists,
it is no more than an irreducible datum, which must in no way thwart
the demands of liberty and equality. Of course, the above is a description of values, a view of mind .... A society as conceived by individualism has never existed anywhere for the reason we have given,
namely, that the individual lives on social ideas. [Dumont 1970, p.
9-10; for other important discussions of utilitarianism (economism,
individualism) see Dumont 1965; Macpherson 1962; Parsons 1968
[1937]; Polanyi 1944]
The economistic separation of normative structure from pragmatic ac- \
tion, if it does not altogether banish culture from the anthropological purview, does impoverish it to the status of a secondary concern. Only adumbrated by Malinowski, these effects appear much more clearly in an
"ecological anthropology" which does homage to its intellectual sources
by styling itself also as "functionalist" or "neofunctionalist" (ct. Collins
and Vayda 1969). Yet as Marx said truly, the anatomy of man is the key to
the anatomy of the ape. The more developed economic system makes an
'explicit differentiation of categories that remain combined, ambiguous, or
only virtual in the less-developed one. In the same way, the implications
foreshadowed in a given intellectual perspective become explicit only in
more evolved versions of it. The new ecological functionalism demonstrates that the effect of Malinowski's resolution of cultural content to
biological function, particularly of the symbolic to the instrumental, is a
final solution to the culture problem. For it becomes explicit that culture
does not warrant any special understanding, that is, as distinct from a
biological explanation. In this event, culture disappears.
As in Malinowski's functionalism, this process depends on the theoretical appropriation of cultural qualities as organic effects: translation that not
only dissolves the cultural specifications but allows them to reappear in a
more scientific (i.e., quantifiable) form.' Rappaport explains:
While the questions are asked about cultural phenomena, they are
answered in terms of the effects of culturally informed behavior on
biological systems: organisms, populations and ecosystems. The distinctive characteristic of ecological anthropology is not simply that it
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takes environmental factors into consideration in its attempts to elucidate cultural phenomena, but that it gives biological meaning to the
key terms-adaptation, homeostasis, adequate functioning,
survival-of its formulations. [1971, p. 243]
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The theoretical practice might be called "ecology fetishism." Nothing
cultural is what it seems; everything is mystified as a natural fact which has
the ostensible virtue of being basic and exact although it is essentially
abstract. Marriage becomes "an interchange of genetic materials," as
hunting is "an interchange of energy with the environment," corn, beans,
and squash are an "unbalanced diet," society a "population" of human
organisms, and cannibalism a "subsistence activity." ("In examining
cannibalism, we are operating from the premise that all activities which
make food available for group members, food which they then actually
consume, are 'subsistence activities' and that they can then be compared
individually and/or taken together as constituent activities in an overall
behavioral repertory called 'food-getting pattern' "-Domstreich and
Morren 1974, p. 3). The same way of thinking as applied to the discovery
of sanitary values in dietary tabus Douglas (1966) has called "medical
materialism." It is only a particular anthropological or ecological version
of the exchange of meaningful content for functional truth that Sartre
described as the vulgar Marxism. 26 This petty metaphysical commerce in
26. As for Marx himself, far from being implicated, it was he who gave such fetishism its
most general criticism and explanation: "The apparent stupidity of merging all the manifold relationships of people in the one relation of usefulness, this apparently metaphysical abstraction arises from the fact that, in modern bourgeois society, all relations are
subordinated in practice to the one abstract monetary-commercial relation. This theory
came to the fore with Hobbes and Locke.... In Holbach, all the activity of individuals
in the mutual intercourse, e.g., speech, love, etc., is depicted as a relation of utility and
utilisation. Hence the actual relations that are presupposed here are speech, love, the
definite manifestations of definitie qualities of individuals. Now these relations are supposed not to have the meaning peculiar to them but to be the expression and manifestation of some third relation introduced in their place, the relation of utility or utilisation . ... All this is actually the case with the bourgeois. For him only one relation is
valid on its own account-the relation of exploitation; all other relations have validity
for him only insofar as he can include them under this one relation, and even where he
encounters relations which cannot be directly subordinated to the relation of exploitation, he does at least suburdinate them to it in imagination. The materia! expression of
this use is money, the representative of the value of all things, people and social relations. Incidentally, one sees at a glance that the category of 'utIlization' is first of all
subtracted from the actual relations of intercourse which I have with other people (but
by no means from reflection and mere will) and then these relations are made out to be
the reality of the category that has been abstracted from themselves, a wholly metaphysical method of procedure" (Marx and Engels 1965, pp. 460-61).
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ethnographic details would hold no interest were it not for its avowed
intention of engrossing the concept of culture.
Malinowski opposed "culture" to behavior; for ecology, it is "behavior." It may be learned behavior, but it is not by that characteristic ~
worthy of different treatment than the "species-specific behavior" of any
other group of organisms. Think of it simply as a "cultural repertoire"
(Collins and Vayda 1969, p. 155). Thus understood, the phenomenon as
such does not distinguish man from any other species, nor anthropology
from biology. As "behavior"-or even more abstractly, "bodily
movements"-culture can be studied in the same way as the actions of any
animal, that is, as good for the species or bad for it under the selective
conditions as naturally constituted:
A~tention to cultural ideas, values or concepts cannot, however, be
~aId to be a sine qua non of the analysis of ecosystems including man.

One may choose rather to place emphasis upon the actual physical
behavior or bodily movements through which man directly effects alterations in his environment . ... Indeed, a possible approach
suggested by Simpson ... among others, is to regard human 'culture
simply as the behavior or part of the behavior of a particular species
ofprimates. By so regarding it we are enabled to study and interpret it
as we do the behavior of any other species: for example, with respect
not only to its interaction with environmental variables but also to the
effect of this interaction upon natural selection. The fact that human
behavior is complex, varied, variable, and, to a considerable extent,
population~specific may make observation and description formidable
tasks, but It does not mean that basically different principles must be
used in the study of human behavior and the study of behavior in other
animal species. [Vayda 1965, p. 4; emphasis mine]
The ecological functionalism puts culture in double jeopardy. It is
threatened with liquidation because it cannot be specified as such by
natural reasons, and because consideration of its specific quality would
invite in a reason of another nature. The crisis then becomes ontological in
its proportions. Culture is exchanged for "behavior." Its concrete qualities
are only the appearance of "bodily movements" whose wisdom is their
biological effect. Ontology thus recapitulates methodology. And anthropology loses its object. The properties of culture having been ignored
in the practice of its explanation, it is presumed that these properties have
no autonomy or value as such-which is a rationalization of the fact that
the explanation cannot account for them:
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Consider a man felling a tree with an axe. Each stroke of the axe is
modified or corrected, according to the shape of the cut face of the tree
left by the previous stroke. The self-corrective (i. e., mental) process is
brought about by a total system, tree-eyes-brain-muscles-axe-stroketree; and it is this total system that has the characteristics of immanent
mind. [Ibid., p. 317]

It would seem that a unified science of ecology has definite contribu-

tions to make. toward the realization of anthropological goals and does
not entail any appreciable sacrifice of traditional anthropological interests. It may, however, entail a somewhat different sacrifice, i.e., of
the notion of the autonomy of a science of culture. [Vayda and Rappaport 1967, p. 497]
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This sacrifice of the autonomy of culture (and cultural science) would be
the' consequence of' its subordination within a larger system of natural
constraint. Insofar as the latter is conceived as a cybernetic order, as is
common in ecological studies, including culture in a "unified science"
would also entail displacing the property of "mind" from humanity to the
ecosystem. As a self-regulating set of thermodynamic relations, responsive
to "information" or significant alteration of its components, the ecosystem
as a whole is now the site of a "mental activity" which must logically (in
the interest of the exclusive authority of the Behemoth) be denied any of its
parts. As Bateson explains such systems: "we can assert that any ongoing
ensemble of events and objects which has the appropriate complexity of
causal circuits and the appropriate energy relations will show mental
characteristics. It will compare, that is, be responsive to difference.... It
will 'process information' and will inevitably be self-corrective either toward homeostatic optima or toward the maximization of certain variables"
(1972, p. 315). Clearly, if any of the components of this self-regulatory
system were able to impose its own project on the totality, then the latter
would become a mere chain of consequences, governed only negatively by
the limits of possible functioning. Hence to preserve systematicity, mind
can be a property only of the whole: "in no system which shows mental
characteristics can any part have unilaterial control over the whole. In other
words, the mental characteristics of the system are immanent, not in some
part, but in the system as a whole" (ibid., p. 316).
Within the ecosystem, the interactional node or subystem encompassing man and his immediate environs would be characterized by feedback
relations as reciprocal and equal as those between any other elements of the
circuit, notwithstanding that the man-nature transaction is mediated by
"-culture. Culture here is merely the self-mediation of nature. It is merely the
human mode of response, and hence systematically governed, inasmuch as
man is but a functional variable of the whole-a reactive component in
mutual determination with environmental variables, themselves as much
subject to his object as vice versa. One of Bateson's favorite illustrations is
the interaction of man and tree in woodchopping:

The problem is that men never merely "chop wood" as such. They cut
logs for canoes, carve the figures of gods on war clubs, or even chopfirewood, but they always enter into relations with the wood in a specific way,
a cultural way, in terms of a meaningful project whose finality governs the
terms of the reciprocal interaction between man and tree. If the purpose is a
canoe, the response to a change in the tree is different than if the aim is
getting firewood. The response to the last stroke depends on an objective
that is not given to the process as a natural process; that stroke and every
one before it back to the initial cut depend on the meaningful intent. The
determinate interaction of tree-eyes-brain-etc. has been stipulated by a
symbolic order; it is a paradigmatic example of nature harnessed to the
service of culture. The cybernetic alternative envisioned in ecosystem
theory for its part is an ultimate ecology fetishism, most appropriate to its
own cultural context of industrial and bureaucratic capitalism, whose project likewise consists in reducing both men and things to their functional
~pecifications as elements of a self-determining productive process. 27
G. P. Murdock
The end of the "terror" will be death to the noble culture. In George Peter
Murdock, anthropology may have already found its Robespierre. Murdock
took the apparently fitting occasion of the Huxley Memorial Lecture of
1971 to announce culture's demise. It is interesting to see how he finally

1
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27. "In fact, in the production process of capital ... labour is a totality ... whose individual component parts are alien to one another, so that the overall process as a totality
is not the lVork of the individual worker, and is furthermore the work of the different
workers together only to the extent they are [forcibly] combined, and do not [voluntarily] enter into the combination with one another. The combination of this labour
appears just as subservient to and led by an alien will and an alien intelligence-having
its animating unity elsewhere-as its material unity appears subordinate to the objective
unity of the machinery, of fixed capital, which, as animated monster, objectifies the
scientific idea, and is in fact the coordinator, does not in any way relate to the individual worker as his instrument; but rather he himself exists as an animated individual
punctuation mark, as its living isolated accessory" (Marx 1973 [1857-58], p. 470).
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got to this point of methodological self-awareness. For the central argument of Murdock's Social Structure (1949) had already repeated in all
essentials the Morganian understanding of the relationships between pracHcal circumstance, utilitarian action, and cultural order. Murdock might be
the first to take issue with Morgan on matters of methodology and details of
interpretation, but his comprehension of social structure is in the direct line
of praxis theory. For Murdock, the formation of "consanguineal kin
groups"-and by consequence the classification of kinsmen-amounts to
the recognition of de facto arrangements on the ground, that is, of the
relationships precipitated by residential practices, which in turn respond to
practical exigencies. Residential practice is thus the dynamic key. Determining the actual composition of social groupings, it plays a role in Murdock's scheme analogous to that played by exogamous unions in the first
stages of Morgan's: the medium by which objective or natural constraint is
reified in cultural form. Kinship relations are constituted by reflexive
awareness of the group composition thus established. They are the articulate expressions of residential all'angements, and residential arrangements
in turn reflect the "fundamental life conditions":

Such residential practices generate specific alignments of kinsmen, 28 the
"recognition" of which-recognition which may be withheld-establishes
kinship groups such as lineages and the customary classifications of
persons:
Unilocal residence does not produce lineages or sibs directly. It merely
favors the development of extended families and exogamous demes
with their characteristic unlinear alignment of kinsmen, and either of
these may lead to the recognition of non-localized kin groups. What
matrilocal or patrilocal residence accomplishes is to assemble in spatial proximity to one another a group of unilinearly related kinsmen of
the same sex, together with their spouses. [Ibid., p. 210]
Murdock resumes the whole argument in a just-so story of the development of a patrilocal-patrilineal system out of a dual organization of matrilineal clans. The example is capital on several accounts, perhaps not
least that Murdock is compelled to couch his explanation as a myth of
origin. At the same time, Morgan's own method clearly comes through,
not only in general but in the details of the growth of patriliny out of
matriliny (although of course Murdock does not hold that this was a universal sequence of evolution). As the story goes, some factor appears in the
matrilineal setting which "places a premium on patrilocal residence,"
such as the introduction of cattle (Morgan's own "factor"), slaves, or shell
money, accompanied by the notion that prestige is enhanced by polygyny
'(ibid., p. 217). Now one man after another, "as he acquires wealth,"29 is
able by the offer of bride-price to persuade other men to allow their
daughters to remove to his own home. And one man after another begins to
leave some of his property to his own sons, rather than to his sister's sons
as matriliny enjoins. So, "bit by bit," ties with "patrilineal kin" are
strengthened at the expense of "matrilineal," until the people fin ally discover they have been speaking patriliny without knowing it:
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The conditions of existence of any society are always undergoing
change-sometimes rapidly, sometimes slowly-in consequence of
natural events such as famines and epidemics, of social events such as
wars and revolutions, of biological influences such as increasing population density, of internal adaptations such as technological inventions,
and of external contacts which may stimulate cultural bOll'owing.
Many changes in fundamental life conditions may exert pressure in the
direction of modifying the existing rule of residence. So diverse are
the causal factors in social change, and so few are the alternatives in
residence rules, that nearly any society, whatever its level of culture
and existing forms of social organization, can probably encounter particular concatenations of circumstances that will favor the development
of anyone of the alternative rules of residence. [Murdock 1949, p.
203]

Almost before the population of the village realizes that anything particularly significant has happened, they discover that the houses on one
side of the street are now occupied by patrilineally related males with
their wives and children, and that a similar group lives across the way.

So, for example,
Patrilocal residence seems to be promoted by any change in culture of
the conditions of social life which significantly enhances the status,
importance, and influence of men in relation to the opposite sex. Particularly influential is any modification in the basic economy whereby
masculine activities in the sex division of labor come to yield the principal means of subsistence. [Ibid., p. 206]

28. Murdock here gives himself "kinship" as a natural-genealogical fact, in exactly the
manner that Schneider has recently exposed and criticized (Schneider 1968; 1972).
29. Murdock,like Morgan, takes "wealth" as a natural category, in something of the same
way as he assumes "kinship" or "patrilineal kin" as a genealogical category.
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Patrilocal residence has become firmly established, patrilineal inheritance is accepted, and the former matri-clans have been transformed
into incipient patri-clans. The situation is ripe for the development of
patrilineal descent, and this may occur quite rapidly if there are
patrilineal societies in the neighborhood to serve as models. [Ibid.,
p. 216]

I
"

Murdock's basic position may be illustrated another way, from a classic
contretemps with Leach in which Murdock's own conception of the relation between the order lived and the order thought emerges clearly out of
the misunderstanding. In a way Murdock's mistake was a true one, for he
recognized in Leach's privileging of individual choice over jural rule a
deviation from the structural-functional paradigm similar to his own practice. 30 With respect to the Sinhalese village of Pul Eliya, Leach had said,
"social structures are sometimes best regarded as the statistical outcome of
multiple individual choices rather than a direct reflection of jural rules"
(1960, p. 124). For Murdock, then, it was only logical to agree with
Leach-by inverting the dictum to the effect that jural rules are best regarded as the outcome of a statistical trend in individual choice (Murdock
1960, p. 9). That was what he had been saying at least since 1949.
And in 1971 the logical conclusion dawned upon him. That year, before
the assembled anthropologists of Great Britain and Ireland, in an event
whose theoretical insignificance was matched only by its solemnity, Murdock renounced his adherence to the concepts of "culture" and "social
system." Such, as he said, are merely "illusory conceptual abstractions"
from' 'the very real phenomena" of individuals interacting with each other
and with their environment in the pursuit of their own best interests.
Murdock had finally become conscious of the theory in his practice. This
new conception of culture was not more than an "illusory conceptual
abstraction" from the method he had been using all along:

30. Although Leach has been greatly influenced by French structuralist techniques, even as
he was trained in the traditions of Radcliffe-Brown, he is of course capable of a
Malinowskian disagreement with both, specificially on the interposition of practical interest between circumstance and the social order. This is explicitly so in Pill Eliya. to
which the example above refers, but it is also the case in Political Systems ofHighland
Bllrma, insofar as he understands the imposition of one or another alternative code
(gwllsalgllmlao) as a choice dictated by political advantage. Thus the theoretical necessity to assume a natural propensity to compete for prestige, different only in content
from the economizing premise of classical economics, and to allow it the role of a
general moving force in human affairs (1954, p. 10).
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It now seems to me distressingly obvious that culture, social system,
and all comparable supra-individual concepts, such as collective representation, group mind, and social organism, are illusory conceptual
abstractions infelTed from observations of the very real phenomena of
individuals interacting with one another and with their natural environments. The circumstances of their interaction often lead to
similarities in the behaviour of different individuals which we tend to
reify under the name of culture, and they cause individuals to relate
themselves to others in repetitive ways which we tend to reify as structures or systems. But culture and social structure are actually mere
epiphenomena-derivative products of the social interaction of
pluralities of individuals. [Murdock 1972, p. 19]

But one ought not to deduce that such derivation of ontology from
methodology amounts to an exception, at least for the social sciences, of
our general thesis that concept does not follow from practice. The seeming
empirical status of the proposition that culture is the "epiphenomenon" of
another reality is itself an illusion. What was harbored all along in thelmethod, and surfaces here as the true source of the proposition, is
bourgeois society. Hence Murdock merely produces for anthropology the
same kind of solipsistic reduction Max Weber attempted for sociology,
with the same suspension of the collective or the objectivized in favor of
individual intentions. Or consider the notion Murdock would latterly put in
the place of the so-called culture, namely, Frederik Bar!h's "decision.making approach to the study of social pheno'inena," an approach which
"focuses on the events of social life rather than on its morphological or
statistical features and views social behavior from the point of view of the (
decisions made by individuals in 'the allocation of time and resources' I
from among the alternatives available to them" (ibid., pp. 22-23). The
anatomy of man and ape: Murdock's latest paradigm is an evolved form of
that embedded in Malinowski's functionalism-albeit the crossing of
phylogenetic lines here is complex, since, as Kuper says of Barth's model,
"Radcliffe-Brown's view of social structure as a network of real dyadic
relationships has become, ironically, the salvation of Malinowski's manipulative man" (1973, p. 230). But the "manipulative man" reveals the
common ancestry of all such utilitarian theories. The general idea of SOcial\
life here advanced is the particular behavior of the parties in the marketplace. Now all of culture is understood as the organized effect of indi-/
vidual businesslike economizing. Culture is Business on the scale of Soci4.
ety. Murdock's concept of culture is no lesson from anthropological ex.t
perience: the anthropological concept was already a cultural experience. ~
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And more, this conclusion from "experience" that culture does not exist
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~~f:nn~:u:~~nr:~~~IYo~O~~~:;~:d~:~;t~t ~~e~h:s ::I~_;o~~~p~~~llo~O~~:~
s~ciety.
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It credits the appearance of Western culture as its truth, thus
conspiring in the illusion that it really is the socialized product of practical
:M.: I
activity by ignoring the symbolic constitution of the practical activity.
~. i ~.JI \ Social ~cienc~ elevates to a statement .of ~heoretical principl~ what
',,~ff bourgeOIs socIety puts out as an operative Ideology. Culture IS then
rI~
threatened with a neglect in anthropology that is matched only by the
consciousness of it in society..
.
. ..
.
: ,;
It is some consolation that in the Ime of praXIS theory Imtiated by JulIan
Steward this neglect has become the source of a certain regret.
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Julian Steward
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Steward's founding perspective on "cultural ecology" is in general ternlS
the same as Morgan's decultured problematic, and in the details of the
paradigmatic article on patrilineal bands (1936) it is exactly Murdock's
idea of social structure. Thus it would not be worthwhile to make an
exposition here were it not for the paradoxical context in which Steward,
and later Murphy (1970), places his cultural ecology-as an opposition to
the biological. The paradox is instructive. Its unraveling will show how the
mystification of the cultural logic as the a priori of economic action establishes the practical logic as the determinant of cultural form.
In preamble to the main ecological argument on "primitive bands,"
Steward in one way or another allows himself the main technical and social
conditions of hunters and gatherers-referring some of these to economic
advantage, others to human nature, and still others simply to empirical
fact. Territorial "ownership" is understandable on the basis that "any
animal may secure food and water more efficiently in terrain which it
habitually utilizes"; family groups, on the basis of "a chronic sex excitability" in the human species; and the band of families, on the grounds that
"In practically all human groups several families cooperate .... This provides a kind of subsistence insurance" (Steward 1936, p. 332). The principal relations of production-the division of labor by sex-are assumed by
virtue of their empirical generality among hunters. So also is the simple
technology given, not only as a set of tools in themselves but as a selfevident set of intentions, the provision of "subsistence." This technology
is deployed in areas of limited food resources; hence, hunters are able to
achieve only small band aggregates, on the order of twenty to fifty persons,
and have low population densities.
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Given these conditions, the argument proceeds to determine the ecological basis of various band forms, "patrilineal," "matrilineal," and "composite." As in Murdock's analysis, the critical link between environment
and social structure is residential practice. Steward concentrates on the
most widespread band type, the patrilineal, which he understands as the
formalization of patrilocal residence. In the first version of the study
(1936), patrilocality is explained by innate male dominance and the
economic importance of men in hunting cultures (p. 333). In a later version, patrilocality is referred particularly to its economic advantages in
areas of dispersed but fixed animal resources: "an environment in which
the principal food is game that is nonmigratory and scattered, which makes
it advantageous for men to remain in the general territory of their birth"
(i.e., since they already know the territory) (1955, p. 135). With patrilocality thus established on the grounds of its economic advantage, the structure
of the band follows as recognition and articulation-in a way by now
familiar to us. Patrilocal residence must aggregate "patrilineal" relatives.
Therefore ihe incest tabu is imposed at the band level, and the group is
organized as an exogamous patrilineage. To sum up the argument in gen~
eral terms: economic effectiveness in the given set of technical and environmental circumstances requires certain social practices and relation
(patrilocal residence) which are in turn fornlUlated and codified as a social
structure (patrilineal band). Pure Morgan. 31
The proposition is also pure praxis. For it is specifically the "behavior /
patterns of work," as "required" by the ecological context, that ary
realized in cultural form. Murphy explains Steward's perspective:
The environment per se is not the critical factor, for the "behavior
patterns" required in its exploitation using certain "economic devices" are the key elements. These behavior patterns are work, and the
"economic devices" technology. Quite simply, the theory of cultural
ecology is concerned with the process of work, its organization, its
cycles and rhythms and its situational modalities [1970, p. 155].
... Patterns of work are directly derivative from the tools and
resources to which they are applied, and these two factors serve to
31. The paradigm, praxis ---> practice ---> structure, is generalized by Steward in the form of
"three fundamental procedures of cultural ecology": "First, the inter-relationship of
exploitative or productive technoiogy and the environment must be analyzed .... Second, the behavior patte11ls involved in the exploitation of a particular area by means of
a particular technology must be analyzed .... The third procedure is to acertain the
extent to which the behavior patterns entailed in exploiting the environment affect other
aspects of culture" (1955, pp. 40-41).
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limit the human activities to which they are related [po 156] .... And it
is from the analysis of activity, rather than of institutions and values,
that the theory is derived.
These activities are those pertaining to the work cycle and from
them emerges the structure of Shoshone society [po 156]. ...
The point I wish to stress is that the realm of social action involved
in material production, i.e., work, underlies the entire Shoshone social
system. Resources are the object of work and therein lies their importance for an understanding of society and culture.... As objects of
work, they have certain unmodifiable characteristics to which labor
must be adjusted if they are to be accessible to exploitation. Tools
derive their central position in the analysis of society as instruments
and mediators of work. The use of tools requires certain modes of
behavior, and the application of these instruments to materials induces
further behavioral adjustments [p. 157] ....
The theory and method of cultural ecology is not a kind of environmental determinism, nor is it even centrally concerned with the environment. It is a cultural theory, without being "culturalogical" or
"superorganic." Further, it is an action theory, in the sense that this
term has been u,sed in sociology. While recognizing that behavior is in
good part regulated by norms, it also sees the norms as arising in the
first place from social action and being a crystallization of behavior
that, in turn, maintains these behavior patterns [po 163] ... tools and
resources require [Murphy's italics] some kinds of behaviors if they
are to be successfully integrated, and these requirements, the work
process, make further demands on the general social structure.
[p. 163; all emphases mine except where otherwise noted]32
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Murphy goes on to make an eloquent defense of this "cultural ecology," as against the biological reductions of the" new ecology" (of which

32. Murphy's own interesting theoretical work (1971) turns on the same dualism of action
and nonn, society and culture, and the irreconciliable premises that activity generates
ideas and perception is culturally ordered, often deceptively (e.g., pp. 34-35,55,
90-91, 100-10 I). The contradictions of a dialectical interplay then become contradictions of Murphy's own, with activity prior to idea, which is the precondition of activity,
the two propositions themselves related by an aleatory negativity: e.g., "I have argued
that although ideas are generated by action, they are not merely a reflection of that
activity or a restatement of it in symbolic and ideal form. Rather, ideas, including ones
that are nonnative in a society, may deny behavioral reality, they may reinterpret it
according to other frameworks of meaning, they may simplify and distort it, or they
may be in open and conscious conflict with social action. This does not mean that the
nonnative system is unrelated to conduct, for ideas are the precondition of activity"
(p. 158).
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Vayda, Sweet, and Leeds are cited as avatars).33 But the defense is not
without contradiction, and in the final analysis it is difficult to distinguish
the two positions except for differences of sentiment.
According to Murphy, Steward understood society as a distinctive mode
of integration, and as such not subordinated to nature. Ordered by ideas
and activities, society enjoys a relative autonomy. But to put the contradiction in a nutshell, the ideas are ideas about activities, while the reason in
the activities is practical effectiveness under the circumstances, so that the
principle of cultural order remains the natural one of adaptive advantage.
As Murphy himself observes (in the passage just cited), Steward's theory
rests on the activity of work "rather than institutions or values." These
institutions and values, therefore, do not organize the human interconnection with nature, but come on the scene post festum, as a crystallization of
the relationships established in the work situation. On the other hand, the
patterns of work are "directly derived from the tools and resources"; they
are such as are "required" for effective integration of the two in the
process of production (cf. Steward 1938, pp. 260-61). Everything thus
comes down to the notion of "requirement"; and the "requirement" in question is the purely objective one of dealing successfully with the environment.
Murphy's own conclusions about the relations of culture to nature are true,~
but they are unfortunately not pertinent to Stewardian ecology:
-

f

Higher order phenomena arrange lower order phenomena to their purposes, though they may not change their properties. Correspondingly,
human social systems reach out and embrace ecosystems rather than
the reverse proposition, and culture reorders nature and makes
appendages of the parts of it that are relevant to the human situation.
[1970, p. 169]
Exactly so. But all of Steward's philosophy runs to just the opposite
effect. The cultural morphology is rendered intelligible on precisely the
same basis as the wings of a bird or the gills of a fish. Culture does not
33. "The 'new ecology' as I must call it to distinguish it from Steward's cultural ecology,
is concerned with the systematic fit and coherence between culture and environment,
and this search for connectedness and order in the relationship causes the distinctions
between the two to blur and disappear. ... The connections between a social system
and its environment may indeed be ordered but this hardly erases the boundaries between the two.... The distinctiveness and autonomy of the social system is derived
from the fact that its integration lies in the realm of ideas and social activities, as these
are adjusted to produce a coherent and ordered way of life. It is related to nature but its
modalities lie beyond nature" (Murphy, 1970, p. 164).
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"reorder nature by its own purposes-because, for Steward, all purpose but
I the practical disappears at the moment of production. Ecological wisdom
consists in forgetting the cultural ordering of nature at every decisive point.
the interaction of technology with the environment according to detelminate relations of production-on which is erected a cultural morphologyis taken by Steward for an instrumental fact. Hence the order that is
transmitted through action into structure is the eco-logic of effective
adaptation.
Steward's problematic is a design for the neglect in theoretical principle
of ecology as a cultural system. Partly this is a matter of omission, failure
to develop in concept what is recognized in fact. Steward is well aware that
the particular character of technology stipulates the character of the
environment-that is, gives significance to resources by a criterion of
cultural relevance. But in Steward's mode of argument this is a given,
along with the relations of family and of production (division of labor by
sex: men hunting, women gathering). The cultural ordering of nature is
\thus disguised as the premise to a naturalistic ordering of culture. Indeed,
the entire intentionality of the productive process is neglected in the assumption that this is a "subsistence" economy, condemned by the poverty
of technical means to whatever meager existence can be squeezed out.
Such naturalization of the hunter-gatherer economy is, of course, the
received anthropological wisdom. 34 And it plays directly into an "ecological" explanation of the total culture. For in ignoring the historical character of the economic objectives, both in quality and in quantity, both the
particular goods that are sought and the intensity of the process, it misses
out on the cultural organization of the relation to culture. 35 Not even
hunters are engaged in a mere subsistence economy. Every such group
distinguishes the edible from the inedible, and not only for the population
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as a whole but for specific classesof-age, sex, and ritual condition as these
are locally defined. Moreover, a h~o( examples from Australian
aborigines are enough to show that different types of intergroup exchange
have corresponding implications for the intensity and social patterns 0
work. The Australians are even capable of a concrete totemism, in which
neighboring groups specialize in producing different utilitarian objects for
trade from materials that are equally available to all, in this way duplicating on the economic plane the increase rites and the interdependence of
groups imagined in the totemic system. In brief, what Steward neglects is PJ
the organization of work as a symbolic process operating both in the
relations of production and in the finalities. The activity of production is
instead culturally deconstituted, to make way for the constitution of culture
by the activity of production.

l
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34. "A man who spends his whole life following animals just to kill them to eat, or moving
from berry patch to another, is really living just like an animal himself" (Braidwood
1957, p. 122; cf. Sahlins 1972, chap. I; Lee and DeVore 1968).
35. Specifically missing is the cultural intentionality embodied in the code of desirable
objects. As Baudrillard explains, properly speaking an "object of consumption [hence
of production] does not exist any more than a phoneme has an absolute meaning in
linguistics. This object does not take meaning either in a specific relation with the
subject ... or in an operative relation to the world (the object-utensil); it only takes on
meaning through its difference from other objects, according to a hierarchial code"
(1972, p. 61). Such being the case, there are "no needs save those of which the system
has need," and it is not that consumption is a function of production, but that "CO/llsU/II/IIQlivile" is a structura~ mode of production (ibid., p. 89).
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The real issue posed for anthropology by all such practical reason is the
existence of culture. The utility theories have gone through many changes
of costume, but always play out the same denouement: the elimination of J
culture as the distinctive object of the discipline. One sees through the \
variety of these theories two main types, proceeding along two different
routes to this common end. One type is ~turali~~_Q_r~~_Qlogi~l!l-as it
were, objective-while the second is utilitarian in the classic sense, or
eCQnl.b-m~tic, invoking the familiar ~ans-ends calc~j2f the rational
human subject.
/
//
Naturalism understands culture as the human mode of adaptation. Culture in this view is an instrumental order, conceived (according to the
particular ecological school) as engaged in reproducing itself as culture or
in maintaining the human population within limits of biological viability.
In either event, the praxology is "objective" in the sense that explanation
consists of determining the material or biological virtues of given cultural
traits; there is no theoretical demand that the actors calculate directly in
adaptive utilities-on the contrary, the most triumphant "eurekas!" will
be reserved for demonstrations that they do so malgre eux. The disappearing act performed on culture consists of its absorption, one way or another,!
within nature. Either cultural practice is a behavioral mode of appearancet
of the laws of natural selection, just like any "species-specific behavior,"
or else it is subsumed within a more general ecosystem which alone and as
a totality enjoys the powers of self-regulation or "mind" and whose constraints are realized in cultural forms.
Rather than a pragmatics of cultural forms, the subjective utilitarianism
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is by contrast concerned with the purposeful achvlty of individuals in
pursuit of their own interests and their own satisfactions. One might say
{/that this second type of pragmatic theory presupposes a universal
llEconomic Man, if with a relativized set of preferences, that is, man proceeding rationally toward goals which, however, vary from society to
society. The relativization is thus an accommodation to cultural variation,
but also its appropriation as premise by an explanation that purports to
account for it as consequence. In this praxology, culture .is taken as an
environment or means at the dispositio~ of th~ "manipulating. ind~vidual,"
and also as a sedimented resultant of hIS self-mterested machmatiOns. The
characteristic resolution of culture is thus solipsistic in form. Only the
actors (and their interests taken a priori as theirs) are real; culture is the
epiphenomenon of their intentions.
All these types of practical reason have also in common an impoverished
)conception of hum~~ symboling: For all of the~, th~ c.ultural scheme is the
sign of other "reahties," hence m the end obeIsant III ItS own arrangement
to other laws and logics. None of them has been able to exploit fully the
anthropological discovery that the creation of meaning is the distinguishing
and constituting quality of men-the "human essence" of an older
discourse-such that by processes of differential valuation and signification, relations among men, as well as between themselves and nature, are
organized.

It
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Cultural Reason
In the opening paragraphs of this chapter, I described the relation between
practical and cultural accounts as a repetitive and cyclical opposition from
which anthropology has been unable to escape these past hundred years.
Still, just as in American society, where what is most fundamentally conventional is also deemed the most natural, the struggle for recognition of
the cultural perspective began at a disadvantage, and might be better described as an attempt to liberate anthropology from the prison house of
naturalism. This attempt has gone on in Europe as well as America, and it
has been marked not merely by a greater anthropological consciousness of
the symbolic but by its increasing penetration into the analysis of the
practical.
On the American side, Boas's concept of culture as a meaning-structure·
interposed between circumstance and custom had been sustained by his
own students. It went through various developments, notably Ruth Benedict's idea of an orienting logic that gathered up the shreds and patches
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left lying about by Lowie and stitched them into consistent patterns of
culture. In Benedict's conception, order came from the infusion of comparable meanings and attitudes through all the practices of the culture. This
was not a differential code, of course, but a global operatoire, organizing /
the environment, social relations and, above all, history: a selective screen
which reduced the potential chaos of cultural borrowing (diffusion) by a
criterion of acceptance and an assignment of significance (Benedict 1961
[1934]).
In the work of another well-known American, Leslie White, the Boasian
paradigm lives alongside the Morganian, without, however, achieving a
unity of the theoretical opposites. This ambivalence in White's philosophy
may not be idiosyncratic; it is a fair judgment that the practical reason and
the symbolic cohabit without much remark or scandal in most anthropological theory. For White, ideas are on the one hand the reflex of the
technological base, either directly or as mediated by the social relations
likewise so determined. Here White elaborates directly on the epistemology in Morgan. Men's ideas of the world can only derive from the way
they experience it, and their experience must depend on the way they are
technically articulated to it:
Ideological, or philosophical, systems are organizations of beliefs in
which human experience finds its interpretation. But experience and
interpretations thereof are powerfully conditioned by technologies.
There is a type of philosophy proper to every type of technology. The
interpretation of a system of experience in which a coup de poing is a
characteristic feature will, as it must, reflect this kind of experience. It
would not be improper to speak of a coup de poing type of philosophy
as well as of technology.... One type of technology will find expression in the philosophy of totemism, another in astrology or quantum
mechanics. [White 1949, pp. 365-66]
As ideas follow from the technical conditions of perception, the evolution
of philosophy is essentially resolved by White into the successive stages of
false consciousness and true, the transition between them effected by a
brief period of metaphysics. With increasingly effective means of dealing(
with the world technologically, an earlier supernaturalism, representing the
anthropomorphic conceit of a fundamental ignorance, must needs give way
to a scientific philosophy based on objective knowledge.
On the other hand, there is White's own insistence upon the uniqueness
of "symbolic behavior," that is, a system of meanings specifically not
bound to physical reality. Hence the way the world is "experienced" is no
simple sensory process such as might follow directly from tehnologically
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exposing reality to view. The human power of bestowing meaning-of
experiencing as meaning-constructs another kind of world:
Man differs from the apes, and indeed all other living creatures so far
as we know, in that he is capable of symbolic behavior. With words
man creates a new world, a world of ideas and philosophies. In this
world man lives just as truly as in the physical world of his senses.
Indeed, man feels that the essential quality of his existence consists in
his occupancy of this world of symbols and ideas-or, as he sometimes calls it, the world of the mind or spirit. This world of ideas
comes to have a continuity and a permanence that the external world
of the senses can never have. It is not made up of the present only but
of a past and a future as well. Temporarily, it is not a succession of
disconnected episodes, but a continuum extending to infinity in both
directions, from eternity to eternity. [White 1942, p. 372]
.',
"

".,

But then from this symbolist perspective,-as opposed to the positivist
and utilitarian consciousness through technological disclosure-the tool is
itself an idea. It is "not merely a material object, or even a sensory image
"as it may be to an ape. It is also an idea" (White 1942, p. 373). If a stone
ax generates a given type of philosophy, nevertheless the ax itself is a
concept whose meaning and use, as is true of all concepts, are fixed not by
its objective properties but by the system of relationships between symboIs. Thus the technological determination of culture in White's evolutionary theory lives side by side with the cultural determination of tech\ nology in his symbolic theory:

").. f'
'J'r,

An axe has a subjective component; it would be meaningless without a
concept and attitude. On the other hand, a concept or all attitude
would be meaningless without overt expression, in behavior or speech
(which is a form of behavior). Every cultural element, every cultural
trait, therefore, has a subjective and an objective aspect. But conceptions, attitudes, and sentiments-phenomena that have their locus in
the human organism-may be considered for purposes of scientific
interpretation in an extrasomatic context, i.e., in terms of their relation
to other symboled things and events rather than in terms of their relationship to human organism .... [Thus an axe may be considered in
terms of its relationship] to other symboled things and events such as
arrows, hoes, and customs regulating the division of labor in society.
[White 1959a, p. 236]36
36. In this article, White unnecessarily gives culture a contextual definition; namely, "symbolates" viewed in the context of other "symbolales," which puts the burden of the
determination on the anthropologist-even as the locus of the symbolic remains in the
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As against the fundamentally practical and technological paradigm
which connects him with Morgan, White is thus capable of a symbolic
perspective-which puts him in unlikely company. Allow me to juxtapose
a passage previously cited from Levi-Strauss with a text from White's
presidential address to the anthropology section of the AAAS:

Uvi-Strauss

White

If, as I have said, the conceptual
scheme governs and defines practices, it is because these, which the
ethnologist studies as discrete
realities placed in time and space
and distinctive in their particular
modes of life and forms of civilization, are not to be confused with
praxis which ... constitutes the
fundamental totality for the sciences of man .... Without questioning the undoubted primacy of
infrastructures, I believe that there
is always a mediator between
praxis and practices, namely the
conceptual scheme by the operation
of which matter and form, neither
with any independent existence are
realized as structure, that is as entities which are both empirical and
intelligible. [1966, p. 130; emphasis mine]

Thus [with symbols] man built a
new world in which to live. To be
sure, he still trod the earth, felt the
wind against his cheek, or heard it
sigh among the pines; he drank
from streams, slept beneath the
stars, and awoke to greet the sun.
But it was not the same sun! Nothing was the same any more. Everything was "bathed in celestial
light"; and there were "intimations
of immortality" on every hand.
Water was not merely something to
quench thirst; it could bestow the
life everlasting. Between man and
nature hung the veil of culture, and
he could see nothing save through
this medium. He still used his
senses. He chipped stone, chased
deer, mated and begat offspring.
But permeating everything was the
essence of words: the meanings and
values that lay beyond the senses.
And the~e meanings and values
guided him-in addition to his
senses---and often took precedence
over them. [1958 ms; emphasis
mineJ37

human subject-and ignores the real process by which human productions are reified or
"objectivized," i.e., become "extrasomatic." See Berger and Luckmann (1967) for a
recent discussion of "objectivation," tied, however, to just-so origins in praxis.
37. The comparison is admittedly mildly disingenuous, for the final sentence of White's
paragraph is a proposition which Levi-Strauss would not endorse, although it is Ie propre
of Boasianism: "Man had become the irrational animal."
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It seems that wherever one turns in American anthropology one meets, if
not precisely this ambivalence of White's, some incompleteness in the
appropriation of the cultural object by meaning. The impressive ethnoscience developed by Goodenough, Lounsbury, Conklin, and others, especiall Y out of the linguistic legac.y of the Boas school, has been shackled by
a positivist concept of culture as behavioral competence or ethnography,
) therefore of meaning as referential significance and of analysis as
translation-in terms of an apparently objective code whose ".objectivity"
encodes a theory. Or to take examples of a very different kind (if equally
impressive in intellectual quality), the efforts of Geertz or Schneider, each
in their own way, have likewise turned on a specific limitation of the
symbolic, as is built into the distinction between action and ideology,
society and culture. This particular distinction has been more characteristically European, and more immediately the tenet of British than of American social anthropology. Since its implications reach back to Durkheim,
then on again to the modern French structuralism-which also incorporates
the Boasian tradition through Levi-Strauss-it has seemed to me most
valuable to give the. most attention to the playing out of the relation between utilitarianism and culture in this tradition. I begin with Durkheim.
Although the hero of a certain later "functionalism," Durkheim developed his own position on society in contradistinction to just the kind of
economism and radical individualism we have seen embedded in
Malinowski's project (cf. Parsons 1968 [1937]; Lukes 1972). Durkheim
chose Spencer as his particular sociological antagonist on these issues,
most notably in The Division o/Labor (1949 [1893]). Hence, parallel to the
contrast between Morgan and Boas one might formulate a paradigmatic
comparison of Spencer and Durkheim, the latter debate centering on
utilitarianism proper or economistic action, thus on the opposition of individual and society, where the former concerned the material logic of production and thereby the global opposition of culture and nature. For several
reasons, however, the exercise on Spencer and Durkheim would not be as
useful. One is the large residual resemblance between Spencer's "superorganic" and Durkheim's "society." More important, Durkheim framed his
concept of the social in a general confrontation with classical political
economy, not just with Spencer, so that it is most effectively understood as
broad critique of the self-conception of capitalism parading as a theory of
society. It was a general objection to the adoption of the rationalistic
formula of the economizing individual as the model of social production, a
model that would place society in the status of predicate to presupposed
h man needs and purposes. As against such voluntarism and inten-

~
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tionalism, Durkheim posed the social fact. The overwhelming properties
and powers he accorded it in relation to the individual represent a direct /
contraversion of the liberal economist's idea of society as the public outcome of private interest.
So the celebrated admonition of The Rules o/the Sociological Method to
"treat social facts as things" was something more than a lesson in
positivist reification. To stress the facticity of the social fact was precisely
to remove it from individual production: "For everything that is real has a
definite nature that asserts control, that must be taken into account and is
never completely overcome, even when we succeed in neutralizing it"
(l950a [1895], pp. Iv-Ivi). All the affirmative features of sociality in Durkheim's scheme are in the same way negatives of individuality. It is not
merely that the social fact is collective. Besides, it is conscience as opposed to desire, conventional as opposed to spontaneous; and rather than
originating in wants, which are internal, it imposes itself as constraints,
which are external. "Indeed, the most important characteristic of a 'thing]
is the impossibility of its modification by a simple effort of the will" (ibid.4
p. 28). Similarly, the true source of Durkheim' s strictures on psychology
lay in his attack on economy. As he saw it, the real origin of reductionism/
was the ideology of calculating man:

In fact, if society is only a system of means instituted by men to attain
certain ends, these ends can only be individual, for only individuals
'could have existed before society. From the individual, then, have
emanated the needs and desires determining the formation of societies;
and, if it is from him that all comes, it is necessarily by him that all
must be explained. Moreover, there are in societies only individual
consciousnesses; in these, then, is found the source of all social evolution.
Hence, sociological laws can be only a corollary of the more general laws of psychology. [Ibid., pp. 97-98]
From early on, as Lukes observes, Durkheim took the position that
political economy was a stage in the development of social science that had
to be overcome. Forced to conceive that "there is nothing real in society
except the individual," such a science would offer no theoretical room for\
sociology. And as for this eternal individual from whom society had be~e
abstracted, Durkheim could only hold him in the same kind of contempt a
had Marx. This "individual" was himself abstract. Deprived of all coordinates of time, place, and history, all that remained was "the sad portrait 0
the pure egoist" (Durkheim [1888], cited in Lukes 1972, p. 80).
Neither Malinowski nor Weber: Durkheim refused to conceive society
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as the external object of human manipulation or to trade it off for the sole
reality of the intentional subject. How then Radcliffe-Brown? Surely the
same considerations would prevent Durkheim from indulging in the thinly
disguised utilitarianism of a sociological functionalism. Not even his enthusiasm for "solidarity" ever permitted him to suppose in principle that
the function of a custom, or its role in the satisfaction of the besoins
sociaux. could provide an account of its specific nature. 38 Nevertheless,
the lineaments of Radcliffe-Brown's functionalism show forth in Durkheim' s ontology. Negating th~ politi~al economy, .Durkheim was ~orced to
reproduce at the level of socIety, vIewed as a kllld of supersubJect, the
~ame economism he refused as constituting at the level of the individual.
One can follow this union of opposites very well in an early paper (1887)
on German moral science, where Durkheim champions the social perspectives of the economic historians G. Schmoller and A. Wagner against the
liberals of the "Manchester school." For the latter, Durkheim writes,

~

political economy consists of the satisfaction of the needs of the individual and especially of his material needs. In this conception, the
individual thus e.xists as the unique end of economic relations; by him
and for him everything is done. As for society, it is a figment of
thought, a metaphysical entity that the scholar can and must ignore.
What goes by that name is only the collection of all individual activities; it is a whole no greater than the sum of its parts .... One sees
that basically the liberal economists are unknowing disciples of Rousseau, whom they mistakenly repudiate. True, they recognize that the
state of isolation is not ideal, but like Rousseau they see nothing in the
social tie but a superficial rapprochement, determined by the conjunction of individual interests. [Durkheim 1887, p. 37. But see his later
essay (1965) on Rousseau for a changed opinion.]
But then, the argument against the individual being is exactly the existence
of a social being-and against the ordering power of individual need, it is
the social need. The denial that a given practice, for example, economic,
stems from individual desire takes the form of an insistence on its social
utility:
For [Wagner and Schmoller], on the contrary, society is a true being,
without doubt nothing outside the individuals who compose it, but
38. "To show in what respect a fact is useful is not to explain why it is true nor why it is what
it is. For the uses it serves presuppose the specific propenies which characterize it, but do
not create it. The need we have of things cannot determine that they be such and such and,
by consequence, it is not this need that can take them out of nothing and give them
existence" (Durkheim 1950b [18951. p. 90; cf. pp. 94-95, 109-11; and 1965, pp.
42-44).
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which nevertheless has its own nature and personality. These expressions of the current tongue--collective consciousness, collective mind,
the body of the nation-do not have a mere verbal value but express
facts that are eminently concrete. It is wrong to say that the whole is
equal to the sum of its parts. By the simple fact that the pat1s have
definite relations with each other, are arranged in a certain way, something new results from the assemblage: a composite being, surely, but
one with special properties and which may even under special circumstances become conscious of itself.... As ... the social being has
needs of its own and among them the need of material things, it institutes and organizes in order to satisfy these needs an economic activity
which is not that of this or that individual or that of the majority of the
citizens, but of the nation in its entirety. [Ibid., pp. 37-38]
Society thus has its own ends, which are not those of the individual, and
it is by the first, not the second, that social activity may be understood. "In
order for a fact to be sociological, it must interest not only all the individuals taken separately, but the society itself. The army, industry, the family
have social functions inasmuch as they have as their objective the one to
defend, the other to nourish society, the third to assure its removal and
continuity." (Durkheim 1886, p. 66) In the event, the utilitarian tele01og~
could not be avoided. The whole means-ends paradigm was built into the
conception of the social fact, inasmuch as this fact was determined by
opposition to individual need. Only now, the life of society was the relevant finality. But, in addition, precisely as it had been defined as exterior
and by contradistinction to individual welfare, this idea of social survival
had a number of permanent effects on the idea of the social object. One
was the view that society was continuously menaced from within by a war
of each against all and was constructed to avoid that danger: a concept that
profoundly inspired many of the works of the Annee Sociologique group,
as it also stood behind Radcliffe-Brown's concern for "coaptation" and
the jural order generally (cf. Sahlins 1972, chap. 4). It may be that thi;
notion of subterranean strife and the functional problems it presents t
society remain the most imp0l1ant legacy bestowed on social science by
capitalist ideology. More obviously, the emphasis on the life of society a;>
opposed to individual purpose provided logical rationale for the appropriation of the entire organic metaphor as the basic idea of social constitution.
The tradition of society as an organism was of course maintained by
Radcliffe-Brown, and with it the division of social anthropology or sociology into the life-science branches of morphology, physiology, and evolution. It required only the proposition that the "social function" of an
institution, or its contribution to social continuity,. is also its "raison
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d' etre" (Radcliffe-Brown 1950, p. 62) to complete in one movement a
reversal of Durkheim's dictum to the contrary~and the transfer of
utilitarianism from the individual t~ the supersubject that Durkheim's own
( initial line of argument had made mescapable.
Durkheim's concept of symboling, including the well-known "sociological epistemology," ultimately fell victim to the same kind of dualism-as
it likewise became in, the hands of anthropological followers another form
of instrumental logic . Lukes and others have argued, against the objections
of Levi-Strauss to the derivation of collective representation from social
morphology, that Durkheim had become increasingly aware of the autonomy and universality of meaning. Perhaps this is another case of the
difference between being aware of a fact and knowing its right theoretical
place. The texts that might be persuasively cited on both sides of the issue
amount to only one of the set of paradoxes in the master's understanding of
the relation of thought to the world. Another is the problem (much like
\Malinowski's) of the difference between the sociologist's v-:ay of knowing.
(and the way knowledge is constituted in childhood and socIety-processes
so distinct in Durkheim's conception as to leave him unable to encompass
his own positivist program. For that program held that social facts, precisely because they were "things," could only be penetrated from outside
as guided by perception and without preconception. Yet Durkheim never
believed that either our own knowledge as members of society or, a fortiori, the social facts had the same type of genesis. The dilemma so posed
might be exemplified by two brief passages from the Rules. On one hand,
Durkheim writes that "all education is a continuous effort to impose on the
child ways of seeing, feeling, and acting which he could not have arrived at
spontaneously" (l950a [1895], p. 6). Yet some pages later he says:
"Moralists think it necessary to determine with precision the essence of the
ideas of law and ethics, and not the nature of ethics and law. They have not
yet arrived at the very simple truth that, as our ideas (representations) of
physical things are derived from these things themselves and express them
more or less exactly, so [as scholars] our ideas of ethics must be derived
from the observable manifestation of the rules that are functioning under
our eyes" (ibid~, p. 23). Durkheim held simultaneously to a mediated and
an. un~ediate? relation of subject and object. If ~he lat~er conformed to t.he
sCIenttfic proJe~t, the first was the fate of man m socIety. The contradIction, however, was actually more complex and not without a certain resolution. For in the mediated case, society alternately confronted man as a
supersubject whose own concepts of the world dominated and replaced his
individual sensibilities and then as an object, the direct experience of

l
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which accounted empirically for that process of conceptual imposition. As
the locus of this antagonistic dualism between society and sensibility, man
was "double" in Durkheim's view, and the duality of his being corresponded to an opposition between (individual) perception and (social) conception as well as between egoistic gratification and collective morality. 39
I note these dialectic convolutions because they help explain both the
virtues and the limitations of Durkheim's problematic as culture theory.
These virtues are only partially documented by the influence of Durkheim's concept of the social fact on Saussure' s formulation of the distinction between langue and parole (Doroszewski 1933). In Primitive Classification (with Mauss) and The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life,
Durkheim had himself developed a notion of the sign, particularly as concerns the "categories" of class, number, space, time, cause, and the like,
that was in several essentials very close to Saussure's. A paradox again from
the point of view of the arbitrary character of the sign, since for Durkheim
the categories represented the de facto social morphology-on which more
will be said later. Yet as concepts emanating from the social totality, they
specifically transcend individual experience. Rather than articulating such
experience, they amount to a metalanguage by which it is organized. 40
And since the categories are not the particulars of experience but rather
general ideas of the particulars (such as make an experience a particular),
they specifically do not reflect perception but appropriate it within a relative cultural system. 41 Finally, Durkheim recognizes the arbitrary charac-

"

39. In a late paper (1914), sequel to the Eleme11fary Forms, Durkheim wrote: "Our intelligence, like our activity, presents two very different forms: on the one hand, are sensations
and sensory tendencies; on the other, conceptual thought and moral activity. Each of
these two parts of ourselves represents a separate pole of our being, and these two poles
are not only distinct from one another but are opposed to one another. Our sensory
appetites are necessarily egoistic: they have our individuality and it alone as their object.
When we satisfy our hunger, our thirst and so on, without bringing any other tendency
into play, it is ourselves, and ourselves alone, that we satisfy. [Conceptual thought] and
moral activity are, on the contrary, distinguished by the fact that the rules of conduct to
which they conform can be universalized. Therefore, by definition, they pursue impersonal ends. Morality begins with disinterest, with attachment to something other than
ourselves" (1960 [1914), p. 327; cf. 1951, and Lukes 1972, pp. 23-24).
40. "In fllct, there are scarcely any words among those which we usually employ whose
me(ining does not pass, to a greater or less extent, 'the limits of our personal experience.
Very frequently a term expresses things which we have never perceived or experiences
we have never had or of which we have never been the witnesses" (Durkheim 1947
[1912], p. 434).
41. "Thinking by concepts is not merely seeing reality on its most general side, but it is
projecting a light upon the sensation which illuminates it, penetrates it and transforms it.
Conceiving something is both learning its essential elements better and also locating it in
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ter of the sign directly, as a logical consequence of the distinction between
the individual fact and the social-exactly because individual sensation is
only a fleeting fact which as social beings we have the means and the
liberty to represent in other terms:
A sensation or an image always relies upon a detemlinate object, or
upon a collection of objects of the same sort, and expresses the
momentary condition of a particular consciousness; it is essentially
individual and subjective. We therefore have considerable' liberty in
dealing with the representations of such an origin. It is true that when
our sensations are actual, they impose themselves upon us in fact. But
by right we are free to conceive them otherwise than they really are, or
to represent them to ourselves as occurring in a different order from
that in which they are really produced. In regard to them nothing is
forced upon us except as considerations of another sort [namely social
considerations] intervene. [Durkheim 1947 (1912), p. 14]42

,I

It must follow that for Durkheim the social fact, above all the collective.
consciousness, is no simple recognition of material circumstance. Opposition to this reduction would carry Durkheim, at least momentarily, beyond
his own sociological reflectionism. From the determination of the meaningful scheme by the social morphology, he moved to a determination of
the social morphology as meaningful-and of the meaningful syntax as sui
generis. "The ideal society," he insisted, "is not outside of the real
society; it is part of it. ... For a society is not made up merely of the mass
of individuals who compose it, the ground which they occupy, the things
which they use and the movements which they perform, but above all is the
its place; for each civilization has its organized system of concepts which also characterizes it" (ibid., p. 435).
42. Elsewhere Durkheim writes of the alienation involved in such appropriation of individual
experience with a regret something like Marx's in the /844 Manuscripts: "We understand only when we think in concepts. But sensory reality is not made to enter the
framework of the concepts spontaneously and by itself. It resists, and, in order to make it
conform, we have to do some violence to it, we have to submit it to all SOltS of laborious
operations that alter it so that the mind can assimilate it. However, we never completely
succeed in mastering our sensations and in translating them completely into intelligible
terms. They take on a conceptual form only by losing that which is most concrete in them,
that which causes them to speak to our sensory being and to involve it in action; and, in so
doing, they become something fixed and dead. Therefore, we cannot understand things
without partially renouncing a feeling for their life, and we cannot feel that life without
renouncing the understanding of it. Doubtless, we sometimes dream of a science that
would adequately express all of reality; but this is an ideal that we can approach
ceaselessly, not one that is possible for us to attain" (Durkheim 1960 [1914], p. 329).
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idea which it forms of itself" (1914 [1912], p. 422). In disagreement with
the going historical materialism, Durkheim counterposed a "whole world
of sentiments, ideas and images which, once born, obey laws all their own.
They attract each other, repel each other, unite, divide themselves, and
multiply, though these combinations are not commanded and necessitated
by the condition of the underlying reality" (ibid., p. 424; compare, however, the earlier remarks on Labriola, in Lukes 1972, p. 231). Note that
even within the sociological epistemology a fundamental twist appeared in
the relation of society and nature that could lead away from all reflectionism. Society, Durkheim was wont to say, comprises the "molds"
within which are formed the human experience. Consequently, the world
as known to man was a social world-precisely not a reflection, but inside
society. The history of the world was the narrative of the tribe's existence,
just as geographic space might be laid out from the central point of a
village. And the objects of this social existence were not merely classed
isomorphically with man, in correspondence with the categories of men,
they were thereby given a place within the human groups. ("For the
Australian, things themselves, everything which is in the universe, are a
part of the tribe; they are constituent elements of it and, so to speak, regular
members of it, just like men they have a determin~te place in the general
scheme of organization of the society" [Durkheim 1947 (1912), p. 141 ].)
If, as Durkheim put it, the universe does not exist except insofar as it is
thought, then it has been encompassed within an even greater order; so that
it can no longer itself be thought to act simply from outside, in a purely
natural way. And in that theoretical event, the opposition to Marxism was
overdrawn. Just as Durkheim would accord with Marx on the recognition
that "man is not an abstract being, squatting outside the world," so they
must come together on the corollary proposition of a socialized or
humanized nature. Lukacs's description does for both: "Nature is a social
category. That is to say, whatever is held to be natural at any given stage of
social development, however this nature is related to man, and whatever
form his involvement with it takes, i.e., nature's form, its content, and its
objectivity are all socially conditioned" (1971, p. 234).
This concept of the social appropriation. of Dl!!JITLOf the natural order as
a,moral order, continues to inform the Qests.truCgIral anthroJ2()logy, British
ofFfench. It was essential to Radcliffe-Brown's eady-work on Andamanese belief and ceremonial, as well as his studies of totemism, taboo,
and religion in general. It has been central also to the ethnographic enterprises of Evans-Pritchard and his students, as well as to more recent
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analyses of classification by Douglas, Leach, Bulmer, or Tambiah.
Moreover, one recognizes in this problem-matrix of British social anthropology the same general view of the relation of custom to nature that
distinguished Boas from Morgan. If the British functionalism reproduced a
certain kind of economism, even magnified it by the transposition of a
utilitarian teleology to the social supersubject, it would by the same
movement avoid the vulgar naturalism or ecologism. Evans-Pritchard's
>~r (1940) makes the whole argu~en.t in its construction, bridging
tlle contrast between the general determInatIOns of ecology and the specificity of the lineage system by famous passages on the social constitution
of time and space. But then, Evans-Pritchard had already developed the
essentials of a true cultural ecology in his work on Zande witchcraft
(1937). Why, he a~ked there, do essentially rational people like the
Azande, who know very well that their garden was lost to trampling
elephants or their house to fire, nevertheless blame their neighbo.rs .and
kinsmen and take appropriate magical actions of defense or retalIation?
The answer he came to was that the social effect does not follow from the
natural cause. Although it may be the property of fire to burn a house, it is
not the property of fire to burn your house. Or again, the answer might be
taken specifically to the cultural level; it is not in the nature of fire to burn a
house; fire only burns wood. Once incorporated into the human realm, the
action of nature is no longer a mere empirical fact but a social meaning.
And between the property of fire to bum wood and a man's loss of his
property, there is no commensurate relation. Nor is there a commensurate
response. By no natural logic is magical action against a specific type of
person sequitur to the process of combustion. A natural fact encompassed
by the cultural order, if it does not surrender its physical properties, no
longer dictates their consequences. The particular cultural "result" is no
direct predicate of the natural cause. In a critical sense it is the other way
round.
Durkheim's sociological epistemology had its limits as a theory of meaning, however, limits which seem to be reproduced even in the best modern
work. I do not speak of the sentimentality in Durkheim's explanation of
Australian totemism , the derivation of logical form from indistinct affect
for which Levi-Strauss reproached him-a problem also posed by the role
Durkheim and Mauss (1963 [1901-2]) assigned to "confusion" in the
generation of conceptual categories. It was rather the fatal differentiation
of social morphology and collective representation-recreated by modern
writers as society (or social system) versus culture (or ideology)-which
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arbitrarily limited the scope of the symbolic and left the field open to the (
usual functionalist dualism. "Society," Durkheim had written, "supposes
a self-conscious organization which is nothing other than a classification"
(1947 [1912], p. 443). The difficulty was that Durkheim derived the
categories that society "supposes" from its already-achieved constitution,
so leaving the form of society itself unaccounted for-except as it was ~
"natural." Thus the dualism of social structure and cultural content, which
moreover continually menaced the latter with a functional reduction to the
utilitarian models and purposes of the former.
In Durkheim's view, we have seen, men's fundamental notions-of
class, time, number, and the like-were given not innately or transcendentally but in the very organization and action of social life:
The first logical categories were social categories; the first classes of
things were classes of men, into which things were integrated. It was
because men were grouped, and thought of themselves in the form of
groups, that in their ideas they grouped other things, and in the beginning the two modes of grouping were merged to the point of being
indistinct. Moieties were the first genera; clans, the first species.
Things were thought to be integral parts of society, and it was their
place in society which determined their place in nature. [Durkheim
and Mauss 1963 (1901-2), pp. 82-83; cf. Durkheim 1947 (1912), pp.
431-47]
Yet moieties are themselves categorizations (of men), hence represent the
mental operations of which they are presumed to be the original model.
Rodney Needham cogently put the objection:
the notion of space has first to exist before social groups can be perceived to exhibit in their disposition any spatial relations which may
then be applied to the universe; the categories of quantity have to exist
in order that an individual mind shall ever recognize the one, the
many, and the totality of the divisions of his society; the notion of
class necessarily precedes the apprehension that social groups, in concordance with which natural phenomena are classed, are themselves
classified. In other words, the social "model" must itself be perceived
to possess the characteristics which make it useful in classifying other
things, but this cannot be done without the very categories which
Durkheim and Mauss derive from the model (1963, p. xxvii).43
43. Durkheim had drawn criticism in the same vein from the contemporary philosopher
D. Parodi, who objected to the idea that our categories of understanding and logic should
derive in the first place from "Ia maniere dont telle tribu avait oriente ses tentes." He
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mental conc~p~ as realized in a later a?thropology. For the same incom- (
plete apprecIatIOn of the symbol, that IS, as merely the representation of '"
social realities, continues to haunt the structural-functionalism developed
by Radcliffe-Brown and others on a Durkheimian base. 44 The "symbolic" ~
has been for the most part taken in the secondary and derivative sense of an
ideal mod.ality of the social fact, an articulate expression of society, having
the functIon of support for relationships themselves formed by realpolitical or real-economic processes. Thus incorporated in the received
dualism, the symbolic order becomes the ideology of social relations rather
than their quality. The same effect is given by the arbitrary differentiation ~,
of "culture" from "social system" in the British school, as if social
relations were not also composed and organized by meaning. Indeed, to the
extent that meaning is taken as the mere "cultural content" of relationships
whose formal structure is the true concern, the symbolic is merely a variable or accidental condition of the anthropological object instead of its
defining property. Even the most valuable work on the conceptualization of
nature, Mary Douglas's, for example, is inclined to trade off the semantic
value of the categories for their social effects. More precisely, the one
tends to be identified with the other-meaningful content with social value
(in Radcliffe-Brown's sense)-by a tradition that "takes for granted that
human thought serves human interests and therefore carries in itself at any
given moment the social configurations of that time and place" (Douglas
J 973b, p. 11). The effect is a one-sided view of meaning as social diacritics, and of the total cultural order as a utilitarian project.
Acknowledging the epistemological doctrines of The Elementary Forms

Durkheim formulated a sociological theory of symbolizati?n, but not a
symbolic theory of society. Society was not seen as constItuted by the
symbolic process; rather, the reverse alone appeared true. What then of the
underpinning of the categories, society itself? The problem of its nature
became particularly acute on the epistemologicalleve1, for Durkheim had
to face the question of how categories derived from a particUlar social
formation could prove adequate to understanding the world. The answer in
one sense was highly satisfactory, as it reconciled (tout a coup) all the
paradoxes of Durkheim's superorganicism--by combining them, as it
were,into a superparadox that future generations would have to wrestle
with. The answer to how categories modeled on society could apply to
nature was that society itself was natural:

f

I

But if the categories originally only translate social states, does it
not follow that they can be applied to the rest of nature only as
metaphors? ...
But when we interpret a sociological theory of knowledge in this
way, we forget that even if society is a specific reality it is not an
empire withi\1 an empire; it is a part of nature, and indeed its highest
representation. The social realm is a natural realm which differs f~om
. the others only by a greater complexity.... That is why ideas whIch
have been elaborated on the model of social things can aid us in think)
ing of another department of nature [note the exact inverse of LeviStrauss's idea of "the so-called totemism"]. It is at least true that if
these ideas play the role of symbols when they are thus turned aside
from their original signification, they are well-founded symbols. If a
sort of artificiality enters into them from the mere fact they are constructed concepts, it is an artificiality which follows nature very
closely and which is constantly approaching it still more closely.
[Durkheim 1947 (1912), pp. 18-19]

44. In a quasi- Whorfian way, Jameson accounts for the representational reflex in AngloAmerican social science to the preference for the term "symbol" as opposed to the
French use of "sign" and the corollary tendency to relate terms to other terms in a
semio~ic system whose principles of differentiation would thus order objective reference.
The dIfference of analytic predilections does seem real, even if the explanation is not
entire~y convin~ing (given normal French usage of signe): "the force of the AngloAmerIcan termmology, of the word 'symbol,' was to direct our attention towards the
relationship between words and their objects or referents in the real world. Indeed, the
very word 'symbol' implies that the relationship between word and thing is not an
arbitrary one at all, that there is some basic fitness in the initial situation. It follows that
for such a viewpoint the most basic task of linguistic investigation consists in a one-toone, sentence-by-sentence search for referents ~ ... Saussure. on the other hand, is
deflected by his very terminology from the whole question of the ultimate referents of the
linguistic sign. The lines of flight of his system are lateral, from one sign to another.
rathe~ th~n frontal, from word to theory. a movement already absorbed and interiorized in
the sIgn Itself as the movement from the signifier to the signified" (Jameson 1972 pp.
31-32).
'

It is not important to dwell on this recuperation of society by nature, or
the naturalization of the sign and the other contradictions to his own best
sociological understanding that Durkheim presents here. Suffice it to in&·
cate certain consequences of the distinction between social structure and

wrote: "II semble manifeste au contraire, au point qu'on ose a peine Ie faire remarquer;
que la simple existence de ceremonies ou de travaux reguliers, que la simple distinction
des clans et des tribus et de leur place respective dans Ie camp, presupposent les
categories logiques et ne sont possibles que grace aI' inter~ention prealable des idees ~e
temps, d'espace, de causalite" (1919, p. 155n). I should lIke to thank M. Mark FrancIiIon for drawing my attention to this passage and work.
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of the Religious Life, Douglas sets up a worship of Terminus, god of
boundary stones. For her, the ordering of nature is an objectification, or
else an expression in the rules for treating objects, of the differentiation of
human groups. Meaning is accordingly sacrificed for social marking. And
the cultural codes of persons and objects, like the correspondences between
em are consumed in abstract implications of inclusion and exclusion.
For i~ the total theoretical project, the symbol is no more than a sign: not
generative of significance by virtue of its place in a system of liymbols ?ut
empirically motivated by existing social r~alities-which themselves, lIke
the "human interests" presumed to constltute them, are allowed to escape
any meaningful explication. 45 But then, the symbolic logic could not be
expected to be any more systematic than "the devious ways pe~ple use
logic to deal with one another" (Douglas 1973a, p. 41). On the sIde both
of objects and of social relations, this symboli~ reduction i.nvolves a pr?gressive emptying of the semiotic code and dIsregard for ItS. str~cture I.n
favor of purely formal properties of distinction and categOrIZatIOn. It .IS
only partly that a discussion of meaning with an eye singular to socIal
diacritics gives one the analytic liberty to consider what is symbolically
variable and problematic-say a tripartite division of species b~tween lan~,
sky, and water-as nonetheless a priori and normal. More Important IS
that, in a way parallel to the Malinowskian dualism, the "cultural" has no
necessary logic in itself, as its true order is a reflex of the groups and
relations develo~ed in s?c~al practice. Before their ~nlistment for the purposes of group dIfferentIatIOn, the elements of an object-code such as food
differences have only the coherence of an "ambient stream of symbols"
(Douglas 1971, p. 69). Yet after this process by which they are selected out
of the "cultural environment" and so given classification and interrelation,
they are really no better off semantically, since their meaning is no more
than the governing social intention. "If food is treated as a code," Doug~as
) writes, "the messages it encodes will be found in the pattern of SOCIal
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45. "If you were God, could you devise a better plan? If you wanted to choose a people for
yourself, reveal to them a monotheistic vision and give them a ~oncep~ of holiness that
they will know in their very bones, what would you do? Promise theIr descendants a
fertile land and beset it with enemy empires. By itself that would be almost enough. A.
politically escalating chain would insure the increasing hostility of. their neighbours. TheIr
mistrust of outsiders would ever be validated more completely. FaIthful to your sanctuary
and your law, it would be self-evident to them that no image of an animal, even a calf,
even a golden one, could portray their god [Le., inasmuch as a human group that
conceives itself as a distinct species must see the rest of the world as so composed, and
would be no more able to accept a beneficent deity in extrahuman fonn than they could
welcome a gentile son-in-lawl" (Douglas 1973a, p.40).
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relations being expressed. The message is about different degrees of
hierarchy, inclusion and exclusion, boundaries and transactions across the
boundaries .... Food categories therefore encode social events" (ibid., p. ~ ~ ...Y
61). In the same way, it is not the contrastive features of liminal speciesO, K
that might command attention, thus opening into a discussion of the way \~(\~...r
~•. l '
the world is culturally constructed in relation to men, but only more \' y'.tt'
abstractly whether the species is regarded benevolently, malevolently, or
with ambivalence, since this can be likened to the relations between
groups-provided one is prepared to define such relations with the same
degree of indeterminacy. And note that to lend itself to this impoveriShment, the social too must suffer a structural decomposition. A fair example
is Douglas'8 attempt to correlate the regard for anomalous species with
types of mlj.lTiage exchange, insofar as various rules-as of generalized
exchange, Crow-Omaha exclusions, or father's brother's daughter
marriage-would situate the intercalary person, that is, the affine. Douglas
achieves such a correlation between regard for the affine and relations to
interstitial species, but only by a double operation on the structure of
exchange that resolves it (sometimes falsely) into a coefficient of integration between groups. First, Douglas chooses to ignore the specific and
well-known armatures of intergroup relations, the several forms of intergroup order, as are generated by rules of elementary and complex marital
exchange. Second, she translates these determinate rules and forms into
-implications of social distance, again not by considering the rules but by
invoking de facto practices which allow her to ignore them. She reasons,
for example, that since one can marry classificatory members of the preferred kinship category, the elementary structures (including the Lele fonn
of generalized exchange) allow for no less radical an incorporation of
strangers than would Crow-Omaha prohibitions (which interdict repeated
intermarriage with the same lines).46 In sum, Douglas's analysis of "how
46. In a similar vein, Douglas is not always careful in her cross-cultural studies to compare
"groups" or processes of differentiation of the same order. So the social exclusiveness of
the Israelites as a people is compared with relations between Karam or Lele lines,
although the implication of father's brother's daughter marriage among the Jews, taken
by Douglas as an indication of disdain for the outsider, would equally divide minimal
lineage from minimal lineage within the same Israelite tribe (cf. Douglas 1973a). Again,
there is the question posed to the purported connection between affines and anomalous
species by the studies Douglas chooses to ignore: Leach (1964) on Kachin and Tambiah
(1967) on Thai peasants. In these instances, the affinal category is identifiable with a
nonnally constituted set of animals, on a logic of degree of distance from the household,
hence domesticity of the species. Conversely, the anomalous species in Polynesia are
often specifically identified with own ancestral lines, as in the Hawaiian allmaklla (cf.
Kamakau 1964).
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meanings are constituted" (1973a, p. 31) tends to become a sociabil~ty
fetishism, similar to the ecological by its substitution of abstract SOCial
effects for specific conceptual forms, the latter treated as mere appearan~es
of the former, with the similar result of dissolving definite structuralloglcs
into inchoate functional interests.
This is not to gainsay Douglas's fine sense for the human construction of
experience. Still less is it to deny the critical importance of correspondences set up in human societies between categories of persons and
categories of things, or between the respective differentiatio~s of th.ese
taxonomies. I mean only to suggest the limitations of an analysls that alms
to collapse the conceptual structure of an object code. i~to a fun~tional
message, as though cultural things were merely substantialized verSiOns ~f
social solidarities, the latter here assumed both as privileged and as practlcal. 47 So in the end, the true logic of the social-cultural.w~ole is utilit.arian.·
)
Such is the result of adherence to the fateful Durkhelmlan separatiOn of
social morphology from collective representation.
Levi-Strauss's refusal to grant that distinction ontological status, on the
other hand-his appropriation of the social by the symbolic-was a decisive step in the development of a cultural theory. 48 It is true that this did
) not entirely disengage Levi-Strauss's work from functionalist concerns (cf.
47. Another way of thinking about thesc limitations is to observe that Dougla~ is trafficking
mainly in motivated relations between symbols, so tha~ to define t~e mean~ng of one by
the logical connection to the other (the motivation) Will necess.anly permll .m~st of the
cultural content to evaporate. Douglas is actually concerned wllh the fun:llomng of
already symbolic elements (affinal relationships, lineages, concepts of ammals, food
tabus etc.) as signs for one another-using "symbol" and "sign" now in the usual
Angl~-American sense. (Indeed most anthropological s~udies ad~ressed to the "~ym
bolic" are similarly preoccupied with this second-order sign funcllon rath~r than With the
constitution of symbolic form and meaning.) Yet as Roland Barthes pomts out, an
important characteIistic of the motivated sign (French, symbol), by cont~as~ to the unmotivated, is that in the first there is no conceptual adequacy betwee~ ~lg~lfi~r and
signified: the concept "outruns" the physical sign, for example, as Chnsllan~ty ~s greater
than the cross (1970 [19641. p. 38). It is easy to see, then, that ~hen ~oth slg~lfier an.d
signified in a motivated sign relation are unmotivate~ symbol.s m their own nght, thiS
inadequacy is doubly compounded. For given the logical relallon between them, each of
the elements say food tabus and exclusive social groups, may act alternately as the
signifier or the signified of the other. Yet each remains, besi~e the s.ign of t~e oth~r,.a
symbol in its own domain, whose concept also depends on d~fferenll~1 relallons wlthm
that domain. Consequently, one can hardly exhaust the mean~ng of ellher by the (fractional) analogy to the other. The semiotic analysis of food pracllces must far transcend the
reference to social groups, as much as vice versa.
48. "Levi-Strauss scored because he did not look at cultural facts as somehow expressions of
social forces; rather both were analyzed within a single frame of reference" (Kuper 1973,
p. 223).
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Boon and Schneider 1974), but it did at least give such concern much less
room to operate by precluding all simple reflectionism in the relation
between society and ideology. It is also true that Levi-Strauss, in carrying
the Durkheimian enterprise to a consistent conclusion by including social
relations within the general system of collective representations, arrives in
the process at a higher naturalism. One may even remark an apparent
closure of the theoretical circle: from Morgan's insistence that the growth
of institutions was predetermined and limited by "the natural logic of the
human mind" to a structuralist analysis whose coda is composed by a
similar phrase (Levi-Strauss 1971; 1972). But the course has been more a
spiral than a circle, since all the appropriation of the symbolic intervenes
en route; and, as we have seen, it would be an error to equate LeviStrauss's invocation of the mind with Morgan's "thinking principle,"
which could do no more than react rationally to pragmatic values inherent
in experience. "Never can man be said to be immediately confronted with
nature in the way that vulgar materialism and empirical sensualism conceive it," Levi-Strauss writes. His appeal to "f' esprit humain," then,
would not short-circuit the symbolic, but rather would draw the consequences of its ubiquity. The argument proceeds on the simple premise that
inasmuch as the human world is symbolically constituted, any similaritier
in the operations by which different groups construct or transform thei
cultural design can be attributed to the way the mind itself is constructed
By the same premise, "similarities" here cannot intend the content of that
design, but only the mode of ordering. It is never a question of specific
meanings, which each group works out by its own lights, but the way I
meanings are systematically related, which in such forms as "binary op-l
position" may be observed to be general. Nor, consequently, is it ever a
question of "biological reductionism," a charge that a discussion of culture in the context of mind might otherwise invite. No particular custom
will ever be accounted for by the nature of the human mind, for the double
reason that in its cultural particularity it stands to mind as a difference does
to a constant and a practice to a matrix. The human nature to which
Levi-Strauss appeals consists not in an assemblage of substantial and fixed
structures, but in "the matrices from which structures belonging to the
same ensemble are engendered" (1971, p. 561).49 Thus the cultural ob49. In this passage ofL'Homme Nu, Levi-Strauss turns a phrase from Piaget-based, it seems
to me, on a structuralism deficient in cultural understanding (Piaget 1971 )-into a clear
critique of various biological reductjonisms. Piaget had noted in effect that in reality
every form is a content relative to its encompassing form, as every content is a form of the
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in its symbolic integrity, remains entirely and eXcl.u~ively within ~he
of meaningful interpretation. Only the commonalIties of structunng
can be referred to the mind, specifically including the senses and sensory
transmission, which appear to operate by such similar principles as binary
contrast (cf. Levi-Strauss 1972). Beyond that lies the highest naturalism, in
which Levi-Strauss joins Marx and Durkheim by his own method of uniting mind and nature, namely, that insofar as nature uses in its own construction the same kind of processes-for example, the genetic code, the
stereochemistry of odors-as the mind employs to comprehend it, there is
between them an ultimate complicity which is the condition of the possibility of understanding. 50
It would seem, however, that the main problem of "reductionism"
besetting modem structuralism has consisted in a mode of discourse which,
by giving mind all the powers of "law" and "limitation," has rather
placed culture in a position of submission and dependence. The whole
vocabulary of "underlying" laws of the mind accords all force of constraint to the mental side, to which the cultural can only respond, as if the
first were the active element and the latter only passive. Perhaps it could be
better said that the structures of mind are not so much the imperatives of '

~(;ope

contents it encompasses. The project of reductionism, Levi-Strauss goes on, is to explai.n
a type of order by referring it to a content which is not of the same nature and acts upon It
from the outside: "An authentic structuralism, on the contrary, seeks above all to grasp
(saisir) the intrinsic properties of certain types of orders. These proper/ies express no/hing which is ou/side of /hemselves [emphasis mine). But if one is compelled to ~ef~r
them to something external, it shall be necessary to turn toward the cerebral orgamzalion,
conceived as a network of which the most diverse ideologies, translating this or that
property into the terms of a particular structure, reveal in their own fashion the modes of
interconnection" (1971, p. 561).
50. "For nature appears more and more made up of structural properties undoubtedly richer
although not different in kind from the structural codes in which the nervous s~ste~
translates them, and from the structural properties elaborated by the understanding In
order to go back, as much as it can do so, to the original structures of reality. It is not
being mentalist or idealist to acknowledge that the mind is on~y able to understand the
world around us because the mind is itself part and product of thIS same world. Therefore
the mind, when trying to understand it, only applies operations which do not differ in kind
from those going on in the natural world itself" (Levi-Strauss 1972, p. 14). LeviStrauss sees this perspective as "the only kind of materialism consistent with the way
science is developing" (ibid.). And it is indeed entirely consistent with the vision of
Marx: "History itself is a real part of nall/ral his/ory-of nature's coming to be man.
Natural science will in time subsume under itself the science of man, just as the science of
man will subsume under itself natural science: there will be one science" (Marx 1961
[1844], p. Ill).
See pp. 197-203 below for some attempt at a substantial integration of cultural and
perceptual structures.
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culture as its implements. They compose a set of organizational possibilities at the disposition of the human cultural project, project, however,
that governs their engagement according to its nature, just as it governs their
investment with diverse meaningful content. How else to account for the
presence in culture of universal structures that are nevertheless not universally present? And at another level, how else to deal, other than by the
invocation of a superorganism, with such contradictions in terms as "collective consciousness," "collective representation," or "objectified
thought, " which attribute to an entity that is social a function that we know
to be individual? To answer all questions of this kind, it will be necessary!
to situate the human mental equipment as the instrument rather than as the
determinant of culture.
We have moved, in fact, very far from Morgan's "thinking principle. "
But it remains to make the specific critique of the Morganian position
contained within the structuralist perspective. This critique I would illustrate from the remarkable work of Lucien Sebag, Marxisme ef sfrucfuralisme, wherein one recognizes a thesis that is also essentially Boasian.
Here the seeing eye is taken in its cultural particulari ty. It is impossible to
derive the cultural directly from experience or event, insofar as practice
unfolds in a world already symbolized; so the experience, even as it encounters a reality external to the language by which it is understood, is
constructed as a human reality by the concept of it (cf. Berger and
Luckmann 1967). The thesis is no more than an immediate deduction from
the nature of symbolic thought. Meaning is always arbitrary in relation to
the physical properties of the object signified; hence the concept refers in
the first place to a code of distinctions proper to the culture in question.
Sebag develops the idea in the context of the going Marxist alternative,
which, he objects,

I

rapporte la totalite des significations au sujet sans fournir cependant les
moyens de thematiser effectivement cette constitution de sens.
e'est vers cette thematisation que tendent les distinctions que nous
avons reprises apres d'autres; elles excluent la possibilite d'une genese
historique ou logique de la societe dans son ensemble a partir de la
praxis constitutive des individus et des groupes, car cette praxis se
developpe dans un univers deja symbolise et aucun surgissement premier de cette symbolisation n'est concevable. [1964, p. 142]
But his comments on the experience of nature are also directly relevant
to the conventional anthropology of praxis:
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L'interference entre nature et culture ne provient pas alors de leur mise
en relation extrinseque mais d'une culturalisation de la realite naturelle. La nature devient culture non pas en raison de l'existence d'un
systeme d'equivalences qui ferait correspondre a chaque unite d'un
domaine une unite empruntee a un autre domaine,151J mais a travers
l'integrationd'un certain nombre d'eIements naturels a un type d'ordre
qui caracterise la culture. Or cette caracteristique est propre a tout
systeme symbolique et plus profondement a tout discours des que Ie
message qu'il vehicule suppose une codification supplementaire par
rapport a celle de la langue; elle peut se laisser definir comme suit:
utilisation d'une matiere puisee en un autre registre que celui ou fonctionne Ie systeme, matiere qui peut etre naturelle (couleurs, sons,
gestes, etc.) ou culturelle (celle foumie par des systemes semiologiques deja construits); application a cette matiere qui est par
elle-meme ordonnee, d'un principe d'organisation qui lui soit transcendant.
L'arbitraire du signe, resultat de l'association de deux plans distincts du reel, se trouve redouble par l'integration de chaque unite
signifiante (integration qui est la loi meme de cette association) dans
un systeme differencie qui seul permet la surgie de l'effet de sens.
[Ibid., pp. 107-8]
The resonances of Boas's first trip to the Eskimo clearly sound through.
More than a practical or "economic" interest in the environment, society
brings to bear meanings developed by the entire cultural order. For men,
there can be no practical interest or significance in the objects of consumption such as is characteristic of animals, whose relation to the objective is
precisely confined to the things as they are:
La fecondite de la geographie humaine n'est jamais sans doute aussi
grande quand que lorsqu' elle a la possibi~ite d.' etudier co~ment a .~a~
tir de conditions naturelles globalement Identlques, certames socletes
du meme type organisant l'espace, Ie cycle d'activites productives, Ie
decoupage du terroir, les rythmes d'utilisation du sol, etc. Les determinismes envisages sont alors d'un autre ordre que ceux qu'impose Ie
milieu, chaque societe aurait pu faire Ie meme choix que la voisine
et ne l'a pas fait pour des raisons qui sont Ie signe de ses visees
essentielles.
On voit alors en quel sens la notion d'infrastructure peut retrouver
51. Compare Rappaport (1967), who finds concealed in the" cognized environment" and the
ritual practices of the society the greater biological wisdom of adaptation. The dist~nc
tions of nature thus reappear in cultural translation, the latter only means of compelhng
adherence to the former (cf. Friedman 1974).
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un sens relatif: il s' agit toujours de la limite de I' esprit, de ce qui est
irreductible a un certain niveau de fonctionnement de la societe.
L'elevage de telle sorte d'animaux, la pratique de tel type de culture
sont Ie produit d'un travail permanent d'intellect qui s'exerce sur un
certain milieu naturel; la fabrication d'instruments, Ie travail de la
terre, l'utilisation ordonnee et reguliere de l'univers animal supposent
une masse d'observations, de recherches, d'analyses qui ne peuvent en
aucun cas etre menees a bien de maniere fragmentaire; elles ne prennent forme qu'a travers la meditation d'un systeme de pensee bien plus
vaste qui depasse Ie plan technologique ou simplement economique.
En ce sens ces demiers n'ont pas plus un caractere naturel que n'importe quel autre aspect de la culture d'une societe. [Sebag 1964, p.
216]
By bringing the latest structuralism into confrontation with Morgan and
Boas, I have tried to show the continuity of anthropology's struggle with
its own naturalism-which is also to say with its own inherited cultural
nature. But what possible bearing this parochial controversy can have for
Marxism would require another whole chapter: the next.
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of the alternatives. The relation between logics is that the first, the symbolic, defines and ranks the alternatives by the "choice" among which
rationality, oblivious of its own cultural basis, is pleased to consider itself
as constituting.
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Conclusion

Utility and the
Cultural Order

In this chapter, I develop a few of the implications of the last, the excursion
into capitalist economy as a cultural system, by placing it in the context of
the preceding theoretical discussions. The summary successively addresses
the genet:al problem of symbolic and pragmatic interpretations of culture
and the question, tabled at the beginning of the inquiry and unresolved to
this point, of the distinctiveness of Western culture. The several programmatic suggestions and propositions developed here amount to the evident
and first conclusions of the essay as a whole.
One evident matter-for bourgeois society as much as the so-called
primitive-is that material aspects are not usefully separated from the
social, as i'f" the first were referable to the satisfaction of needs by th
exploitation of nature, the second to problems of the relations between
men. Having made such a fateful differentiation of cultural componentshaving dissociated the cultural order into subsystems of different
purpose-we are forced to live forever with the intellectual consequences.
That is, each "subsystem" is subjected initially to a different kind of
analysis, in the terms of material and social properties, respectively, and
then referred to a different teleo-logic: the articulation to nature in the
service of a practical interest on one hand, the maintenance of order between persons and groups on the other. We would then be left with one type
of problem, which has in fact haunted anthropology from the beginning;
namely, how to account for the functional relations between aspects that)
had at first been conceived as distinct. Much of anthropology can be
considered a sustained effort at synthesizing an original segmentation of its\,
object, an analytic distinction of cultural domains it had mage without due
reflection, if clearly on the model presented by our own society. But the
project was doomed from the beginning, because the very first act had
205
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consisted in ignoring the unity and distinctiveness of culture as a symbolic
structure, hence the reason imposed from within on the relations to an
e:J(temal nature. The error was to surrender this reason to various practicalities and then be forced to decide how one set of requirements is
reflected in the relations devoted to another-the economic to the social,
the social to the ideation'al, the ideational to the economic. But it follows
that a retotalization is not effected merely by considering material goods,
for example, in the context of social relations. The unity of the cultural
prder is constituted by a third and common term, meaning. And it is this
meaningful system that defines all functionality; that is, according to the
particular structure and finalities of the cultural order. It follows that no
functional explanation is ever sufficient by itself; for functional value is
always relative to the given cultural scheme.
As a specific corollary: no cultural form can ever be read from a set of
"material forces," as if the cultural were the dependent variable of an
inescapable practical logic. The positivist explanation of given cultural
practices as necessary effects of some material circumstance-such asa
particular technique of production, a degree of productivity or productive'
diversity, an insufficiency of protein or a scarcity of manure-all such
scientist propositions are false. This does not imply that we are forced to
. adopt an idealist alternative, conceiving culture as walking about on the
thin air of symbols. It is not that the material for~s and constraints are left
out of account, or that they have no re'~reffects on cultural order. It is that
the nature of the ~s CiillJlot Qe.l~ad from the nature ofthe forces, for the 1
\~aterial effects depend~~ tt:eir cultu-;;I~~c~mp;~~~;nt. -Th~ry form of
social existence of material force is determined by its integration in the
cultural system. The force may then be significant-but significance, precisely, is a symbolic quality. At the same time, this symbolic scheme is not
'tself the mode of expression of an instrumental logic, for in fact there is no
other logic in the sense of a meaningful order save that imposed by culture
n the instrumental process.
The problem of historical materialism-a problem it shares with all
naturalistic theories of culture-is that it accepts the practical interest as an
')intrinsic and self-explanatory condition, inherent in production and therefore inescapable in culture. For Marx, as we have seen, at the moment of
production two logics are in play. The interaction of labor, techniques, and
resources proceeds at once by the laws of nature and the intentions of
culture: by the objective quantities and qualities and by the quantitative and
qualitative objectives. But in the problematic of praxis, the symbolic logie
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is subordinated to the instrumental, within production and therefore,J
throughout society. As the reason in production is a practical interest, the)
sati~faction of m~n's nee?s, it.is of a piece with ~he natural process it sets in
motIOn. Culture IS or amzed In the final analySIS by the material nature of

//
/

~ings a~c:.nno~in>i~~_?~>~.-.:5~n.~ePtlla.or~oCioTogicaT]i!~~re.n\T<iiI9~' /
}lansceu<l'-tbe reaIlty_s!rlJctllte manifested III r
ion.
_
At first glance the confront.at(on of tr. .cult~ral,;nd(!?ateri~r'1ogiCS\I"""""
does seem unequal. The matenal process IS factual and "Independent of IvJ~
man's will"; the symbolic, invented and therefore flexible. The one is
fixed by nature, the other is arbitrary by definition. Thought can only kneel
before the absolute sovereigntyofth~41hysical world. Bu.ttheerror c~onj
sists in this: that there is nq~!!la~~ricallog©apart from th(Qractical interest 0 ~lL~
and the p.r~ctical interest of men i~.production is. symbolically coristituted pf-f!, (11':"
The finalIties as well as the modalIties of productIOn come from the cultural '#' '
,_
side: the material means of the cultural organization as well as the organi- j.~ "':~;/A~';'
zatio~ of the \TIaterial means. ~e..seenJhaJ!1s>thing in the way of their ();>j/ '/
C.~QilCJty to satisfy a ~~!eri~l (biological) ~~quirement Can _~xplain why
.p~nts a!e pro~~edJor !J1~~a~nc~sk:irt.~JQr\'lQ.I1}~!}.t..ill. Why dogli,are inedibk-~ /
~~flie hindquarters of the steer are supremely satisfyill'g ofJbe need toeat,. V
No more are the relations of production-the division of labor by culturally
defined categories and capacities-deducible from materially determined
categories and capacities of the population. It is imprecise to speak of
confrontation of two logics in production; logic is the property of conception alone, which has before it an inchoate force wanting in meaning or
social content. ~he situat.ion in culture in general is like that which Rousseau argued against GrotlUS and Hobbes-as well as Caligula-in respect
of political institutions. Force is a physical attribute to which men must
yield if they cannot do otherwise; but the question is,- What makes submission a duty? -To say that Might m~kes Ri.g~seau obs~rYedh isJo _
~istake th:cause f~r th~ effe~t. Inlhe same way, the material forces in .
prod.uchon cOlitaiii no cultural order, but merely a set of physical posjI6iIitIes-ao.9 c-onstraints selectively organize<iby the cultural system and _
integrated as to their effects by the same logic that gave them cause.
The material forces taken by themselves are lifeless. Their specific motions and determinate consequences can be stipulated only by progressively
compounding them with the coordinates of the cultural order. Decompose
the productive forces to their material specifications alone; suppose an
industrial technology, a population of men, and an environment. Nothing
is thereby said about the specific properties of the goods that will be
o
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produced, or about the rate of production or the relations under which the
," process shall proceed. An industrial te.E~Ilo~ogy.~iI?Jtse}f. do~s}1.Qt9i(;!~t~.
/
SO'''~;'\jJ ~het!l~r it ~ill '2.~E~}~~y ~en.~r b~ wo~en, m the day or at mght, .by w~g~
i")
\ laborers or by collective owners, on Tuesday or on Sunday, for a profit or
for a livelihood; In lh(tservice~or national security or privat~ gluttony; to
produce hand-fed dogs or stall-fed cattle, blue collars or whIte dresses; to
I pollute the rivers and infect the atmosphere or to itself slowly rust away
like the Singer sewing machine posed majestica~ly in front of-the.house ~f
' an African chief. If one further assumes. a certam ra~e of productIOn, as .IS
\\ given by the total relarions of productIOn, somethmg more can be saId
\ about the required labor period, the character of cooperation, and the
\ division of labor, including a hierarchical distinction between managerial
", and manual tasks. Still, if cooperation is required, it is not indicated thatlL_
! shall exclude women; itapenouOf1abor,noCfliatltsliarrbeon~eekdays
.ratherthl:ip week;nds; if m~~ager'~ndworker, not thalthe former has the
'~Iitie~of' an ~!ltrepreneur or hi~agent and the latter those of a wa~e_
, laborer" Add in private property and production for exchange-value; now
the hierarchy becomes bourgeois and proletariat. Make the cultural distinc~
tions of sex, ethnicity, and race, and the bourgeois in charge is likely to be
{
,a WASP male, the worker-also male-a black or a PoJe. And so on. The
material forces become so under the at<gis of culture.
~;eneg1ectthepray of purely natural forces, the biological neces}()/'sities and the action of natural selectio~?_Eco!?gy,.as w~_have noticed .an?
\~l , .~~t:lYQD~ seems tQ .agree,)s bro.ugh~~_,~~lt1:!!aJplayas.. a .set of hmit
col1ditions L a range of tolerance In the explOitatIOn, of the enVIronment or
~tisfaction of 'blOiogical requirements beyond which the system as
\",
~onstituted can no longer function-is "selected against." Yet it is in.~' I ,I \
sufficiently stressed in ecological studies that before, there can be natural
\ ,,' ,: .\-...
election there' is a cultural selection: of the relevant natural facts. Selection
- \' If: :~ . \ IS not a simple natural process; it originatesln a cultural structu~WIilcIl
,
.! Ii' _f"',~by its own propeitleund finalitIes aeftnes the environmental context
specific to itself;~ecides, that is to say, the effe.~~ive !().!fl1 and inten~!y.2f..
.the1!ele~Jiv~f9.fm.....Even in biological studies, as Monod observes, this
detennination by the adapting organism is too often misrepresented as a
purely environmental fact:
_

T
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pressures exerted by outside conditions upon organisms are in no case
unconnected with the teleonomic [i.e., internal regulatory] performances characteristic of the species. Different organisms inhabiting
the same ecological niche interact in very different and specific ways
with outside conditions (among which one must include other organisms). The specific interactions, which the organism itself "elects," ]",\,'
at least in part, detennine the nature and orientation of the selecII
tive pressure the organism sustains. [Monod 1972 (1970), pp. 125-26]
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Other difficulties about accepting the 1!.ele.~~y~_t~eory are to be traced
to its having been too often understood or representeCi as placing the
sole responsibility for selection upon conditions of the external environment. This is a completely mistaken conception. For the selective

At t~e ~a~e time, insofar as t~e environ~ent is given effect~by acu.!tur~l ~
order, It IS Important to be preCIse about The character ofTIie determInism
attributable to selective conditions. "Adaptation" is invoked to explain the
'properties, persistence, or, most weakly, themode of functioning of a
cultural fonn. But selective advantage is a stipUlation of minimum positive
functioning: anything within the natural limits, anything that does not
subject the people or the system to material destruction, is advantageous
from the point of view of adaptation, just as a minimum significant advantage' between species or societies decides any competitive struggle for
resources. Beyond that, whether the positive functioning is optimal, minimal, or somewhere in between is a matter of indifference to nature, She/
rules only on the question of existence, not on specific form. Or to look at
it the other way around, selection as a "limit of viability" is a negative
detennination, stipulating only what cannot be done, but lice~~ing indiscriminately (selecting for) anything that is possible. So far as the definite
properties of the cultural order are conceived, the laws of nature are indetenninate. For all their facticity and objectivity, the laws of nature stand to
the order of culture as the'abstract to the concrete: as the realm of possibility stands to the realm of necessity, as the given potentialities to the one
realization, as survival is to actual being.
. That is because nature is to culture as the constituted is to the constituting. Culture is not merely nature expressed in another form. Rather the ~_
reverse: ..tl!uction of nature unfolds in the terms of culture; that is, in a
~fl!l~I1~ longer ~~lSt IS a mere
~Iation. The natural fact assumes a new mode of existence as'a symbolIzed fact, its cultural deployment and consequence now governed by the
relation between its meaningful dimension and other such meanings, rather'
than the relation between its natural dimension and other such facts. All of
this 0( course within the material limits. But if nature "rigidly separated
from man does not existefor man" (Marx), then the nature which does exist
h~ surrendered its own reason in the combination. From the moment of
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cultural synthesis, the action of nature is mediated by a conceptual scheme
"by the operation of which matter and form, neither with any independent
existence, are realized as structures, that is as entities which are both
e~pirical and intelligible" (Levi-Strauss). Such being the fate of nature
culturalized, nature as it exists in itself is only the raw material provided by
the hand of God, waiting to be given meaningful shap~ and content by the
mind of man. It is as the block of marble to the fimshed statue; and of
, course the genius of the sculptor-in the same way as the technical de: velopment of culture-consists in exploiting the lines of diffraction within
the material to his own ends. That marble is refractory; there are certain
things one cannot do with it-such are the facts of nature and the a¢tion of
selection. But it is the sculptor who decides whether the statue is to be an
equestrian knight contemplating his victories (and how many legs the horse
has off the ground) or a seated Moses contemplating the sins of his people.
And if it be objected that it is the composition of the marble which compels
the form of the statue, it should not be forgotten that this block of marble
was chosen from among all possible ones because the sculptor saw within
it the latent image of his own project.

>

~

{f

Too often, also, it is assumed that if "primitive" societies are not
lorganized by a strict material rationality, at least we are. So far as concerns
w·~, "'~'Western society, at least we are safe in the utilitarian postulates of practicJ!.1
.. ' -{.v' llJ,nterest first elaborated by economic science and applied thence to all
i),' II (,\ I (.c.,l
• f
. f f d d
'" •. ,
, domains of our social action. I have offered a bne
analysIs
0
00 an
clothing in America by way of a challenge to this conventional wisdom.
IThe objects and persons of capitalist production are united in a system of
6ymbolic valuations. But if our own economy does not elude the human
'I'
condition, if c~'pi;~~~fll.,to~ t>"~~I!~...ero.ces.s, wherein lies the uniqueness of Weste'm CIvilizations"?
Perhaps in nothing so much as the illusion that it is otherwise-that the
economy and society are pragmatically constructed. Yet the situation is not
so simple, for even the illusion has a material basis. One could not have
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fa.ile,d,.t.O notice from ,.ou.r. b,rioef.sk.etch of the-.Ame.rican clothing system,
.. ,t.hat
many of the main symbolic distinctions in the clothing object follow uPl?n I
the organization of ProdiICtion.-Tfweekend clothes differ from weekday,
night from day, downtown from uptown, men's clothes from women's, not
to mention the various forms of business and work clothes, the difference
is made in every case along the lines of economic relations. One might say
that if production reflects the general scheme of society, it is looking at
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itself in a mirror. But it is saying the same thing, and in a way that does not
neglect the understanding of our own system already achieved while opening a comparison with others, to observe that in Western culture the' (
econo~y is the main ~ite of sym.b~lic productiQp. For us .the production of \
~,.J
goods IS at the same tIme the pnvIleged mode of symbolIc production an3d ~
transmission. Th~ uniqueness of bourgeois society consists not in the fact
that the economIC system escapes symbolic determination, but that the ~
economic symbolism is structurally determining.
What I am suggesting is another way of thinking about the cultural
design, instead of the received division into component purposive systems, ~ :;.. ,
economy, society, and ideology, or infrastructure and superstructure, eaci'
composed of distinct kinds of relations and objectives, and the whol
'fuerarchically arranged according to a I tic presuppositions of functiona
~ominance and functional necessi~. Instead we ought to have a perspectIve that reflects the long-standing anthropological appreciation of the di_1
versity of .cultural emphases, if made more precis'!? by the understanding,
also long-standing, that these rt(present differing institutional integrations of
the symbolic scheme. Here the economy appears dominant, all other activities reflecting in their own categories the modalities of production relations; there everything seems "bathed in a celestial light" of religiOUS~
conceptions. In other words, the cUltural,sc..h,e.,.me is v.ariously inflected by a
dB-minant site of symbolic production, whi(;h~§"1.!£gliks tQ!&.ill.ajQLiQjom..of
Qiher rel~.!i~!ls.alfd.a<?tivities. One can thus speak of a privileged institutionallocus of the symbolic'process, whence emanates a classificatory grid
imposed upon the total culture. And speaking still at this high level 0
abstraction, the peculiarity of ~~rn culture is the institutionalization of
the process in and as the production of goods, by comparison with a
"pnn:iIfive" world where the locus of symbolic differentiation remains
social relations, principally kinship relations, and other spheres of activity
are ordered by the operative distinctions of kinship. We have to do not s
much with functional dominance as with structural-with different str ctures of symbolic integration. And to this gross difference in design correspond differences in symbolic performance: between an open, expanding
code, responsive by continuous permutation to events it has itself staged,
and an apparently static one that seems to know not events, but only its
own preconceptions. The gross distinction is between "hot" societies and
"cold, " development and u~qyrQe,X.~I,9Rrp~'Jt, societies "with" and
"without" history-and so between large soCieties and small, expanding
and self-contained, colonizing and colonized.
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I stress that the comparison is a crude one, the singling out of a pola!..
contrast.. without any intention of proposing a typology of the cultures of
the world. Even at the level of gross comparison, one neglects the large
category of "lukewarm" archaic civilizations (cf. de Reusch 1971), with a
dominant symbolic focus in the state~religious sector, which penetrates
decisively into the economy and the agricultural-peasant hinterlands. Nor
is any implication here intended or denied with respect to contemporary
socialist societies. Permit me merely the broad contrast of .Western and
"tribal"; it could prove useful to the objectives of finer classification, and
',.' above all to the self-awareness of capitalist society.
I, n'l \1 ('§What I am trying to get at is a difference between bourgeois a.nd primitive society in the nature and productivity of the symbolic process, which
is the counterpart of a variance in institutional design. With respect to the
\y'
ast, one rehearses the well-known, for the distinctive quality of Western
civilization at the level of institutional structure has been remarked at least
since Marx, and of primitive society at least since anthropology. The
former is characterized by the structural separation of functional
spheres-_ec0Il..0!Eis~~ocial-politic~l,-, aE.d ide?l~gi~~~--=-se':.:.fa!l 't.. o!g~nize~
.a~_~~.cta!:.01mos~sy§J,em~ 6y~particular kinds of social relations (market,
\ )f..o.."foo state, s.hll!:.c:h, etc J. Since the oQkctives and relations of each subsystem
~.,J¥J
.fi~~ilisti.llCt.elli,;ll.6~ '!._(;~rtail1 }nternaUogic 1111~_a relativc::_a~t~.x: ,But
\".. ~~ ; since all are subordinated to the requirement.Lqf the economy, this gives
credibilID' ,to the kind of reflectionist theory which perceives in the
1;~ructur he differentiatiQJls.(ool<ilily of classtestClbUsh.edin..production and exchange. i~-p~i~itive society, economic, political, and ritual
actionare"'6fgamzed by the one generalized kinship_structure. Anthropologists';therefore, especial1ytne-llIitiSn~soaaf anthropologists, have
tended to posit a different kind of structural dominance for this type of
society: one which would see in politics, ritual, or the econollly.the reflection of relations between persons and groups and the exigencies of main--=taining these relations. My point is not that these observations have been
incorrect. On the contrary, they are essential, and no structuralist or. S-YJD1;
bolist analysis is entitled to ignore the differences in instituti2nal design.~
,(.
For they correspo~d to different modes of symbolic production, contrastioR...
bQ1;hin objective medium and in dynamic capacity.
\
The two cultural orders elevate certain institutional relations to a pbsition of dominance, as the sitefrom w}1icq .th~S. ymbolic .grid is precipitated
and the code objectified. In bour-iJMt~dtre~YL material production is the
--..
aominan' locus of s mbolic roduction; in Rrimitive soci~Jt)~ tl1_e~
sodal (kinship) relations. In the WestemPlan, the relations of product~<:?_ll.~.....
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cqnstitute a classification reiterated throughout the entire cultural scheme,
ir{asmuch as the distinctions of persons, time, space, andQ£.casion
developed in· production are communicated. throughout, to kinship, poli,
tics, and the rest, despite the discontinuities in institutional quality. At the
same' time, as the accumulation of exchange-value proceeds by way of

_/

u.se-va.lue, oa~itali't ~mduetiuu d"elup' a "mbol" e'2!!e, figored "'_
.. t~~ JJl:/~~
I. /'-'
meaningful differences between p~~du~ which serves as a ~~!~.!. /
scheme of social classification. And this economic integration of the
,..
W1mfe~" the ttansmlssf6if-bfbo1lt grid and code, social differentiation andj \
objective contrast, is assured by the market mechanism...,..-foreveryone
must buy and sell to live,b~! the)' c~n.~?~soo~ly..to the,e!~~n.t..!~~ttl!.~.~:
empowered by their relations to pmductlOll.·
-Gt usbeg{;';n e~piicatioitof the ~uit~ral differences by consideration
of the type of code, as this follows from and sums up the earlier diSCUS-II

\(.Y/

SiO.n.s . W..e com.m.en.ce then w.ith a fu.n.d.am.ental .similaritnJhat capi~al.i.st Ii
IJrQ911ction is a.s much as any other economic system a cultural specifica_-don and _no~ merely a natural-material ~ctiVity; for as it is the meanso(it
(,,-~o~~oflife)t iSIlecessarilythe production of symbolic significance.
Nevertheless, because it appears to the producer as a quest for pecuniary
gain, and to the consumer as an acquisition of "useful" goods, the basic
~mbolic .£haract~r <;?itheJ2~Q£~~~~q1!_~p.tin:ly behind the backs <l,f the
2-arti£u>ants-:-and usually of economists as well, insofar as the meaningful'
structure of demand is an exogenous "given" of their analyses. The dif~errEtiat~ol) of (~:gnQ.~ value is mystified as the appropriation of
exchange-value. But it is not enough to demystify: the anthropological
point is that. in the bourgeois system ther.e is indeed no differe.nce .betwee~
, the two, .Q~cause the logic of eroduction is a differential logic of cultura~
~an~~
.' .
~.,
"'.
The reasoning is simple and violates no conventional understanding of
, the capitalist process. The accumulation of exchange-value is always the
creation of use-value. The goods must sell, which is to say that they must
have a preferred' 'utility," real or iIn~i!1ed-bl.!.!..&~aysil}!aginable-for
someone. In ~l)._article eiItitled."Symbols by Which We Buy,"S. J. Levy
~e£"Billidan's ass starved to death equidista~t betw~n
piiesof
attractive hay; he wouldn't have had the problem if one pile had been a bit
more asinine" (1968, p. 56).1 Production for gain is the product~I!_2f a

two

I. Compare the economist's "utility" with C. S. Peirce's general notion of the sign as
"something which stands to somebody for something in some respect or capacity" (1932,
chap. 2, p. 228).
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symbolically significant difference; in the case of the consumer market, it
[ is the production of an appropriate social distinction by way o! concrete
\contrast in the object. The point is implicit in the apparent ambiguity of the
term' 'value, " which may refer to the price of something or the meaning of
something (as the differential concept of a word), or in general to that
which people hold "dear," either morally or monetarily. Anthropologists,
incidentally, are quite familiar with this ambiguity, if not always entirely
conscious of it, since many adopt it to illustrate the universality of rational
economic behavior-even where market exchange is specifically absent.
The people are nevertheless economizing their resources; it's just that they
are interested in "values" other than the material-brotherhood for
example.
But the same connection is made more effectively by Saussure, in a
passage which deserves the place in the study of Western economy that is
accorded in the anthropological economics to the famous text of the Maori
sage Tamati Ranapiri on the hau of the gift (Mauss 1966 [1923-24]).2 Just
r,as Ranapiri's remarks revealed that for the Maori a ritual construction has
'its counterpart in a material exchange, so Saussure's text, by its use of
exchange-value to illustrate the conceptual value of the sign, must suggest
to an unsuspecting Western world that its ostensible quest for the material
is mediated by the symbolic:

one simply states that it can be "exchanged" for a given concept, i.e.,
that it has this or that signification: one must compare it with similar
values, with other words that stand in opposition to it. Its content is
really fixed only by the concurrence of everything that exists outside
it.... Instead of pre-existing ideas then, we find in all the foregoing
examples values emanating from the system. When they are said to
correspond to concepts', it is understood that the concepts are purely
differential and defined not by their positive content but negatively by
their relations with other terms in the system. Their most precise \));,,/'
characteristic is in being what the others are not. [Saussure 1966..1/' 11,; ,~
(1915), pp. 115, 117] ,

C

,

all values are apparently governed by the same paradoxical principle.
They are always composed:
(1) of a dissimilar thing that can be exchanged for the thing of which
the value is to be determined; and
(2) of similar things that can be compared with the thing of which the
value is to be determined.
Both factors are necessary for the existence of a value. To determine
what a five-franc piece is worth one must therefore know: (1) that it
can be exchanged for a fixed quantity of a different thing, e.g., bread;
and (2) that it can be compared with a similar value of the same system, e.g., a one-franc piece, or with coins of another system (a dollar,
etc.). In the same way a word can be exchanged for something-dissimilar, an idea; besides, it can be compared with something of the
same nature, another word. Its value is therefore not fixed so long as
2. See the interpretation in Sahlins 1972. I take the opportunity to repeat here a point made
to me independel1tly by Gayle Rubin and Lawrence Adelson that the common referent of
the constraint of the hau in ritual and material exchange is the one gift that is both fertile
-;1and must be reciprocated: women. Moreove~, the structure. of the transactio.n is on~_?f
, .. generalized exchange," which is a background structure In many PolyneSian soclelles.
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Just so, exchange-value is acquired by producing objects that are not th~, v"
same as other products: objects that have a differential meaning in th
society as organized-Cadillacs as opposed to Chevrolets, suits as oppose
.,'
to overalls, steak as opposed to entrails. Rational groduct!2nforgainis inl\ ~//
one and the same molio!} the ~':!<::tion of s~mbols. And its acceleration,
'"
as in opening up new consumer markets, is exactly the same as opening up
the symbolic set by a permutation of its logic; because, (1) in order to be
exchanged for something else (money), the goods produced must (2) contrast in one or another original property with all other goods of the same
general kind. The peculiarity of this bourgeois totemism perhaps lies
merely in its sauvagerie. For by the development of market-industrial
production, that is, the institutional dominance given to the economy, thel! ':" II
traditional functional relation between the cultural series and the naturalll: \
series is today reversed: rather than serving the differentiation of society by~ II
a differentiation of objects, every conceivable distinction of society is put:,~1 i
to the service of another declension of objects. Fetishism and totemism: the ~, J
most refined creations of the civilized mind.
.---...---'
The second indicative characteristic of economic dominance: the relations of production compose the main classificatory grid for Western society. Mauss wrote of the hau as if the exchange of things were by Maori
conceptions the exchange of persons, even as Marx observed rather the
opposite of our own thinking: the bond of persons is a relation between
things (cf. White 1959b, pp. 242-45). If, as is frequently noticed of
"primitive" exchang~, every transaction has a social coefficienJ:, a relationship between the participants of one kind "or aii.othe~t regulates the
material terms of their interaction, of ourselves it seems true that every [
transaction has a material ,~rm that supplies important dimensions of the
sociiifreIaHillisliip.Even apart from business dealing, in what is sometimes
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called "life" as opposed to "work"-in the association of neighbors, the
membership of a church, a country club, or a Friday-night poker gamethere enters a decisive economic element: a reflection, direct or indirect but
~~Y~.~ssenilar:ortf:le·iera1:ions~()rpr()dUCtl()n.And note that it is not just
,I
the condition of income which comeS into play, but a determination of time
which likewise develops from the structure of production, and a similarly
generated specification of space. Moreover, no institution, however ordered by other principles or oriented.to other purposes, is immune from
(,.
such structuration by the economic forces. The domestic realll1islls much
r"\' ,.' y determined by negation of the workaday-·wbfld·paS6Y01ntrinsiclc~nship.
~~/';"~'
conceptions. Its internal organization, ·aslsw~ll known, varies by
.x ) J , ~ , . , - ~ .
.
' . ,y economIC class, and the relatIOns between husband and WIfe are generally
'GJ ·' ';:saturated by the economic distinction between "breadwinner" and "deI
pendent. " In the tribal design the several functional moments, including
L/:'~ '~i . production, are decisively ordered by kinship standing, such that the clas'S.F '.' sification germane to any particular activity represents some transposition
'. \
of the scheme operative in kinship. But money is to the West what kinship
is to the Rest. It is the nexus that assimilates every other relation to standing
in production. "Mo~ey greed, or mania for wealth," Marx wrote, "necessarily brings with it the decline and fall of the ancient communities. Hence
it is the antithesis to them. It is itself the community [Gemeinwesen], and
can tolerate none other standing above it" (1973 [1857-58], p. 223).
Thus does the economy, as the dominant institutional locus, produce not
I
,
\\ \If. v,(mly objects for .appr~priate sUbjects,~tu.b.jec~f9rJlllErollliat~Qbi~~ts.
0,: ~.\]t thr?,,:,s a .classificatIOn across the entIre cUlt~ral su~erstructure, o~denng
,vl J . "the dIstInctIOns of other sectors·1JyLl'ie oppositIons of--tts1'iW'n-precisely as
0,' (}II"I i : it uses these distinctions for purposes of its own (gain). It effects what
.'
might be called "symbolic synapses."3 conjunctions of oppositions from
distinct cultural planes which thus take the form of homologous
differentiations-such as work/leisure: weekday/weekend; or downtown/
uptown: impersonality/familiarity. Certain of these proportions are clearly
constructed by analogy, as the clothing c0mbination adolescent!
adult: worker/capitalist. But if they embody logical processes and are used
', to tdhink (thet~efOtrde to hbe in) tdhe cultufral world, still th et~ ca~not t betcoTnshidere unmo Iva e , t e pro uct 0 a pure specu la Ive In eres .
ey

L.F:"','" '

d- ,\'J

I

3. Such synapses are the logical product of what James Boon has designated "action values" in a paper (1972) which attempts to isolatidheactual moment-the "Traviata
moment" it might be called from his excellent example--of the unison of meanings from
formally distinct codes.
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l'uPPQ§,e-perhaps only in an unconscious way---eonne~lba.t9X.~.ill:..." </.'
~eady pr:.~_tj.!l.the_socialljfe~lJIey already exis!..in th~_"soc.iflLRLM1,§.-_'/{'': .
ThIS last point is important In two ways. The first we had already
remarked in the context of tribal society, but it is worth reiterating of the
"civilized" concrete tho~gh.t: the interest t~ke.n in such ..:.oncept~al correspondences as worker/capItalIst: youth/adult IS In no wayan idealism. Their
recognition by the anthropologist or economist, like their existence in the
society, reflects a real experience of that society-if always the only kind
of real social experience, namely, that mediated symbolically. The anthropologist did not put them there, any more than the people just made
("
them up and thereupon decided to live by them. They are the true armature ,,,, "
of the cultural order; and the anthropologist in arranging themma-way v'
faithful to experience does no more than discover that order. In doing
so-and this is the second implication-.!!.e acts in som.~Jhing~Qft!I~.~ame
way as a market researc~~r,.an ~dvertising agent, or a fashion designer,
-llIlflaUering as the comparison might be. For t~ese?ucksters of the sym- ,
~ol do not createdenov(), In ~he ner;;)Us'S-ystem of tlieAtnericim
f:
economy, th~irs is the synaptic function. It is their role to be sensitive to
if!
'tne latent_ correspondences in the cultural order whose conjunctio~ in a \.
pro~uct-symbol may spell mercantile success (fig. IS).
(
.
-"Or perhaps more frequently, theirs is to respond to the c~aseless reformulation of symbolic relations within the national social life. Such change
pr9ceeds, on one side, from constant revision of the economic grid,
changes. in the structure of production which impose new coordinates on
other social relationships. This revision of the grid of course reflects the
power of an industrial productivity-given the dist~ibution of income predicated on relations of produ~tion-to saturate a symbolic correspondence
by an appropriate product, an~the consequent movement of capital toward
a new differentiation of symbolic value ir pursuit of greater'exchangevalue. On the other hand, reformulation of the symbolic correspondences
may be initiated from the opposite direction: from events unfolding in
superstructural spheres-wars, a new radical movement, an increase in the
divorce rate, a return to religion-such as alter the context of producHon.
We think of these as a kind of cultural climate, just as we think of designers
as plucking their ideas out of thin air. But the fashion expert does not make
his collection out of whole cloth; like Le,vi-Strauss's famous bricoleur, he
uses bits and pieces with an embedded significance from a previous exist- ,
ence to create an object that works, which is to say that sells-which is i;,\
also to say that objectively synthesizes a relation between cultural ;:
categ~_~es, for in that lies its_~~labil~t!"-'~~--'------"-
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The sexing of objects in advertising display, Advice to
advertisers from Stephen Baker, Visual Persuasion

Figure 15

(1961 ),

Masculine

Feminine

o

Almost every object has a "sex" of Its own. This faclls important to keep In mind when choosing
symbols or props for an Illustration.

Potato

Tomato

Apple

The rough texlure of a potalo helps make il a masculine article. A tomato, soft and pretty, has become a symbol of femininity. An apple has no sex (il grows on "masculine" trees, bul in the Bible il
served as a symbol of feminine beguilement).

J~\j
~
Grass

Trees (and wooden lextures) reek of masculinity. Delicacy of flowers (and girls' liking' for Ihem)
assures thei r place in a woman's domain. Grass, on Ihe olher hand, has no cfalm 10 any parlicular
gender .

•

Black

0

White

Automobile

Neuter

Gray

Black has slrenglh and opacity. These qualities make il appear more masculine Ihan feminine, The
Iranslucency of white (and its virginal qualily) gives it a maidenly appearance. Gray is In between and
Iherefore neuter.

A train is a "he." II suggesls power, adventure, energy. A ship, by virtue of its sleek, graceful appear.
ance, has managed to become a "she." The car used to be more masculine Ihan feminine bul In
this modern world it is rapidly becoming bisexual.
'

Wool

Silk

Cotton

Wool (Iweedy lexlures) is assoclaled more with men's suits Ihan ladies'dresses. Silk has a dlfferenl
connotat,on allogether; ,Is softness and pliabilily make il more "feminine." Cotton can be either
gender.

Dog

Cat

Horse

A dog is usually "he." A cal-characleristicaliy a calculating animal-is "she." Both looks and
personaillies give these creatures a "sex" of Iheir own. A horse can be "he" or "she," depending on
Ihe analomy.

Square

Circle

Triangle

The hal3h, angular edges ofsquare objecls (as shown on preVious page) suggesl masculine lemper
whIle Ihe round shape of a clfcle ,mpl,es Ihe gentleness of a woman, A Irlangle slands undecided.
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We arrive thus at a final distinguishing quality of Western civilization:
that it responds transformationally to events, incorporates historical perturbations as structural permutations, according to a general code of significance. It is important to stress, however, that this is a quantitative
difference within a qualitative identity. ~f.s1-ory i~ a~wa~ ~tructu.r!<d-hy
s~here are only more or less dynamic modes 0 effectmg this. Nor
do the principles of historical structuration differ so much in kind as in
locus. The tribal peoples are capable of the very same transpositions antlJ
refornlUlations of the symbolic code, the generation of new oppositions out
of old-only there it goes on mainly between societies and so appears as
simple variation, whereas here it goes on within the one system and thus
presents a compounded growth ("development"). History there takes
place at the juncture of societies, such that an entire culture area may
present a marvelous set of variations, in base as well as superstructure, of
societies, "all of them similar,but none the same, whose chorus points the
way to a hidden law." For us, by virtue of a different institutional mode of
the symbolic process, history is enlisted, in basically the same ways, but in
the complication of the one society.
In its reliance upon symbolic reason, however, our culture is not radically different from that elaborated by the "savage mind." We are just as
logical, philosophical, and meaningful as they are. And however unaware
of it, we give to the qualitative logic of the concrete as decisive a place.
Still, we speak as if we had rid ourselves of constraining cultural conceptions, as if our culture were constructed out of the "real" activities andJ
expedences of individuals rationally bent upon their practical interests.
lThe final alienation is a kind of de-structuration. Marx wrote that primitive
society could not exist unless it disguised to itself the real basis. of that
Jexistence, as in the form oj religious illusions. But the remark may be truer
t of bourgeois society. Everything in capitalism conspires to conceal the
symbolic or enng of the system--.,--especially those academic theories of
praxis by which we conceive ourselves and the rest of the world. A praxis
theory based on pragmatic interests· and~ "olbJb'ective" C~~ditlionsd is t~e
I secondary form of a cultural illusion, an ItS e a orate empmca an statistical offspring, the "etic" investigations of our social sciences, the intel~
lectual titillation of an "emic" mystification.
~_What is finally distinctive of Western civilization is the mode Of symbolic production, this very disguise in the form of a growing GNP of the
process by which symbolic value is created. But such institutionalization of
the symbolic process only makes it more elaborate, as well as less subject
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t9 control and more dangerous. More elaborate because it encourages all
the human capacities of symbolic manipulation within a single social or
der, and thus generates an enormous cultural growth. More dangerou~lh,
then, because in the inter~st of this g~owth it does not hesitate to destro~. r \ \
any other form of humamty whose difference from us consists in havin~ ~ I'
discovered. not merely other codes of existence but ways of achieving anu
end that still eludes us: the mastery by society of society's mastery ove~i ~
nature.
,.1.
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